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PREFACE

This book is in great measure an abridgment of

our larger work, The Principles of Sound and Inflexion

in Greek and Latin, and is intended for the use of

junior students. It has been our object, avoiding

all doubtful points, to give a clear statement of the

main principles of the phonetics and morphology of

Greek and Latin with adequate illustration. We have

added a chapter on Comparative Syntax, for which

we are chiefly indebted to Delbriick's Syntaktische

Forsckungen and Monro's Homeric Grammar.

We wish to express, as on a former occasion, our

hearty gratitude to the Provost of Oriel for advice

and assistance in the preparation of the book, and

also to thank those friends who have helped us in

the correction of the proof-sheets.

J. E. K.

C. C.
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INTRODUCTION.

CHAPTER I.

The Comparative Study of Language.

In any language we can study (i) the sounds of which Study of

its words are composed, (2) the formation of words and ^^g"^g^-

the grammatical forms which they assume in declensions,

conjugations, &c., (3) their arrangement in sentences, or

syntax. The study of a single language at one period of

its history will only give us the rules of that language at that

time. The study of the whole history of a language at all

periods will give us more facts and rules. But to obtain

wide conclusions about language in general we must compare
different languages. In England the name of Comparative

Philology has been given to this study, but, as Philology can

include literature as well, the term is too wide.

The Comparative Philology or Study of the Indo-European

languages aims at comparing the sounds, words and sen-

tences of the different Indo-European languages in order to

find out how they are related jto one another and whether

they can be referred to a common origin. In this book we

are primarily interested in the Comparative Philology of the

two Indo-European languages, Greek and Latin.

The Comparative Study of languages is not an old one. Sanskrit.

It began, in the modern sense, with the discovery of Sanskrit,

the ancient classical language of the Hindus, towards the end

of the last century. The ancient Greeks regarded all

speech except their own as barbarous and unworthy of

study. The Romans paid no attention to a^y language

except their own and Greek ; Caesar, though he wrote

r B



Sanskrit [Ch.

Greek,
Latin and
Sanskrit.

Gram-
marians.

a work on Grammar, did not think of comparing the lan-

guages of the nations he conquered with the speech of his

fellow-countrymen. As long as Greek and Latin remained

the only ancient languages known, the study of languages

made but little progress. There was not sufficient ground
for comparison and framing general conclusions by pro-

ceeding from what was known to what was unknown, and

the study of words was confined to more or less successful

hunting after etymologies.

Upon the discovery of Sanskrit it became clear that

Sanskrit, Greek and Latin were all closely related to one

another. The words for father and mother and other words

of relationship, the names of parts of the body and of animals

as well as the numerals in all three languages resembled one

another: there was also a similarity of inflexion in the

different declensions and conjugations. At first it was sup-

posed that Sanskrit was the mother-tongue from which

Greek and Latin were descended. But the Zend or ancient

Persian, which was afterwards discovered, though resembling

Sanskrit in many points, cannot be derived from it, and

while it is true that Sanskrit has many forms older than the

corresponding forms of Latin and Greek, yet many of the

peculiarities of Greek and Latin are not derived from

Sanskrit. Just as Latin is not derived from Greek, so

Greek and Latin are not derived from Sanskrit. Both on

the contrary, along with most of the languages of modern

Europe and some of those of Asia, spring from one original

mother-tongue, long since extinct, which in this book is

spoken of as the original Indo-European language. The

reason of this name will be explained later.

The discovery of Sanskrit also involved the discovery of the

Sanskrit grammarians. The grammarians of ancient Greece

and Rome, whose methods had up to that time been followed in

modern grammars, attended rather to the use and meaning of

words in sentences than to the elements of which words are
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made up. The Sanskrit grammarians analysed words into

separate syllables, and noted the influence which neighbouring

sounds had upon one another. The discovery therefore of

the Sanskrit system of grammar gave great impetus to our

science, since for the purpose of the comparative study of

languages we must know with accuracy the sounds of each

language and have therefore to break up words into their

component parts.

Our object is to compare the sounds and words of the Changes of

Greek and Latin languages as to their form, and to shew
°"" '

how they have descended from a common origin. In this

descent they have passed through a perpetual series of

changes ; for language even at the present time is altering

slowly but surely from generation to generation, and the

alterations must have been far more numerous and far more

rapid in ages which possessed no literature and no printing

press to check the tendency to change and keep it within

bounds- The parent language from which they, in common
with other kindred languages, are derived, split up into

dialects, and these dialects eventually developed into so many
distinct languages, differing from one another in countless par-

ticulars, which changed, and in the case of those still spoken
continue now to change imperceptibly. If all these changes
had to be learnt separately no benefit could be derived from

learning them. But they admit of being grouped together

under general statements, which are called Laws. For in-

stance, the Greek Kvv-a answers to English houn-d and K^p-v^

to her-ald, but instead of going through each separate

instance we can group them under the general law that the

Greek k sound is represented by the sound of English h. Such

laws are called Phonetic Laws, and may apply either to a

single language or groups of languages, or to the whole

body of language, according as they are special or general.

Phonetic laws are based upon the fact that when change Phonetic

comes in a language it extends to all those who have con- Laws.

B 2



Phonetic Laws. [Cb.

slant intercourse with one another in that language. It is

true that no one can pronounce the same sound twice in

exactly the same way, because of the imperfection of the

organs of speech. No one can sign his name to a cheque

twice without minute differences between the two signatures,

but the signatures are for practical purposes the same,

otherwise one cheque might be dishonoured. Similarly

though no two sounds pronounced are exactly the same, yet

they are the same for practical purposes, and are recognised

as the same by those whom we address, otherwise they

would have no meaning. It is the possibility of infinite

variation in the utterance of any sound that gives the oppor-

tunity for changes of sound, while it is the necessity of being

intelligible which keeps the speech of those who have inter-

course together practically the same. But in spite of the

fact that sounds appear to be the same, and that a man of

sixty may think that they are pronounced as they were when

he was thirty, yet they have changed by gradations which

are imperceptible to those who employ them. It is neces-

sary to lay stress on this, because changes of sound are

unconscious. If h disappeared in English it would not be

because those who spoke EngHsh agreed to drop it for the

sake of ease, or from sudden motives of laziness, but it

would disappear gradually and imperceptibly.

Changes of sound come gradually and extend ta all mem-

bers of the community who employ the language in which

they occur. They also extend to all words in which the

sound, which is affected, occurs. Supposing that the pro-

nunciation of the /^-sound changes, it will not change in one

particular word only, but the conditions being the same, it

will change in all words in which it occurs. Hence it is that

we are enabled to call the change a Phonetic Law which

holds good universally. The Law of course may change.

It only represents what holds good at the time it is stated.

The change from Greek k to English h went through a
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series of changes, which we may represent by k, k}-, k^, k^,

&c. ... k. At each particular stage the Phonetic Law would

have been different in its statement, but would have been

equally valid.

Phonetic Laws are most easily observed in uncivilised

nations, for with them the conservative influence of literature

does not exist. Change is more frequent and more general,

and in some savage tribes so rapid that one generation

cannot understand another. In civilised nations change is

controlled by literature and tradition, sometimes even entirely

checked, in which case the language becomes dead, as has

been the fate of Classical Latin. The healthy state of a

living language is to be in equilibrium between the revolu-

tionary and the conservative forces.

It may appear that there are exceptions to a Phonetic A

Law. For instance, in Greek it is a law that a- between
j

vowels disappears, but yet there are such words as x^P^^^*"
\

which are exceptions to the law. Or again, a law which

holds good in ordinary speech may be obscured when

written in the spelling of literature. Or again, a word may
be borrowed from another language or dialect, and so not

fall under the law of the language into which it has been

adopted.

Many of the apparent exceptions to the phonetic laws of Analogy,

any language are due to the influence of Analogy. A con-

siderable number of the words we use we have never

actually learnt, but rather formed in imitation of other forms

previously heard or used. Memory is not the sole agent in

our speech. The power of association is another and a

powerful one. Everyone must know how a child beginning
to talk inflects its verbs upon the model of one or two

already known to it. In the case of an adult these new
formations are less common, for knowing more he has less

need of them, but still it is possible for him to use in con-

versation a word which he has never heard or seen, but
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which he forms instinctively on the analogy of other words.

When Demosthenes said cf)i\nrrr-iCei rj Uvdla, everyone under-

stood him, just as the meaning of such terms as
' Glad-

stonian
' and '

Opportuniste
'

is clear in modern England and

France.

New
;By Analogy too new forms contrary to established usage

are introduced, but unless the new form is accepted by a

majority of the speaking society, it will never be used to the

exclusion of the old. Sometimes it happens that the new

form which is due to Analogy exists side by side with the

form which is the result of Phonetic Law, e. g. 2a>KpdTrju side

j
by side with Soxpar?;. Where there is a similarity of mean-

*

ing between one word and another or a group of words, the

tendency is by analogy to make them resemble one another

in form. Thus by phonetic law et-/ii takes the place of ea-fii,

side by side with eV-n', but instead of el-fiev like d-fii we find

€<T-fxev on the analogy of ea-rl and eV-re. Analogy then

leads men to systematise the different forms of words and

arrange them in symmetrical groups. A few instances from

different languages will illustrate this.

The regular Epic form of the third plural of Kelfiai is Kearai,

\ as the law is that t between vowels should disappear ;
but

\ upon the analogy of /cet/im we find in Homer Keiarat as well

! as Kearai : elsewhere Kelvrai.

The participle ^e^am resembles icrraas, and so on the

analogy of eardKa ((o-TTjKa) arOSe the perfect ^e^dKa {^e^rjKo).

In the same way yeyaas resembles iarraas, and on the

same analogy we find in Pindar the perfect yeyaKciv.

Again from the stem of ^aarikev-s is formed the verb

^aaikev-o). On the analogy of this verb we have dovXevooj but

the noun from which this is derived is dovXo-s not 8ov\€v-s.

In French we find aimons (amamus), aimez (amatis)

altered from *
anions,

* amez on the analogy of aime (amo).

In Anglo-Saxon we find /6t, pi. /et, answering to modern

English foot, feet, but for A.S. boc, pi. bee, modern English

\
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shews book, books, following the analogy of words which form

the plural in s. The preterite of the A.S. verb ridan was in

the singular rdd, ride, rdd, pi. ridon. Modern English has

throughout rode
{
= rdd).

These then will serve as instances of the working of

Analogy in altering the forms of words. It acts alongside

of memory in creating new words on the model of old, and

in bringing words related in meaning into conformity with

one another.

Forms due to the action of analogy are numerous in the

later stages of a language, but we are not to suppose that the

power of creating new forms on the model of old was denied

to the earlier stages. As the organs of speech were the

same, so we must suppose the mental conditions to have

been. The reasons which led to a change of language in

the past must have been the same as the reasons which lead

to changes of language now.

These two principles of Phonetic Law andjVnalogy^ are of

supreme importance in the study of language. Under the

first we learn that changes of sound take place in obedience

to general laws, and that every word, in which the same

sound occurs under the same conditions, is subject to the

same phonetic change. ¥nder the second we learn that new

words are created and old words changed in obedience to

their supposed resemblance to other words or groups of

words.



CHAPTER II.

The Indo-European Languages.

The Indo- The greater part of the languages and dialects of Europe

lanSiTiS
^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^ certain number of Asiatic languages, can be

grouped together as common descendants of a single parent-

speech. The names of Aryan, Indo-European, and Indo-

Germanic are all applied to this community of languages.

The term ' Indo-Germanic
'

omits all notice of Greek and

Latin as well as of the Celtic and Slavonic languages ;
the

term '

Aryan/ or better
'

Arian/ is also applied in a more

I

limited sense to the group formed by Indian and Iranian lan-

guages. We shall therefore employ the term Indo-European.

The Indo-European family consists of eight groups or

smaller families of language, two of which are to be found in

Asia and the rest in Europe.
Indian and i. The Indian and Iranian group. Of the Indian Sanskrit

is the head. Sanskrit is the ancient literary language of the

priestly caste of the Brahmans. The oldest form of Sanskrit

(from c. 1500 B.C.) appears in the Vedas or sacred hymns ;
the

later or classical Sanskrit is the language which conformed

to the rules of the native grammarians.
The Iranian or Persian consists of the Old Persian, the

language of the cuneiform inscriptions, and the Zend or Old

Bactrian, which is the language of the Zend-avesta or sacred

books of Zoroaster.
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2. The Armenian family comprises the dialects of Armenia. Armenian.

Its principal characteristic is the possession of the vowel e^

which distinguishes it from the other Asiatic languages of the

Indo-European family.

3. The Greek family comprises the different dialects of Greek,

ancient Greece and their modern representatives. The tra-

ditional division of these dialects distinguishes Doric, Aeolic,

and Ionic. The subdivisions of the spoken Greek were in

reality innumerable and their mutual relations are not easy

to determine. A broad division may be made into Ionic

and non-Ionic dialects, based upon the Ionic change of

a into 77.

The dialect spoken in the Ionian colonies of Asia Minor, Ionic,

in the Cyclades and in Euboea, and in which Herodotus

wrote his History, is called New Ionic, while the literary

language of Homer is called Old Ionic. With these goes

Attic, which is distinguished into the Old and the New Attic.

The Old Attic is the dialect of the tragic poets and Thucy-

dides, and is nearer to Herodotus than the New Attic, which
|

was used by the comic writers and the orators. New Attic I

has TT^ for (t(t^ uvv for ^w, pp for po-, and a for ai in such 1

words as a^ros, uei, eXda, &c.

Of the non-Ionic dialects Doric in its different varieties
poric.

extended over the south and east of the Peloponnese as far;

as Megara, the southern Cyclades and Sporades, Crete,?

Rhodes, the Dorian towns in Asia Minor and other|

Dorian colonies. The most prominent characteristic of'i

Doric, as a whole, is the use of a for Ionic rj. Doric:

too preserved the digamma and did not change dentals;

to sibilants in such words as dlbcon
(
=

didcocri), tvtttovtii

Under the head of Aeolic are usually classed the dialects \A.eolic

of Lesbos, Thessaly, Boeotia, Cyprus, Arcadia and Elis.

The mutual relation of these dialects it is hard to determine.

The Lesbian is represented in the lyric fragments of Alcaeus
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and Sappho. It is marked by the retention of the original a

where Ionic has jij_by the avoidance of the oxytone accent,

in which it resembles Latin, and by the use of the smooth

breathing, e.g. in ittttos. The other Aeolic dialects are

known chiefly from inscriptions. That of Northern Thes-

saly goes along with Lesbian and Boeotian, while Arcadian

and Cyprian may be classed together. With the exception

of lyric poetry, the chief forms of literature found expression
in the Ionic and Attic dialects, and Attic became the leading

dialect of ancient Greece. Under the Macedonian Empire
it lost its purity and gradually passed into the koivi] hioKiKTos

of Polybius and Plutarch. The vulgar speech formed the

basis of the Hellenistic Greek of the LXX and the New
Testament. Out of the kowj] have been developed the

modern Romaic dialects.

Albanian. 4. The Albanian is classed apart from the Greek family ;

of its earlier history we have no records, so that it is

difficult to speak with certainty of its relation to other

groups.

5. The languages of the ItaHc family divide themselves

into two main groups
—the Latin and the Umbro-Oscan.

Latin .

j

The earliest remains of Latin date from about three

hundred years before the Christian era. One characteristic

of this language is that there is no evidence of a sub-

division into dialects till the time when it became the

speech of the different provinces of the Roman Empire.

The literary language naturally became more or less stereo-

typed at an early period, and still more entirely so in the

epoch which begins with Lucilius and concludes with the

Augustan Age. The vulgar Latin, on the other hand, was

the speech of the common people, and it was this form of

the language which passed into the Lingua Romana of the

Empire and gave birth to the eight Romance languages of

Southern Europe, Portuguese, Spanish, Catalan (in North

Spain and Roussillon), Proven9al, Italian, French, Rhaeto-
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romanic (in the Tyrol, Engadine, &c.), and Roumanian or

Wallachian.

The Umbro-Oscan group consisted of the Umbrian, spoken Umbro-

in the east or north midlands of Italy, and the Oscan, spoken

in the south midlands. Into the details of these languages it

is not necessary to go here. One or two points of interest

in their bearing on Latin may be noticed; (i) the use in

Umbrian of a modified D at the end of words and between

vowels, which in the Roman form of the Umbrian alphabet

is written R or RS, and explains the Latin forms ar-biter\

ar-cesso, ar-/uerunt, which seem as far as the prefix is con-
j

cerned to be borrowed; (2) the preservation of sigmatic/

futures (Umbrian (5^«/^j-/= j^^wz"^/, Oscan dtdest=^dabit, cf. Latin

/axo, jusso), and the preservation of s as the termination

of the gen. sing, and nom. plur. of the A-declension (Umbr.
iutas or totar=^urbes, urbts, cf. \^2X. paterfamilias).

6. The Celtic family comprises a northern group, con4 Celtic,

sisting of Irish, Gaelic, and Manx, and a southern group,

composed of Cymric, Cornish, and Armorican.

7. The Teutonic family is divided into (i) the Eastern, com- Teutonic,

prising ancient Gothic, and Scandinavian with its subdivisions ;

and (2) the Western, consisting of English, Frisian, and the

Low and High German languages. Our knowledge of

Gothic is confined to the fragments of the Gothic trans-

lation of the Bible made by the Arian bishop Ulfilas in the

fourth century. The Scandinavian group, which goes most

closely with the Gothic, comprises Icelandic, Norwegian,

Danish, and Swedish. Of the western group, English, Frisian,

and Saxon go together ;
from Saxon sprang the later Low

German dialects. High German is distinguished from the

other Teutonic dialects by a different treatment of the mutes

(p. 83). From High German and its dialects sprang the

speech of the greater part of modern Germany.

8. Of the Baltic and Slavonic family Baltic contains the Baltic and

three divisions of Old Prussian, Lithuanian, and Lettish.
Slavonic.
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Mutual
relations

of the

families.

Genea-

logical

theory.

Slavonic is divided into (i) the southern, including Russian,

Bulgarian, Servian, and Croatian, (2) the western, comprising
the Czechish and Polish dialects.

The above are the eight chief divisions into which the

primitive Indo-European language has split. To trace the

process of separation and development is a more difficult

task. Did our forefathers come, as has been usually sup-

posed, from the plains in the neighbourhood of the Hindu-

Kush mountains, or was Europe, as some have lately

imagined, the cradle of our race ? In what order did the

different languages break off from the parent stock .? Some
writers have constructed genealogical trees showing the order

of the migrations and separations of the different Indo-Euro-

pean groups. Thus it was supposed that the Indian and

Iranian were the most ancient, and remained nearest to the

primitive home of the race. The first to split off were the

Slavs and Teutons, and these were followed by the ancestors

of the Greek, Italian, and Celtic nations. But such divisions

are too absolute, for though the members of these groups
are more like one another than they are like other groups,

yet each group has features which connect it with some

member of another group. For instance the Asiatic families

are distinguished from the European, but yet a special fea-

ture of the Asiatic languages, namely that they change an

original palatal k into a sibilant sound, is also a feature of

the Slavonic languages of Europe. This shows that lan-

guages cannot be rigidly separated into groups, because

the different groups, though distinguished in some parts,

overlap in others.

Genealogical trees of the different Indo-European races

are to be regarded with a sceptical eye. To begin with, we

do not know how numerous the primitive race was before

the time of separation. As we attribute to it not only the

origin of words and sounds but also the inflexions of a highly

developed speech, the primitive language must have had a
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long past history, and must therefore have been the language

of a numerous race. Such a race would be spread over a

wide extent of country, and in that case there must have

been a tendency to form dialects. We need not assume

that the primitive speech was everywhere the same, or that it

did not vary like every language which is spoken by a

numerous race in an extensive country and in an age when

communication is not developed. The differences which we

can discern in the languages of Europe may have begun in

the dialects of the primitive speech before the Indo-Euro-

peans left the plains of Asia, and afterwards have been

increased.

A more satisfactory metaphor than the genealogical tree * Wave '

to represent the relations of kindred languages is to compare
* ^'^^^'

their differences to waves, by which we imply that all the

languages of the Indo-European family formed once, as itwere,

a continuous whole. The parts which were adjacent stood in

close relation to one another, and the splitting into different

types was the result of differences of dialect, which arose

within small limits and were gradually extended like waves.

The relation of different languages is thus explained as

much by geographical as by genealogical considerations.

Neighbouring dialects borrow from one another, but dia-

lects widely separate have no close mutual connexion. For

instance, an original tl becomes tt in Attic, Boeotian and I

Euboean, and in these dialects alone, since Attica, Boeotia, \

and Euboea are contiguous districts. In the same way

jhotacism, or the change of o- into p, is introduced into later

Laconian from the neighbouring EHs. The upshot is then

that, if we take one peculiarity as the basis of our division of

languages or dialects, they will be grouped in one way, but if

we take another peculiarity the grouping will be different.

No classification is final, but that is best which is most

convenient for the purpose in hand.

The Greek and Latin languages, which are the subject of Relation of
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Greek and our special attention, were once probably neighbouring
Latin.

dialects of the common speech, just as they afterwards

became neighbours in Europe. They are the only Indo-

European languages which have feminines of the 0-declen-

sion, and their systems of accentuation are to some extent

the same.

,

On the other hand, though the structure and vocabulary

of Latin at first sight seems to connect it most closely with

the Greek languages, it may be noticed that the two most

characteristic points in the Latin verb—the future in -b- and

the passive in -r—find their counterpart not in Greek but in

Celtic, while much of the vocabulary common to Latin and

Greek is also common to the other Indo-European lan-

guages, and on the other hand many of the names of the

commonest objects have a different origin in the two lan-

guages, e. g. the names for sea, earth, sky. We have already

seen that it is dangerous to attempt to determine too exactly

the mutual relations of allied tongues, and we can only say

that the evidence does not at present justify us in assuming
that either Greeks and Italians or Celts and Italians ever

formed one people distinct from the other members of the

common Indo-European stock.

Relation of The relations of Greek, Latin, and Sanskrit to one another

^^atm

an

jgj.^j^^
^^ qyjj-g ^ different footing to the relations in which

Romance Bthe vulgar Latin or Lingua Romana of the provinces of the

'^"^"^^^^'J Roman empire stands to the modern Romance languages.
I The Romance languages are directly descended from the

Lingua Romana, just as the Indo-European languages are

descended from a primitive Indo-European speech. But we

can prove the descent of the Romance languages from the

Lingua Romana by historical inquiry. Both the mother tongue
and the descendants are before us. The original Indo-Euro-

pean, on the other hand, from which Greek, Latin, Sanskrit,

and the other Indo-European languages have descended,

no longer exists. We have to reconstruct it out of the simi-
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Morpho-
logical
classifica-

tion.

larities which we find between its different descendants. We
can draw up a genealogical table of descent for the Romance

languages, but this is not possible with the whole body of

Indo-European languages, which are of much wider extent

and much greater antiquity.

Besides Genealogical classification, we can classify lan-

guages Morphologically, that is, according to their system of

grammatical forms, their declensions and conjugations.

Language consists of words, grammatical forms, and

syntax. Morphological as distinguished from Genealogical

classification is based upon systems of grammatical forms,

and it is by these that languages can be best distinguished

into groups of larger or smaller extent.

Upon this principle of classification there are three great

families of speech : Radical, Agglutinative, and Inflexional,

distinguished according to the way in which they combine the

roots or main significant elements of words with those other

elements which mark the distinctions of person, number,

gender, tense, mood, or case.

In the Inflexional group, to which all Indo-European Inflexional,

languages belong, a distinction may be made between roots

which are Predicative and roots which are Pronominal. The

predicative are the roots of nouns and verbs, and form the

bulk of roots in any language ;
the pronominal are a smaller

body from which are derived pronouns, conjunctions, particles,

and some prepositions. From the combinations of these two

different sets of roots may arise the different parts of speech

and their several inflexions, as for instance the cases of nouns.

In the Inflexional type of language roots have no separate

existence apart from words. In any Greek or Latin in-

flexion we discover the root, or main significant element

which we can trace no further back, by breaking up the

word into its parts. The terminations, which were possibly

Pronominal in origin, have no independent meaning apart

from their connexion with the rest of the word in which
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Radical.

Agglutina
tive.

/ they occur, e. g. -\ii has no meaning when detached from

/ l(TTT]-fMl.

To the Inflexional type also belong the Semitic languages,

viz. Hebrew, Phoenician, Assyrian, Syrian, and Arabic. But

these we need do no more than mention here, as with them

we are not concerned.

The Radical or Monosyllabic languages, like Chinese, use

roots as independent words, which depend for their meaning

upon their position in the sentence. In such languages
we find no formal distinction of the parts of speech, no

inflexion, no derivation. They form a small minority of

languages.

Between the Radical and the fully Inflexional languages
come the Agglutinative languages, approximating in varying

degrees to one or other of the two extreme types. The
characteristic of the Agglutinative languages, as a body, is

that the roots do not remain apart as independent words as

in Chinese, but yet do not combine so fixedly as in the

Inflexional languages. If roots are combined, one bears the

leading idea and the others tend to lose their individual

meaning, but the combinations can be taken apart more

readily than in Inflexional languages. As however the fusion

of the elements of words is a question of degree, we can draw-

no hard and fast line betw^een Agglutinative and Inflexional

languages.



PART I.

SOUNDS.

CHAPTER III.

Classification of Sounds.

For the purpose of comparing languages we have to break Words

up words into the sounds of which they are composed. o?^^°^|s

Every word is a combination of different sounds, each of

which is affected by the neighbourhood of the other sounds.

Consequently to determine the nature of each separate sound

is a difficult matter. The science of Physics tells us what

the nature of a sound is, and the science of Physiology tells

us the organs of speech with which it is uttered.

A musical sound is a regular periodic vibration of the sur- Nature of

rounding air, while a noise may be called an irregular vibra-
^°""^-

tion. Sounds can be distinguished according to their strength

or loudness, and according to their height or pitch.

The chief organs of speech are the lungs, and, speaking Organs

generally, the throat and the mouth. The breath is expelled
^^ speech,

from the lungs and afterwards modified in the throat and

mouth. From the lungs it passes into the windpipe, and

thence into the larynx. In the interior of the larynx are two

ligaments, the vocal chords, forming an aperture which can

be extended or contracted at will by the surrounding muscles.

When the breath passes these ligaments, the pitch or height

of sound is determined by the number of their vibrations,

and the quality of the sound is further determined by the

form taken by the mouth and throat. The roof of the

mouth behind the teeth consists of the upper or hard palate

c
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Classifica-

tion of

sounds.

Vowels
and Con-
sonants.

and the lower or soft palate {velum), of which the lower

extremity (uvula) can close the entrance to the nose passage.

Apart from speech the breath passes through the throat,

mouth and nose without appreciable sound, and the different

organs lie at rest. In order to articulate, the passage of the

breath is regulated and the position of the organs of speech is

altered at will. A stream of air is drawn into the lungs and

breathed out in bursts of different length and strength.

Voice depends upon the contraction and vibration of the

vocal chords
;
in the case of a whisper there is less, if any,

vibration. In forming non-nasal sounds the passage to the

nose is closed up. The sound is nasalised if the passage be

open, in the case of vowels as well as consonants. In the

French nasals en, vin, un, there is a guttural as well as a

nasal element, not so much however as in the English jig.

The number of possible sounds is infinite, and to classify

all is impracticable. For instance, in the word cat there is

not only the ^-sound, the ^-sound, and the /-sound, but also

the transitional sounds made in passing from c to a and from

a to /. These are not represented in the spelling of cat.

Again, no two human beings pronounce any of these sounds

in exactly the same way, for it is not to be supposed that in

pronouncing c-a-t everyone sends exactly the same amount

of breath from his lungs, contracts or expands his muscles

to exactly the same degree, or has exactly the same shape of

throat or mouth as everybody else. Nor again would the

same man be found to pronounce c-a-t twice in exactly the

same way, nor could he do so unless he were a perfectly

accurate machine. Consequently it is impossible to set

down and classify all speech sounds. A limited number of

types or normal average sounds is chosen, and upon their

characteristics our definitions are based.

First of all we come to the great distinction between

Vowels and Consonants, which dates from the time of Plato

and the earliest inquirers. A consonant is the sound or
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rather noise resulting when the breath is closely squeezed or

stopped at some part of the mouth or breath passage. This

passage has two outlets; one at the lips, the other at the

nose. In the case of some consonants the passage is closed

at a given point, e. g. at the lips in /, b', at the teeth in /, d ;

at the palate in k, g, while the nose passage is closed by the

bottom of the soft palate. In the case of other consonants

the passage is not closed but only narrowed, and the breath

sounds against the narrow walls, as iny^ s, ck, Sec. The nose

channel is left open in pronouncing «, m.

In the case of vowels the breath is not checked or closely

narrowed at a given point, but passes freely through the

mouth passage. With each different vowel-sound the mouth

passage assumes, it is true, a different form which modifies

the sound, but there is no check or hindrance to the free

issue of the sound, nor audible friction after the breath has

been vocalised by the vibration of the vocal chords.

\ I. Vowels as well as consonants can be classified according ciassifica-

to the place of their articulation in the mouth passage. Of *^°^ °^

, . . , , . ,

10
vowels.

course there is not with vowels as with consonants a com-

plete or approximate stoppage at any point, but the places

of articulation can be distinguished by the position of the

I

tongue. Each new position of the tongue is accompanied

I
by a fresh vowel sound. The tongue can be moved horizon-

tally backwards and forwards, or vertically up and down.

Thus in pronouncing a the tongue is moved backwards, in

pronouncing z it is moved forwards horizontally. Again in

pronouncing the e oipretty the tongue is moved up nearer the

roof of the mouth, in pronouncing the a of man it is moved

down vertically. All vowel sounds can be classified according

to these horizontal or vertical movements of the tongue.

I

II. Every vowel sound can further be distinguished as Open

j(also
called Wide) and Shut (also called Narrow). In the

shut or narrow vowels there is more convexity of the tongue,

and a sense of effort and strain in pronunciation.

c 2
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III. Vowels again can be modified by rounding or pro-

jecting the lips.

The following are instances of the most familiar varieties

A of vowel sounds. In father the A is open and the tongue

is at the back of the mouth or guttural. In man and

hat we have the same vowel with the tongue in a lower

position.

I In Yxenchfini the /is narrow, and the tongue is further

forward or palatal. The same vowel is open in English bit.

In both sounds the vertical position of the tongue is high.

E A narrow palatal E, with middle vertical position of the

tongue, is to be seen in French ///, aimer. The same vowel

is wide or open in English head, end. Of the vowel sounds

modified by the action of the lips there appears a narrow

U guttural U in German gut, with high vertical position of the

tongue, while the vowel is open in English good and/w//.

O A narrow guttural 0, with middle vertical position of the

tongue, is to be found in German so, Sohn, and with a low

vertical position in English lord, law. A wide guttural O,

with low vertical position of the tongue, occurs in English noi

and dog.

Classifica- Consonants, as we have before remarked, are distinguished
tionofcon- {yotci vowels by the narrowing or stopping of the mouth
sonants.

, .
, . , r ,

•
,

passage, which m the utterance or vowels is kept compara-

tively wide and open.

I. Place, j
I. Consonants are classified according to the point in the

mouth passage at which they are articulated.

Furthest back we have the Guttural sounds, with articu-

lation of the tongue and the soft palate {velum) : included in

these are the sounds of k,g before the vowel sounds a and o,

e. g. cow, goose, and such sounds as the ch of German ach and

the ng of English sing. From the fact that the velum or

soft palate plays a prominent part in their articulation these

sounds are called Velar Gutturals .

Further forward we have the Palatah, which result from
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the contact of the tongue and hard palate, such as k and

g before ^ and /.

Next come the Dentals, where the tongue, teeth, and front of

the palate are the instruments of articulation, e. g. /, ih, d, shy r.

(Foremost

in the mouth are the Labials, or lip-sounds,

formed either by both the lips or by the under lip and upper

teeth. Such are p, b, m,/, v.

II. Consonants can also be classified according to the form 2. Form,

of their articulation.

i When there is a complete check at the point of articu-

j
lation, consonants are called Mules or Slopped or Explosives^

I
e. g. k, g, t, d, p, b. In the classifications of the ancient

grammarians Mules were divided into Tenues and Mediae, the

name of Tenues (bare or thin letters) being given to k, I, p,

and that of Mediae to g, d, b. The name of Mediae had no

other meaning than that these letters were ranked between

the Tenues and the Aspirales kh, Ih, ph. As we no longer

regard the Tenues as thin letters, and gain nothing by calling

sounds middle sounds, the terms Tenues and Mediae, though

still employed, have lost their usefulness.

Where the mouth passage is narrowed but not com-

pletely closed at the point of articulation, we have the Open

or Fricalive consonants, such as r, s,/, z, v, the last four of

which are also called Spiranls.

Where the passage is stopped in the middle but kept open

at the sides, we have a divided sound, such as /.

Where the nose passage is left open we have the nasals m
and n. N takes its character from the nature of the neigh-

bouring sounds
;

e. g. it is guttural in sink, but dental in tetil.

I III. Consonants may, thirdly, be divided into Voiced and 3- Voice.

I
Voiceless.

The Voiced or So/l consonants are pronounced with a

vibration of the vocal chords. To this class belong the

Nasals n, m, the Liquids I and r, the Mediae g, d, b, the

Aspirated Mediae gh, dh, bh, and the Spirants z, v, w,j,y.
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vowels.

Glides.

The Voiceless or Hard consonants are the Tenues p, t, k, q,

the Aspirated Tenues kh, th,ph, and the Spirants s,/.

There are some sounds which can play the part of either

consonants or vowels. Such are the semivowels z and «,

which as vowels are written i and u, as consonants ^ {y) and u

(w). In the same way m, n, r, I can be used as vowels, when we

shall write them m, n, r,l. Whether they are used as vowels

or consonants depends upon their position. Between vowels

they are purely consonantal, but before or after consonants

they can be vocalised or made sonant. In such a word as

saddle the / sound is vocalised or sonant, while in captain the

«-sound is sonant in the same way. We might write them

saddl and captn.

Besides the different sounds which we have classified, we

have the introductory glides represented by the smooth and

rough breathings. In singing a good singer begins from

the outset with the voice, and allows no breathed introduc-

tion ;
in speaking there is an introductory breath before vowel

sounds. If stress is laid upon this initial glide, there ensues

the rough breathing h, in which the organs of the mouth are

kept apart as for a vowel sound, but the vocal chords do

not vibrate. The rough breathing may be regarded as an

emphasised initial glide which varies in character according

to the following vowel sound. It can also come at the end

of a word.

Tadle of Consonants.

y^
^.Mutes . , .

Aspirates

Fricative

and Spirant

Nasal

Liquid ...

Voiceless.

k,(5;t,p

kh, th, ph

s,f

Voiced.

g, d, b

gh, dh, bh

z, V, w, y,y

n, m

1, r

Guttural and
Palatal.

kh, gh

Dental.

t, d

th. dh

1, r

Labial.

p, b

ph, bh

f, V, w

^'
^

r>
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Now that we have classified the different sounds we can Alphabets,

pass on to their representation in alphabets. No alphabet

attempts to represent all the sounds employed in any lan-

guage. Accentuation, which is an important element of

speech, is rarely denoted, and the same is the case with

quantity. The alphabets in use only aim at roughly satisfy-

ing practical needs, and they were not invented in each case

by the nations which employ them, but were borrowed from

others. The alphabetic symbols remain comparatively un-

changed, while the sounds they represent are continually

changing, so that it is hard to get an idea of the sounds of a

language from a study of its alphabet alone. If we learn a

modern foreign language merely from books, we interpret

the letters of that language in the light of our own corre-

sponding letters. We give for instance English values to the

vowel symbols a, e^ i. We thus see that letters do not tell

us much of the nature of sounds. They have the value

which is associated with them in the minds of the people

who use them.

So far we have spoken of letters as representing single

sounds. Further difficulties arise when we come to the

spelling of complete words. In the English language for

instance spelling often does not represent the differences of

sound. Ifspelling were scientific it would change with change
of pronunciation ;

different sounds would not be spelt in the

same way, and similar sounds would not have a different

spelling. The bearing of all this upon the study of the Pronuncia-

classical languages of Greek and Latin is clear. They are no
V°",°^

longer spoken, so that we cannot hear the living sounds. We languages.

only have the alphabets and the literary spelling, which, as we

have seen, are imperfect instruments. But the transcription

of Greek words into Latin and conversely of Latin words

into Greek helps us in determining the actual sound of a

word, and ancient grammarians also give an account of

different sounds.
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Phoenician

alphabet.

Greek

alphabet.

The symbols of our own alphabet are nearly the same as

those of the Latin : these last were borrowed from a Greek

alphabet, and all the different Greek alphabets were borrowed

from the Phoenicians. Herodotus (5. 58) says that the art

of writing, as well as other arts, was brought into Greece by
the Phoenicians who came mth Cadmus, while before that

time it was not known. It is more than doubtful whether

it was known to the Greeks of the Homeric age ;
and if

letters were introduced before the age of the Wise Men, yet

they were not in common use.

Though the Greeks borrowed their alphabet from the

Phoenicians, the Phoenicians were not its inventors. These

industrious traders handed on to Greece the letters which

they themselves in the first instance obtained for commer-

cial purposes from Egypt. This alphabet became the parent

of almost every alphabet, properly so-called, upon the earth.

The Phoenician alphabet as adopted in Greece is different

both in the form and value of the symbols from the alphabet

of Phoenicia proper. The most striking contrast lies in the

fact that the original alphabet consisted solely of consonants ;

the vowels were not represented by special signs, but under-

stood to be inherent in the consonants. The Greek alphabet,

had two main divisions, Eastern and Western. The Eastern

division comprised the alphabet of Asia Minor, the Ionian

alphabet proper, the earliest of all
;

the alphabet of the

Aegean islands, Thera, Melos, Crete, and others, and the

alphabet of the mainland of Greece, viz. Argos, and Corinth

with its colony Corcyra, as well as the old Attic. The
Western division included the alphabets of the rest of Greece

and of the Sicilian and Italian towns, of which the most im-

portant were the Chalcidian colonies, '

Speaking generally, the Greeks adapted the Phoenician

symbols to their own requirements as follows. Four of the

Phoenician letters, Aleph, He, Ayin, and i^^^, were employed
to represent the vowel sounds A, E, O, I, while a new symbol

jX ,js \ >
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was invented or borrowed elsewhere for Z yj/iXov. The
Phoenician Vav was retained in Greek as the digamma, £y.

which is still extant in inscriptions and the sound of which

is required by the metre in the Homeric poems, though it

is not there represented' by a special sign. These letters,,

along with 2 and the consonants B, r, A, K, A, M, N, n, P, T, [

which were borrowed with little change of form, are the letters

which, according to tradition, were brought from Phoenicia

by Cadmus, Of the other letters the symbol H was used

in some Greek dialects, as in Italy, for the sign of the

rough breathing. In the Ionic alphabet, as adopted in Attica,

the rough breathing had no sign, but H was employed as

the sign of a vowel.

The Phoenician
(j), Koppa^ fell into disuse; it survived I

longest in the alphabet of Chalcis, whence it passed into the J

Roman alphabet as Q. In classical Greek the sound of 9 I

was not distinguished from the sound of K, but 9 survives in I

old inscriptions. In Ar. Nuh, 23 we have KOTTTrartag^used of a

horse branded with this letter, just as the old (tov or com-

pound o-a/LiTTt (Hdt. I. 139) is preserved in the word a-afxcpopas

(Ar. ^^. 603; JVud. 122, 1298).

The Ionian alphabet came into general use throughout Ionian

Greek-speaking tribes in the fifth century. A special feature alphabet.

of this alphabet is the use of the symbol gJ;o represent, not \

the Spiritus Asper, but the long open vowel J^ The same I

alphabet also distinguished between^ and ii. If H and

Q were simply long varieties of E, O, it is odd that the

Greeks should not have distinguished between long and

short in the case of other vowels. Before the adoption of

the Ionian alphabet in Attica in the archonship of Euclides

403 B. c, E did duty for E and Ei, wherever EI did not

represent an original diphthong. Apparently then the symbol
H was adopted to represent the same sound as the open e of

Italian, and in the same way Q represented not simply long O

but a more open sound.
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New-
letters.
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!z6 Roman Alphabet. [ch.

I Z, earlier I, takes the place of Phoenician Zayin.

The letter S, Phoenician Samekh, has in Greek a new

name, ^. Before the archonship of Euclides this sound was

in Attic represented by XS (chs). The Ionic S does not

appear in Italy, where the sound was represented by X (cSj

chs). In the Ionic alphabet X
(i.e. xh ch) represents the

hard guttural aspirate, though it holds the same position as

the Roman X {chs).

The Greek aiy\ia takes the place of Phoenician Shin. Ac-

cording to Herodotus (i. 139) the Dorians called o-ai/ what

the lonians called o-tyfia. This may point to a difference of

sound and o-ai/ may represent the Phoenician sibilant Tsade.

The compound o;njU7rt is used to denote 900.

The non-Phoenician letters, introduced into the Attic from

the Ionian alphabet in the archonship of Euclides, were ^^ X ,

J',
and O. The sounds of the Greek aspirates ^, e, X were

not, in all probability, fricative like the sounds of modern

English /"and th\ they were momentary sounds followed in

each instance by a distinct breathing. Thus X represents an

English Teh. Before the introduction of the symbols *

and X, the sounds were represented by the double letters

nH, KH.

The Roman alphabet was borrowed, in all probability,

from that of the Chalcidian and Dorian colonies of Cam-

pania and Sicily. To this it owes the form of the letter L^
of C for r, of X for S, and the retention of the Koppa in the

form Q. The Roman alphabet consisted originally of

twenty-one signs. A, B, C, D, E, F, Z, H, I, K, L, M, N, X,

O, P, Q, R, S, T, V. The signs e, *, '<V do not appear as

letters, but are kept as the symbols of notation for 100, 1000, ^
50 ; though in the case of the first two the form of the

symbol is assimilated to that of the initial letters of centum

and mille. The digamma keeps its proper place and sign,

but it has a fresh value, that of the hard labial spirant, a

sound unknown to Greek. The letter Z is found in the

a:^
v>^\
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\

oldest fragments of the language and is common in Oscan

and Umbrian, but early disappeared from the written lan-

guage, as its sound merged in that of S.

The introduction of the letter G for the soft guttural is \

attributed to Appius Claudius (censor, 312 b.c), or Sp. Car-

vilius Ruga (circ. 294 b.c). Before that time C represented

both the hard and soft guttural, and it continues to repre-

sent the latter even in classical times in the abbreviations C,
Cn. for Gains, Gnaeus. On inscriptions we find ecfociont

ieffugiuni), pucnandod, leci'ones, etc.

The sign K also disappeared early, as its sound became!

identical with that of C, but it is preserved before a in Kaeso, \

Kalendae, and the abbreviations KK {castra), KS {cams suis), |

etc.

Y and Z were borrowed from the Greek alphabet in the \

time of Cicero to represent the Greek letters v, C These had
j

been previously represented by u (as in ^guptus) and ss '

(medial, e. g. tarpessitd) or s (initial, e. g. sond).

The emperor Claudius attempted to introduce three new

signs, \-
for the middle sign between i and u, as in opt\-mus^

d for the consonantal u, and 3 for ps, bs. But these

characters disappeared after his death.

The Sanskrit alphabet has no symbols for the Greek and Sanskrit

Latin vowels e' and 0. The Sanskrit letters which are tran-
^ ^ ^

scribed by the English e and are diphthongs ai, au. Sanskrit

uses r and / as vowels (written r, /) as well as consonants.

Besides this it employs two series of sounds. Palatal c (as in

church),j (as in judge), chjh and Guttural k, g, kh, gh, and

possesses the Soft Aspirates gh,jh, dh, bh as well as the Hard

kh, ch, ih, ph which answer to the Greek x, </>,
^. Further it

possesses a sound represented usually in English by f, which

was pronounced as a sibilant, but was in origin an alteration

of a guttural. The importance of this letter will appear

later.

The alphabet of the original Indo-European language may The Indo-
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European be constructed out of a comparison of the sounds and letters

alphabet. Qf j^g different descendants. It will not represent all the

sounds of the derived languages, but only those which are

original and not due to the individual development of each

language.

I
Vowels i, u, e, o, a

;
and ^, an indeterminate or

neutral sound.

Semivowels i (y), u (w), r, I, m, n.

\
When used as vowels or sonants r, /, m, n are written r, /,

' m. n.
o ' o

Labials/, b, ph, bh.

Dentals /, d^ th^ dh.

Palatal Gutturals written Tc, g, Teh, gh.

Velar Gutturals written q, g, qh, gh.

Spirants s, z,y (or J), v.

The two sets of Gutturals have to be distinguished by
different symbols. The spirant j {y) is sounded as in

German ja. Sanskrit j like English, e. g. in judge, is a

sibilant sound like zh.

Vowels of We have given the Indo-European alphabet the three vowels

l^n Ta^^e^^ ^' ^' ^' ^^ ^^^ Sanskrit alphabet e and o are not distinguished

by any special sign from a : for instance, Sanskrit pad-ds,

pad-as answers to the Greek TroS-dy, 7rdS-es, TrdS-ay, that is, the

Sanskrit termination -as answers to the Greek -oy, -ey, and

-ay. But though Sanskrit, as we find it, no longer distinguishes

the vowels e and o from the vowel a, there was a period when

it did distinguish them. Sanskrit possessed two sets of

gutturals ;
one set, the palatals of the Indo-European alpha-

bet, appear in Sanskrit as the letters ordinarily translite-

rated fT, y, jh {h), and remain unchanged, whatever sound

follows them. The other set, k, g, gh, correspond to

the velars of the Indo-European alphabet, and it is their

peculiarity to be changed under certain circumstances to r, y,

jh {h) respectively. This change takes place before t and j/,

and also in some cases before a, but only where the a corre-
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sponds, not to a European a or 0, but to a European e. For

instance, we have from the same root ark-as with k before a,

but arc-is with c before i
;
Sanskrit kataras with k before a

answers to the Greek TroVepos, but from the same root we

have Sanskrit ca answering to the Greek re. This shews

that though the Sanskrit alphabet only contains one vowel-

character, a, yet this a must once have had under certain

circumstances the palatal sound of the vowel e, before which

the true gutturals k^ g, gh became the palatalised gutturals

c, j, h. We shall give fuller instances of this change

later on.

It is very difficult to give a clear account of the matter, owing
to the unfortunate ambiguity of the technical terms employed. The

change of Sanskrit k, g, gh to c, j, h before i, y and an a representing

an original e is due to the fact that i, y, e are palatal sounds, whereas a

is a guttural vowel, and before them accordingly the gutturals k, g, gh
become the palatals c,J, h. But both k, g, gh and c, J, h represent

the velars of the original Indo-European alphabet, while the palatals of

that alphabet are represented by ^, j, h. Of these f is a sibilant sound,

but is recognised by the grammarians as representing an original gut-

tural, j and h, the soft and aspirated sounds in this series, have no sign

to distinguish them from the corresponding sounds in the series c, j, h ;

but again the grammarians recognise the fact that j and h have not

always the same origin. Again, h is the letter which represents an

older jh or aspirated /. It will be seen that the term '

palatal
'

has

a totally different meaning when used of the Sanskrit alphabet to

that which it has when used of the Indo-European alphabet. We
have not however ventured to introduce any change in the accepted

terminology.

Sanskrit therefore does not really support the supposition

that the original alphabet only contained one vowel, a.

Rather we must suppose that it once contained an e which

has ceased to be distinguished from a in sound, and the

same character is used to represent both. But if it contained

e, there is no difficulty in supposing that it also contained 0,

for is a sound which alternates with e regularly in roots and

terminations—e. g. we have yiv- alternating with 70^- in ytVos

beside y^-yov-a. Here again we must suppose that what
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was originally a distinct sound from a and e has come to be

represented by the same character. And if Sanskrit originally

contained all three vowels, there is no difficulty whatever in

supposing that they existed in the original Indo-European

alphabet.



CHAPTER IV.

The Vowels and Semivowels.

We have now to consider the correspondence of the vowel

sounds of Greek and Latin. Greek has the short vowels a, e,

t, o, V, and the long a, rj, l, a>, v. Of these a, i have the value

of Italian vowels
; e, o were short shut e,o;co was a long open

o; T]
was an open e which has since become z in modern

Greek
;

v was originally u, but passed through a modified u (

to modern Greek z.

'

Latin has the five vowels a, e, z, o, u, long and short.
(

By a Diphthong we understand a combination of two simple Diph- I

vowels, the first of which carries the stronger accent, pro-
^ '^"S^-

nounced in a single effort of the breath.

Diphthongs have been usually divided into Proper and Proper

Improper. To the first group belong such combinations as
prope?

ai, ei, au, ou, that is, the diphthongs whose second component diph-

involves a closer narrowing of the mouth than the first,
— °"^^'

while in the second group the conditions are exactly reversed,

and the z and u come first. As / and u have less fulness of

sound, it is more natural for them to come in the subordinate

place.

Taking then the proper diphthongs, we may say that a ,

diphthong is composed of a sonant or syllable-forming letter 1

followed by a semivowel. A complete list of diphthongs |

gives us

az dz, ei ez, oi oz.

du du, eu eu, ou ou.
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These have been more faithfully preserved in Greek than in

the related languages.

The Latin language, as we find it in classical times, is

almost entirely devoid of diphthongs proper. The only one

(which

survives is au, and even here we find a strong ten-

dency to substitute a simple sound for the diphthong. In

,

the time of Cicero, for instance, some branches of the

Claudian gens called themselves Clodit, while others still

retained the more archaic spelling of the name.

Indo-Euro- Indo-European a = Greek d and Latin a :

/
6- g- 0.1T-Q,, ab

; dj/Tt, ante ; dyKuv, ancus
; aypos, ager ; avcuos, animus.

In all the foregoing instances in Latin, the short a comes

in the originally accented syllable ;
in the unaccented syllable

it always appears as e at the end of a word, in close syllables

^ (i.
e. before two consonants), and before r. Thus we have

tnde beside Zv6a . So forms like viollitiem are parallel to

Greek forms like aKr]6fiav with short a. As a remains in

Latin in nom. sing. fem. and neut. plural, it must originally

have been long.

Other instances of e in Latin for original a are pdrticeps

(cap-io), reddere (dare), ped-e (instrumental ;
cf. a^ia, neda).

In open syllables, i. e. syllables ending in a single con-

sonant, before labials and / it becomes ii, which changes,

except before labials, to z, as m-suh'o, in-silio {sah'o), occupo

[cap-to). Before / followed by a consonant it becomes u,

which does not change to t {insultd).

In other open syllables and before ng it becomes z, e.g.

contingit {tango), ddigo [ago), etc.

Indo-Euro- Long Indo-European a appears in Greek as a, but in Attic

pean a. ^nd lonic mostly as
77 ;

in Latin as a.

j

aZvs (for afadvs), suavis (for sudd-u-is) ; fiarrjp, mater ; <ppdr-qp,frdter',

1 KXais (for KKdfis), ddvis ; yuaXov, mdlum
; ^a\ia, fdma, fdri ; l-ara-\u

I (for (Ti-aTd-fu), stdtor, stare, stamen.

In the above instances we have written a in the Greek
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words, but the Attic and Ionic dialects represented this a \

mostly by 7, e. g. iii]Ti]p, The same
r\

has also to represent

original Indo-European e, as in ^/^-o-co. In the feminines of

I the A-declension, where a was original, Attic preserves a

I after t, v, p, while Ionic does not even do this. Attic Koprj,

hepT] are for Kopfr], depfr], and are no exceptions to the rule.

Indo-European ai = Greek at, Latin at, ae : Indo-Euro-

pean ai.

e. g. aido3, aedes
; oXwv, aeyum ; alaa, aequus ; Xmos, laevus.

The original diphthong^?' is frequent in the oldest Latin v^

inscriptions and survives even in those of the time of the Cr

Empire, both in the body of a word and also in the suffixes

of cases. In the inscriptions on the tombs of the Scipios, ^^
e. g. (b.c. 250-150 circ), we find aidilis, aide {aedem), Gnaivod ^
(Gnaeo), quairatis) but side by side with the last form in the ^
same inscription we find aetate. That this form ai however j
was originally dissyllabic is proved by its scansion in the

"^

older poets (e. g. magndi rei publicai gratia Plaut. Mil. 103 ;

a scansion which became a traditional archaism in poetry,

e.g. Aen. 3. 354, 6. 747). The diphthong passed into the

monophthong about b.c 200-150, and was written ae\ but

the spelling ai long survived, especially in the legal style,

though it cannot be supposed to represent in the ordinary

language any difference in pronunciation. In originallyl

unaccented syllables and in composition ae becomes z, e. g.l

mensais becomes mensis^ and caedo incido.

Indo-European au = Greek av, Latin au : Indo-Euro-

pean aii^
e. g. nav-po-s, pau-cu-s ; /fav-\o-s, caulis

; '^av-po-s, gaudere. .j^ 'j~

The Latin diphthong au may either represent an original

diphthong or be a secondary product. In this latter case

it is the regular representative of an original ou^ as for

example :

o£t5, avilla
; oficuvos, avis, autumo

; Kof-iXos, cavus
; Kovco, lavo

; oS?,

aur-is. —

But au alternates with and « in a way which at present

D

IL
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-- a y has not been explained. Thus codex is also written caudex,

and cautes coies^^hWe frusira stands by the side oi fraus.

In composition au regularly becomes u (claudo, concludo),

yet we find explodo, and as a quite isolated instance oboedio.

Indo- Indo-European e = Greek e, Latin e.

y
^

iazf; est ; "^kvy^, gcna ;
tc. que', 'Yiv€(a)os, generis ; ^epcu, fero ; Sc^ca,

^/c^w ; cS'/Mj, j-^/Az (for sed-ld) ; a-arkpa, stella (for ster{ti)ld) ; iTrrti,

septem ; €^, j^jt.
"^

^ .V-" ;; ^ remains unchanged in Latin before r, at the end of a

word, and before double consonants. But in an originally
^^ unaccented syllable before a single consonant it passes to t

{cdllfgo
—

lego, dgimini
—

ar^oiiivoi), and also before -gn- and

before nasals followed by gutturals.

Indo- Indo-European e appears in Greek as 77,
in Latin as e.

European ,_.^ _^-_ , , .

- ^
77fu-, semi-; vT]-im, nemen; i-rj-fu, q-/M, semen; fjiijv-os {= fxrjv-aor),

men-sis
; Ti-Orj-vrj, 6rj-\v9,/e-mina,/e-/are; eirjs (

=
e(T-iT]s), sies (old Latin

for sis) ; rrXrj-prjs, mn-itKrj-ni, ple-nus ; k8-T]8-d;s, ed-imus.

Indo-Euro- Indo-European ei = Greek «, Latin ei, which in early
pean ex.

^j^^^g becomes J.

SciKvvfii, (feico, dico
; K^ifxai, ceivis, civis

; ^yii^adeitur,ailitur\ vtlOtiv,

fldo:

^_„
The sound of the Secondary ft, which arose from con-

^ traction of ef and other causes, was originally a different

^ sound, viz. a long close e, less open than
r; (p. 66).

y/"
The Latin diphthong ei seems to have been pronounced

^\ with a sound midway between e and J, and with one or other

^ >^ of these sounds it early became identified. Only in the

^ earliest inscriptions is it to be taken as a true diphthong;

elsewhere it is merely a graphic representation of e or I.

Practically even in the very earliest inscriptions we find i

,

"
and ei side by side. So great is the confusion between the

three sounds ei, I, e, or rather so near did they approach one

/ J another in pronunciation, that we find ei used to represent e, i,

^ even in cases where there is no trace of an original diphthong

t*
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(e. g. decretvit, audeire). The confusion even extends to the

short vowels, so that we find impeirium, heicce
; and in many

instances we get the same form indifferently with ^, J, ei^

e. g. heri, here^ herei. In meio, peior the diphthong is the

result of a contraction [meihip, peiior).

Indo-European eu = Greek ev, Latin ou, which becomes u Indo-

and sometimes 0. An original diphthong eu is only found European^^
in the Leucesie of the Carmen Saliare in Latin.

KiVKos, Old Latin loumen, Loticina, Classical lumen, Lucina ; 4^t
uro, ur-na ; l-pev0-cy, riifus, robis^o.

t^ ,
•*

An original diphthong eu regularly becomes in Latin oUj^^-^*^
which before a consonant passes into u. ^"^

f6V7fa, jilgera ; kv-vefa, novem ; vefos, novus
; eu-afcw, ovare

;
Zevs

(for Aifvs) , Jbv-t's.
"^

Sometimes we find this u alternating with 0, as in rohigo

(epevSco),
motare (not different in origin from mutare).

In unaccented syllables before a vowel we get ic, e.g.

in d^nuo (d/ novo), dbnuo
(j/euo)),

mSnut (mone-ut). This

being so, ruo (p€<o), pluo {nXea), etc. must owe their vowell

to the analogy of the compounded forms (cdrruo, etc.),!

otherwise we should have *rovo, *p/ovo (cf. the old Latin \
perplovere).

The combination eu only occurs in Latin in heu, eheu, neui

ceu, seu, neuter, etc., and in brevis, levis. Of these neu, ceu\

seu, neuter are compounds (for ne-ve, etc.).

Indo-European b = Greek o, Latin 0. Indo-

o^'^w {iox oh-i(£^iv),hh-iiT], Mor; op-yv\ii,orior', 6\-\vni,ab-dl-ere; oktoj, y

^

octd\ Sofios, domus ; Kopa^, corvus ; ^opa, vSrare ; ko\o3v6s, collis
; (Ttoj/o?,

tdnare ; 7t6ais, iror-via, p6tis.

Unaccented b in Latin regularly becomes u (e. g. fili-us), 5 in Latin,

except after u and u, when it is not written u till about

the Christian era. At the end of a word it becomes -e,

e. g. sequere = c7r€(o-)o. In accented syllables before two

consonants, especially if the first be a nasal, it often becomes

u {uncus—oyKos, umbilicus—o/x0aXos).

D 2

\-^,
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Indo- Indo-European long o = Greek «, Latin o.

European
j_ hSjpoVy ddnmn ; voSi, nos ; '^i-yvu-aKo), (^g)nosco ; wk-vs, dc-ior

; Kpdi^oj,

crocio J woi', (W«w ; irw-fia, po-culum, po-tus ; ^-wvfit, ro-bur.

^
v^ <? sometimes appears in isolated cases in Latin as u

; cf.

/ '' \da-tur-us beside datdr,/ur beside <^u>p, hue for hod-ce. This

\/ 'change is unexplained.

Indo- Indo-European oi = Greek ot.

The diphthong oi existed in early Latin, and is found in

0^' inscriptions in words like otnvorset (umversi). In later Latin

it passed into oe and then generally into u, and so we get

successively the forms oenus and unus. But in some words

i the change to u never took place (e. g. poena) ;
in other cases

h the forms with u exist side by side with those with oe [poenire

and punire^ Punicus and Poenus).

In one or two cases an original oi seems to be represented

in Latin by f, Q.g.fidus (c(. ire-noiB-a), vicus (foucos), vinum

(foipos). So in final unaccented syllables is-/i answers to toI

and e^uJs to Innois.

Indo- Indo-European ou = Greek ov.

European ^ ^^^.^^ ^^^^..^^ ^^^_^^

The Secondary ov, which arose from contraction, etc.

(p. 66), was, like Secondary et, originally distinct from the

y I
true diphthong and a narrower and less open sound than «.

'^ The diphthong ou is never original in Latin. It is true

<^ that we find dovis corresponding to ^o6s and ovis to Sfis ;

^ but (^^z^zj may rather come from a genitive geuos, which would
'

seem to be the correct form (see p. 54), and in any case the

d in Latin is irregular as representing a Greek /3 coming
from a velar guttural (p. 54). ovis again cannot represent 6is,

the root of which perhaps rather appears in av-ena, av-illa.

Indo-Euro- Indo-European i. = Greek i, Latin i,

^
'

ipfVf in-dic-are ; i-irW-ov^ftd-es ; fiS-eiv, fiS-pis, ficr-rcup, vid-eo
; VfiK-

Tov, vtc-em
; q-ftOef-os, vidu-us

; puv-vOuv, min-ticre.
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Indo-European I = Greek I, Latin J. Indo-Euro-

pean /.

fis, ms ; flficv (hanjiiev), s-tmus
; dkt^o}, af-JlJg-ere ; 6477(1^0; ( ij dhig)^

flgo ; flo% (for floos), virus
; flria, viteT, vltis, vTfnen.

Indo-European u = Greek v, Latin ii. Indo-Euro-

^6v,Jugum ; (p'V'^,fu^ci ; nvia (for fiva-ia), mus-ca ; rvfi^os, tutnere
;

vTTcJ, jz?<5
; Svo;, ^vo, dHo ; Avxi'os, luc-erna

; e-pv9p-6s, rubey
; «Avtos,

incltitus.
* '" ' '

"^

Indo-European u = Greek u, Latin u. Indo-Euro-

^_,/- ^- r. - r. - « pean 77,

0i;/i6s, Junius ; ttu/j, piirus ; ^us, wz^j
; i/ui', nun-c

; (Tkvtos, scutum
;

vs, avs, sus.
"^

As consonants i{y) and «<&
(z^;)

are treated p. 42.

The combination vi stands apart from the diphthongs

proper as both components are semivowels. As a double

sound they appear in crvi, dpyt, as a single sound in the

Homeric vckvc, nXridvl. Other instances are /xina, ireTiKr^yvia, etc.

Before a consonant vl was not allowed, as we see from the

Homeric optatives €K8v-fi€v, drnvv-ro
(=eKSut-/iej/, 8aiwi-To). ly

A vowel is sometimes developed, both in Greek and Latin, The Inde-

between two consonants. But this vowel differs from the Vowd^*^
vowels proper a, e, in the fact that it has no definite char-

acter of its own. In the Indo-European alphabet we have

given this indeterminate sound the symbol 9. In Sanskrit

it appears as t. As instances of the indeterminate vowel

we give the following :
—
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Sanskrit.

vam-i-td

'Sj''

Greek.

l/<-6-T<5s

Latin,

vom-i-tus.

J'
/.

Balancing

power of 1.

jan-i-tdr '^ev-^-rqp gen-i-tor.

The instances shew that in Greek the indeterminate vowel

is represented by either a, e or o, and it is not easy to lay

down the laws under which it appears, now in one form, now
in another. In Latin we may say that roughly speaking the

indeterminate vowel becomes u before / and m, e before r,

^.2*
before n; while elsewhere in an accented syllable it is

represented by ^in an unaccented by t. Most frequently it

is inserted between the final mute of a stem and the initial

liquid of the termination to facilitate pronunciation, though

in many cases there are bye-forms without the inserted vowel

which are to be considered the older.

Thus with the Indo-European suffix -lo- we have

saec'^lum beside saec-lum—vinc-u-lum beside vincj^um—pop-u-lus

htsXdiePopl-icola, old Latin foploe
—Herc-u-les beside me-hercl-e.

^

In early Latin the inserted vowel in this class of words is

more frequent than in classical Latin. Plautus, e.g. uses

discip-u-lina, nomenc-u-lator for the later disciplina, nomen-

clator. —
Again, we can compare

utn-e-^us with Gk. aiuos (dfi-cros:)
—

inf-e-rus with inf-ra
—

vol-u-p,

vol-upe with Gk. fiXir-onai, t-foXit-a
—col-u-mna, col-u-nieh with cul-

jnen—s-u-mus with Sk. smds, Gk. k-afiev.

The insertion of such a vowel is also common in the

earlier transliterations of Greek words, e. g. drac-u-ma

(8pax-fJir]).
Tec-U-Viessa {TeKfirja-aa), Aesc-U-laplUS (^A.aK-XrjTnos),

m-v-na fxva). Later however a more accurate method of

representation prevailed, except where the result would

have been a combination of letters quite foreign to Latin, as

e. g. fiva.

A special feature of Latin is the tendency of unaccented

vowels separated by / to be assimilated to one another.

Thus in calami/as the first a is radical, but in the compound

<<
?7^
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of the same root, incolumt's, which was originally accented

on the first syllable (p. 86), the second a passes into u before

the m, and the first is assimilated to it and becomes o. Simi-

larly an unaccented a before a labial becomes u {cdpi'o,

aiicupo), but yet we find dlapa^ not *dlupa. The law may be

largely illustrated from the substantives and adjectives in -lis

as compared with those in -lus. In the first case the vowel

of the penultimate syllable is u, in the second /. In Greek

for example we have adjectives of the type flrpaneXos,

ft»ceXoj, etc.
;
but in Latin we get only on the one side stmilis

(cf. 6yiaK6s)t humilis (x^afiaXos), on the other bibulus, pendulus^

iremulus.

Hitherto we have seen that in ordinary cases Greek Unaccented

a, e, o, t, V correspond to the same vowels in Latin. In some "^o^^^s-

cases however special laws intervene to prevent the corres-

pondence being complete, as when a Greek ov becomes in

Latin au or fX becomes ol. In unaccented syllables in Latin

the vowels tended to lose their proper sound and approximate
to that of the indeterminate vowel, and are then at the mercy
of the surrounding consonants, and are treated in the same

way as an indeterminate vowel inherited from the original

language. It is noticeable that in Greek vowels are not inu

any way affected by the presence or absence of the accent, v^'

Exceptions to the regular representation of vowels in un-

accented syllables are due to various causes. In some cases

the archaic pronunciation and spelling is preserved, as in

guaesumus, vo/umus, where u represents the Greek o, which

ordinarily becomes in Latin z. Sumus, if an enclitic, ought

to become szmus, and this is actually the way it was spelt by

Augustus. But u tends to be maintained in such cases in

initial syllables
—cf. liidel beside /zde/. Another important

cause is
*

re-composition.' The past participle of circumdo

ought to be circumditus like reddttus, but after the law that

weakened unaccented vowels had ceased to operate, this and fi'
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similar words were compounded over again, and the vowel of

the second element was kept in circumdatus.

Greek o in The o of Greek nom. sing, of masc. stems in -o and
a m, u.

neuters in -os answers to Latin u, except where it was pre-

ceded by u : e. g. yeVos : genus, -vorus : -^cpos, but eguos :

imros. And generally we may say that an unaccented o

becomes in Latin ii, as an unaccented a becomes e (evOa,

mde}i and an unaccented e becomes z.

A Greek o in many cases answers to Latin u, especially

before a nasal followed by a guttural,

ofKos, uncus ; ov-v-^, unguis ; -cunque^ quondam ; nuncupo for

nom{{)cupo ', Z6v-a-^,junc-us.

Before a guttural in

luxtis, \o^6s.

Before a labial in

umerus, S>fios ; umdo, 6fju{)a\6s ; numertis, vofios.

With long vowels we have

frir, (pdup ; u/na, wXevrj.

? becomes 2. An original e becomes in Latin z before a combination

of gutturals and nasals—
lig-num, lego; tig-num, tego ; sig-num, in-sec-e ; dig-nus, dcc-et

\

quin-que for penque, irevre
; ig-nis, Sk. agni ; dent-gnus, viali-gnus,

bene, male.

In abi-e-gnus the e is due to the preceding vowel being i,

as we see from abi-et-is compared with mil-it-is.

There are very few cases of -egn-^ -egm- in Latin, and in

most of them the vowel is long: segnis, regnum, tegmen,

obtegmina (cf. tectus) have the apex over the e in inscriptions ;

and perhaps segme?i may also have the first vowel long.
Greek The Greek vowels are more regular than the Latin in
vowels.

keeping to the sounds of the original speech. There are

however differences of representation in the various dialects,

especially in the neighbourhood of a liquid or nasal. For

instance, in Herodotus we find Tpairova-i for Attic rpenova-i,

and Attic "Aprefiis is in Doric "hprafxis.

The appearance of i in place of original e in lirivos^ Lat.
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equus, Sk. agvas is unexplained. Before vowels e passes into)

t in some of the non-Ionic dialects, as in Boeotian dtos,

Laconian (tios, answering to Attic 6e6s, and in Boeotian I6iv

beside Attic iyo).

The grammarians regarded a change to v as especially alAeolic v.

mark of the Aeolic dialect. Thus Epic rV^Sts (cf. afia)}

aWvbis {oKko-^, enao-avT€poi, nvixaros, alarvfxvTjTijs (attra-) were

accounted as Aeolisms.

Other instances of the appearance of v in close connexion

with a liquid are diairpvo-ios, npvTavis, npvfiva, TTpvkecs {"r^po),

vTTo^pvxa (^pox-).

The semivowels of the Indo-European alphabet are i, w, r, The Semi-

l,m,n.
' ^'^ ^°^"^^-

The characteristic of a semivowel is that under certain cir-

cumstances it plays the part of a vowel, i. e. it is capable of

forming a syllable by itself either with or without accom-

panying consonants, while in other cases it is a consonant, 1

that is, it possesses no proper sound of its own but combines
!

with a vowel proper to form a syllable.

For instance in emdov the i is an independent syllable-

forming sound, but in eneiOov it is a dependent sound

ancillary to the proper vowel of the syllable, namely e. As

it is with I in the stems ireid-, md-, so it is with v in the stems

(jyevy-, (f)vy-.

When these semivowels come between two consonants

they are independent vowel sounds : when they follow imme-

diately on a vowel they become merged with that vowel into

a diphthong : when they come between a consonant and a

vowel they are fully consonantal, and are then written

by us i, u.

The Indo-European consonantal t, answering in sound to Indo-

English y, and also called from the Hebrew name the j^od-
^^^P^^^^

sound, appears at the beginning of a word, in Greek as the _ 1.

rough breathing, in Latin as/, and in Sanskrit as^. il
'^

S J^

t >' J.
^ » 'V
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But we cannot distinguish between u and f in the same way.

In the following instances a consonantal u or digamma

appears as the second member of a diphthong.

laxr] is for fi-Faxrj, fwm which we have the adjective a-via-

Xos for d-fifaxos.

The simple verb epva is for Fepixo, from which we have the

compound alepva-av for d-fepvaav.

dno-epa-rj is for dno-fepa-ij (cf. Lat. ver-rere), the participle of

which tense is dnovpas for drro-fpas,

d-e^o) beside Lat. veg-eo must stand for qzS^^o ; consequently

av^dvoi Stands for d-f^dvco.

The consonantal u in Latin at the beginning of a word ^^.

appears as v, e. g. ver-dum, Gk. fep-ofxai. Before a consonant ^\
^^ '

(

it disappears, as in lora for ulora, Gk. f-vXijpa.

Medially between vowels it is normally kept, as in novem,

Gk. iv-vefa, ovi's, lovis, etc. But even here it often disappears

in verbal inflexion. Ennius wrote fuvimus for the later

/uimus, and amavisse has a by-form amasse.

After consonants u is sometimes consonantal, sometimes a

vowel
;
and so the poets are able to use silvae and siluae,

soluit and solvit, tenuis and tenuia indifferently. In the com-

bination du, d disappears, as in the case of di above, and so

we have suavis for suadm's, Gk. rihvs.

The Semivowels r, /, m and n stand exactly on the same Liquids

footing as i and u. What happens in the one case, happens ^ j

also in the other.

As in the strong aorist stem of Tre/^-o) the e is expelled

and we get e-md-ov, so from neX-o/xai we get the aorist

f-7T\-6ixr]V.

From 8epK-op.aL and KXeV-TO) we ought then to get by the

same expulsion of e the aorists e-bpK-ov and e-Kktr-rjv (pass.).

Now in Sanskrit we do find a form d-drg-am (which answers

to e-8pK-ov\ where r has the value of a vowel, that is, forms by
itself a syllable. Similarly from the root par we get the
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word pi-pr-mds, where r represents the liquid r with the value

of a vowel. To these liquids r and / when used as vowels

we give the name of Liquid Sonants. They existed not only in

Sanskrit but also in the original Indo-European language,

and traces of them can be found in all branches of the Indo-

European family.

But while in Sanskrit the vowel-sound of the liquid is not

written, in the other languages it is written. This vowel-sound

of the Liquids when used as vowels did not find the same

equivalent in the alphabets of the different nations : each re-

presented it by that vowel, or combination of vowels, which it

seemed to them most to resemble. When, therefore, we find

in Greek Kaphi-a, in Latin cordis, in Gothic hair to, we must

not conclude that a Greek a answers to a Latin o and Gothic

ai, but that the vowels in the three languages differ because

the vowel-sound of the liquid sonant, not finding its exact

equivalent in any alphabet, was differently represented in

each.

The Liquid The Liquid Sonants (r, /) were represented in Greek and
Sonants. Latin as follows :

^
= Gk. ap, pa, Lat. or

^
= Gk. aA, Aa, Lat. ol, til.

We cannot tell so clearly from a single language as from a

comparison of more than one whether any of these sounds in

Greek and Latin represents a Liquid Sonant. Thus in the

case of oKKoi there is no other word in Greek which would

help us to determine whether aX stands for original /. But

the Latin al-ius shows that aX is an original sound inherited

by both languages, and that we might write the original l.-E.

al-ios. The Greek Kap8i-a on the other hand, as compared
with the Latin cordis, shows by the disagreement of the

vowels that both correspond to an original krdi.

Before I. The Liquid Sonants appear before Mutes and Nasals.

We give parallel forms in which an e appears in the root.

When the e is expelled the Liquid becomes sonant.

Mutes.
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SfpK-oixai k-d^K-ov (SpaKOV.
**

nepO-co k-irrO-ov eirpaOov.

Tpe<p-(u k-Tr<p-ov €Tpa(pov.

cireipo) k-airr-rai eo'irapTOU.'^

<pdelpa} k-<pdr-piai e(l>6apijuxi.

Other instances are

fieipofxai, d'-piap-rai
—

Keipoj, K^-Kap-fxat
—ariWou, €<T-Ta\-/xai

—
arpe^-oj,

e-arpa/x-fiai
—

rpicp-o}, ri-0papi-fiai
—

®fp-mrr}s, Opa-avs, Oap-crvvco
—

Kpec-

ffoov Ion,, Kpa-Tvs, Kap-ra—hipK-opLai, vno-dpa (for xnro-SrK)
—

Trarep-cs,

varpd-ci (for varr-ai).

In comparison with Latin we find

L-E. Greek. Ladn.

rkso- apK-Tos ur-sus (
=

orc-sus).

krd-t Kap5-la cordi-s (gen.).

PrsS- irpa-aov porrum (
= por-sum).

sprtS- (Xirdp-Tov spor-tula.

II. At the end of a word we find the Liquid Sonant in

I.-E. iekri- ^nap jecur.

III. Before i there takes place in Greek Epenthesis with r, Before i.

as for instance da-nrio) becomes do-Traipco : with / there is

assimilation, as for instance o-kHo) becomes aKdWco, and ^lia>,

/SaXAo).

IV. Sometimes the liquids r and / become sonant even be- Before

fore a vowel, but in such cases they are followed by the con-
^^^^ ^*

sonants r and /, when we may write them rr, II. We may
illustrate this from the other semi-vowels i and u where the

same rule holds good. If to the stem bhru- in Sk. bhru-s,

Gk. 6-(f)pv-s, we add the genitive termination Sk. -as, Gk. -os, we

shall get a hiatus, which being inadmissible (p. 65) is bridged

over by the doubling of the 2^-sound and we obtain hhruv-as,

6-(l)pi)f-o5. Similarly from the root areX- in oreXXo) the strong

aor. pass, is ((TTdXrjv, where aX- represented the doubling of

the liquid sound to //, though the Greek method of repre-

senting // is not different from that of representing /.

Again
fiap-vs represents I.-E. qrr-zi-s.

TaA.-as represents I.-E. V^|^-
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Long
Sonants.

rA

V. The Liquid Sonant sometimes appears as long, in which

case I.-E. r, 7 become in Greek po), Xco, and in Latin rd, Id, as in

I.-E. \/j"/r crpcu-To-s stra-tu-s.

^/gr fipoj-To-s grg^^-m.
The Nasal So much then for the Liquids as Vowels. To prove that

the Nasals m and n could be used as vowels is more difficult.

We do not find in Sanskrit m, n as we find r, /. But let us

compare the following :

Sanskrit. Greek. Latin.

ia-td ra-Tos -ten-tus.

^a-ld j8a-Tos -ven-tus.

na-ma 6-vo-fxa no-men. i

Before
Mutes.

sapt-a sept-em. \

Evidently that which happened in the case of the Liquids

has also happened here, only that in Sanskrit and Greek the

nasal has disappeared, leaving no trace of itself whatever, and

being represented solely by a vowel-sound. Thus rards, tatd^

must go back to an original tnt6^ where n represents the

nasal sonant. In Latin, on the other hand, the sound of

nasal sonant is represented by a vowel and consonant.

The Nasal Sonants n, m are represented in Greek by a, av,

afi, and in Latin by en, em. There is no symbol in Sanskrit

for the use of the Nasals as vowels.

L We find the Nasal Sonants in syllables which were un-

accented in the original Indo-European language, before

mutes, nasals, or at the end of a word, when they appear

simply as m, n, in Greek as a, and in Latin as em, en.

:.-E. Jcnt6-m
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In Greek verb-forms we sometimes find a nasal sonant.

Thus in nevd-os we have a full V nevO, but in e-nad-ov a

reduced V'^nd : in x^'^^^l^^'' for x^^^-o"OM"* 3- ^^^^ V'x^''^> t)Ut in

e-xaS-ov a reduced v^x?^ ^ in Xe-Xoy;(-a a full \/ Xoyx, but in

€-\ax-ov2i reduced a/x^x-

Other instances are

T€-TOJ/-a, TC-Tg-TOt, Ti-Ta-Tttl ^KT€V, k-KTU-fXeV, (.-KTa-jXiV (p6v-0S,

II. The nasal sonant sometimes appears before i, when Before i.

epenthesis ensues and m is changed into n as in

I.-E.
gwi-itf fiaivoj (fim-ip) ven-io.

Instances in Greek with original n are

TeKTaivojy (TTrepfjiaivco.

III. Like / and r, so too m and n sometimes appear before Before

a vowel as ^im, nn, Gk. a/x, av, Lat. em, en.
vowels.

I.-E. tnn-u-, Tav-v-yXa}<X(xos, ten-u-i-s.

Other instances are

k-rrnmov, (.-raix-ov
— xmma-i, X°A*<^"*

—
^ifiirnnoj, Xifiirdv-oj

—
cifi-a

(smm-).



CHAPTER V.

Consonants.

Velar and
Palatal

Gutturals.

Other
Mutes.

We pass on after the Semivowels to the Consonants, and

of these take first the Mutes or Explosive Consonants, in the

pronunciation of which there is a check in the passage of the

breath through the mouth.

The Gutturals are the mutes whose place of articulation is

furthest back in the breath passage. Two kinds of gutturals

may be distinguished, those in which the tongue and the soft

palate {velum) are the organs of articulation, i. e. the Velar

Gutturals, and those in which the tongue and the hard

palate are the organs of articulation, i. e. the Palatal Gutturals

or Palatals. These two sets of sounds are distinct in origin

and treatment.

The difference in mode of articulation may be illustrated

by the English
'

kin
'

and ^

cool,' in the former of which the

guttural is pronounced nearer the front of the mouth than in

the latter.

Besides Gutturals we have, as we have seen (p. 19), the

Dental and the Labial Mutes. All these are also distin-

guished into Tenues (Hard) and Mediae (Soft), which can be

aspirated as well as unaspirated, and thus we get the Hard

Aspirates or Aspirated Tenues kh, th, ph, and the Soft

Aspirates or Aspirated Mediae gh, dh, bh. It is not often

that languages have both sets of Aspirated Mutes in full.

The follow^ing table shews the notation adopted for the

different Mutes or explosives in this book :
—

Velar. Palatal. Dental.

Tenues q Tc t

Mediae g g
Tenues Asp. qh Teh

Mediae Asp. gA 2^h

d
th

dh

Labial.

b.

ph,
bh.
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Beginning with the Gutturals, we find, as already said, that

there are two kinds, Velar and Palatal.

(i) The Velar Gutturals are differently represented in

different languages, and take different forms according to the

nature of the following sound.

In Sanskrit before a proper, w, diphthongs and liquids, the

Velars are represented by k^ g, gh, but before i or before an a

which answers to an European <?, there is a change of ^, g, gh
into the palatal sounds c (Engl. ch),j\ h (for J/i), correspond-

ing to the palatal nature of the succeeding vowel sound.

In Greek and Latin the Velars appear either with a labial ^^iiLabialised.

(w) sound in them, as in the Latin gm's, or without it. Thisl

labial sound is not to be regarded as tacked on or '

parasitic,'

but as part of the sound of the Velar guttural itself. It is less

perceptible than the full sound of the spirant u. Wherever

this labial sound is to be found in the Velars, we find them 1 P

assuming different forms according to the nature of the '

>*? 3 c^

following sound. The labial sound does not appear in « ^ ^
Sanskrit Velars. ^ ^

Without the labial sound the velars q, g, gh appear in

Greek as k, y, x ;
with the labial w ox u sound, before t,

e

they become the corresponding dentals r, 8, 6\ before o,

nasals, liquids, and r, ^, r, they become the corresponding
labials 7r, /3, <^.

*" ^

In Latin without labialisation the velars become c, g, gh

(which is generally represented by ^ or h); with labialisa-

tion k^ becomes qu or c
; g^ becomes gu, g or v, gh

becomes/^ b^ gu or v.

The following table gives th^^ variousjepresentatiyes.,;ss«^^

Indo-European. Greek. Latin. Sanskrit.

K C

«, ^, T C,^
7 g

X g. h

X, <P^
^ f> b, gu,

k,c.

gh,jh {h).
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Palatals.
(2) The Palatal gutturals, %, g, gh, appear in Latin,

Greek, and the Teutonic languages as mutes, but in the

Slavonic and Eastern languages, including Sanskrit, as

spirant sounds.

The following is a table :
—

Greek.Indo-European. Latin.
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generally appears in Greek in cases where other related

words represent the velar by tt before the full vowel o.

Thus assuming an original 's/k'^el (to move) we have in

Greek re'X-Xco, but also 7rdX-oy, while in Sanskrit we find only

cdr-ati (he moves) answering to both.

II. F becomes in Greek tt before the full vowel o
(<»),

and Before o\

before r, ^, o-, liquids and nasals. In Latin we find qu^
^ ^'

'

sometimes becoming c.

In the following instances we get r before t, f, but tt before W

o, etc. in connected words in Greek.

Sanskrit.
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Labialised

before e, i. \

Instances in
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eco. que seems regularly to become cu or co except at the I I
^

end of a word and before r
;
thus colo is for quelo^ concuHo for

(

conquetto, but quercus remains unchanged.

A palatal k is represented in Sanskrit by f, in Greek by k, Hard pala-

in Latin by c under all circumstances. A few instances will ^'^ *•

suffice.

Sanskrit. Greek. Latin.

<^ird (for ^rra) Kapa, mprjva cerebrum, cervix.

fa^dm eKarov centum. V

Vf^, fr (resort) kXivhv, kXitvs in-clinare, clivusV

K€pas, Kplos cornu, cervus. ^

^^ru (renown) KXefos, kXvo) cluere. -)<

(dnas (grindstone) Kwvot cos, catus, cuneus.

The law of the transformation of the soft velar a is pre- The soft

cisely the same as that for the hard velar q.
^^^^^

%-

In Sanskrit there is no trace of a succeeding labial u, and

g becomes the corresponding palatal/ before the thin palatal

/ {y) and a (=I.-E. e). Elsewhere it is g.

In Greek, if labiaHsed, g becomes before t,
€ the

corres-[

ponding dental h : before o, r, 6, s, liquids and nasals, iti

becomes the corresponding labial /3 or its equivalent. Other-)

wise it appears as y.

In Latin it would seem in the first instance to have become

gu, just as q appears as qu, but this gu only remains after

nasals in the middle of a word. Initially it appears as g
before consonants, as v before vowels. Medially between

vowels it is v.

I. Velar a unlabialised is Greek y, Latin g, Unlabial-
^

ised.

a/Jan (to beget) fivo^, yi'^vopiai genus, gigno.*^

yugd7n fyoke) ^v^ov jugum. x

i^bhuj (to bend) <pvyq fugio.A'

gargara (whirlpool) yapyaptwv gurges. K

II. Velar g labialised
(g«)

is in Sk. ^,y (which represents before '^

etc.
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an unlabialised form), Gk. /S before o, r, 6, s, liquids and nasals,

Lat. gu^ V or g.

Sanskrit.
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IV. Velar g labialised {^), but with u preceding or follow- Labialised,
. .

/-. 1 but in con-
ing, IS in Greek y. ^^^-^^

Sanskrit. Greek. Latin.

,voveo (gyoij-eo). vl

-f iy-yiu-Tj J vola (hollow of the ^

I yuaXov j
hand). J_

vvolema (large pear).

yvvq beside j3aj/a, fivaGOax.

The soft palatal g is in Sanskrit y, in Greek y, in Latin g^ Soft palatal

under all circumstances.
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A Greek word containing tt was sometimes transliterated

in Latin by b : thus Ennius used Bruges, Burrus to represent

^/juyey, livppo^ So in Latin we have an interchange of p
and b in potus beside bibo (Sk. pibdmi), etc.

The soft labial b seems to have been almost unknown in

the original language. It is very rare in Sanskrit ; thoughi

common in Greek, it there originates mostly from
g, F, or ^1

before a liquid; it is uncommon in Latin, except as the

representative of medial dk near r, medial bh or initial du.

It may be original in /xuXv^Sos, plumbum ; >J slib-, b-\ifip6s, lubrictis,Vt

Eng. slip ; rvp0r], iurba, Eng. l/iorp ; \60os, Eng. lop-eared.
"

/3 is a merely ^euphonic insertion between /x and X or p in

^fM-P-poTOV, TjnapTov
—

p.earjp-0-pia, -^fxcpa
—

fxefi-P-Xerai, fif^iiXrjrai
—

dix-P-poTos, PpoTos, dial, piopros
—

iJ.(p.-fi-\ojKa, epoXov—dfi-fi-XaKiaKo;,

dp-P-KwaKO), paKaKo's—yap-P-pos, -yapos.

Compare the corresponding insertion after v in dv-8-p6s.

In some words an initial Greek /3, mostly before liquids,

represents a Latin /"; but /S may itself represent an earlier 0,

as (f)\vo) seems to be earlier than ^\v(o :
—

P^ipxio, fremp ', P\vo},Jiuo\ Pd(rjcavos,fascino.
+

A Greek 3 represents

(i.)
an original g (p. 53) ;

(ii.)
an original pi before p and X— VC^ ) ^ ^\

ySAtTTO), p.€Ki ; iSporoj, mors ; (3\w(Tko}, epoXov ; ppaSvs, mollis {mlduis) ;

(iii.)
an original f in the Aeolic dialect—e.g.^ ^pobov for

fpobov before p.

A Latin b represents an original du in

bellum, duellu?n ; bis^ duo, bis
; bimus, dimus

; bonus, Old Latin

ihionus.
^ ~~

Indo-European bh has become in Greek the hard aspirated

labial 0. Latin, having no aspirates, represents it initially

by/", medially by b :
—

<pvvai,/uisse ; (ppdaata, farcio ', <pvKKov, folium \
nfiOeiv ( ;t,^**^^"')> f( v

Jido; ^6(f>4cci, sorbeo
; dptpco, ambo ; dp.^X,ambi; dX<p6s, albus,

—- .

j|

\^^^^
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The Li- The liquid /, where non-sonant, is unchanged in Greek
and Latin, except so far as it alternates with r\ and we
need give only a few instances.

In Greek a prothetic vowel often appears :
—

U 1-A.ax-vs, levis
; Aua;, -luo, so-lvo

; Xovu, lavo ; ^€70;, lego.

Indo-European r is unchanged, but when initial always has

a prothetic vowel in Greek. Few instances are required.

dp-0pov, apapioKw, ar-mus, ar-tus, ar-nienhim
; dpdxvi], aranea

;

apow, dpovpa, aro, arvu77t ; aTTo-ffpai, verrere
; op-vvfjii, orior

; opdoj,

vereor.

It cannot perhaps be decided whether the original language

possessed both the liquids r and / or not; but if not, the

balance of evidence is in favour of supposing r to be the

original and / a subsequently developed sound.

The Nasals. Indo-European n is unchanged in Greek and Latin, and

requires but little illustration.

, dvcfios, animus
; 7€i/wj, gena ; flvaripes, janitrices ; kvi, elv, Iv, iti,

I in-ter ; evvea, iiovem.

Indo-European m is unchanged in Greek and Latin.

fiecTos (fjLfO-ios), medius\ \iiiv^ niensis
; ^-qr-qp, mater ', fuy-vvfii, mtsceo

{tnig-sced) ; fjiopfjivpoj, murmur; fivia {fiva-to), mus-ca.

The nasal followed by a consonant is always assimilated

to the character of that consonant
; e.g. it is guttural in

quinque, ey/caXeo), dental in fWeXXw, labial in iynrohmv. This is

shewn even in the combination of distinct words
; e.g. eandem

and the pronunciation of T17/X TroXtj/, to"^ koXttov, which is the

spelling found in old inscriptions.

We may notice that there are some cases in which hard

and soft or soft and aspirated consonants seem to alternate

in the same root, mostly when they are the final letters of a

stem. Thus we find :

irfjy-vvfii, pango, compages beside paciscor, pax.^
scabo ,, OKondvrj. A

lambo „ Xaira^nv. j,

Alterna-

tion of

hard, soft,

and aspi-
rated con-

sonants.
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Iarin^o)

beside dareftcprjs.

I7C1), ego ,, Sk. aham.

This alternation has not yet been explained.

Spirants are sounds in the utterance of which the mouth (Spirants,

channel is so far narrowed that the stream of breath sounds
j

against the sides of the passage. They consist of the hard

dental spirant s and the soft z\ the soft palatal spirant j^ (o^y);

the labial spirant w, in Greek f
,
which cannot be distinguished

from the consonantal u.

The soft spirant z is usually represented in Greek by the The Sibi-

same symbol o- as the hard j. In the dialects however we
^"^^^

^ ^"

find it sometimes represented by ^, in ^r]<^i^[ia, k6^\io^. The

nature of the spirant depends on the following sound. Before

hard sounds it is
i",

before soft sounds it is z.

Initial hard s remains before consonants :

(TKvTos, scuhwi
; aKaiTTeiv, scabies

; d-arep-a, stella for *ster-la ;4

araros, status.
'

Initial s before vowels becomes in Greek the hard breathingJi

in Latin remains s :

'

eSos, sedeo
; apur}, sarpo ; iTrra, septem ; iveffOai, seqtior ; 17/u-, semi- ;/

^ilaBai, sagire, praesagus ;
tvos

(Jevtj
koi vea), senex.

Initial o- before vowels in Greek, where it remains, is the

relic of a group of consonants, e.g. o-ewo) = o--o-eua) Vqieu,

(Te^onat = Tic^ofiai, (raXevoi = (rfaXevoi. Sometimes initial

o-f = su is represented in Greek by the rough breathing,

e.g. r)8vs = sudd-ii-s, e^ = sueh.

Medial hard s remains before consonants {h, gs, written

I, ^),

of Ic-rf, es-t ; If, ex ; d^uv, axis.

Between vowels in Greek, o- becomes the rough breathing G^ * ^^

and disappears : where it remains it

(i) is the reduction of a-a, e.g. fxia-os
=

{j-fo-a-os. t- s
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^^ (2) Represents an original rt, e.g.

<})avTi, TVTTTova-a= rvTrrovTia.

:<k»..*X*5^ (3) Is due to analogy, e.g. ^ov-al keeps its o- likeg/3t|t(=

BpiK-(Tl).
^

Rhotacism . In Latin intervocalic s becomes r, a change known as

Rhotacism. Nearly all cases of s between vowels stand for

an earlier ss after a long vowel
;

e. g. Cicero wrote caussa.

y. y\ Comparing Greek, where s disappears, with Latin where it

*

Y
becomes r, we have wos nurus, I6s virus, ovara auri's, y€vovs(=

^ycveaos) genen's, Movaa)v (= Movaaacop) Musarum. The date of

this change from s io r between vowels is usually thought to

be fixed by Cicero, ad Fam. 9. 21, where he says that L.

Papirius, cos. B.C. 336, was the first to change his name

from Papisius to Papirius. The question is not however

finally settled, and in some words, e.g. miser
^
the s is kept at

all periods.

,^S also passes into r before m, n, Vyg, as in

^ver-na, Fes-fa; veter-nus, firea- (eros) ; Car-mena, for Casmena ;

fur-vus,fus-cus ;
Miner-va^ nivea- (fjievos) ; diur-nus, nudius {tertius) ;

hodier-nus, dies.

A final s never becomes r in Latin by phonetic law
; arbor,

melior, etc. are due to tEF'atiaTSgy of the intervocalic s {= r)
in the oblique cases, and honos^ lepos are the common forms

in Cicero.

This fact has an important bearing on the final -r of the

passive, which cannot therefore come from the -s of the

reflexive.

The Di- It is possible to distinguish between the semivowel i and
gamma.

^^j^^ palatal spirant _>/ (ory), but it is not possible to make any
distinction between the labial u and the digamma. The old

grammarians represented the sound of the digamma by ov.

This ov was pronounced almost or entirely in the same way
as the semivowel ^, and corresponds to the sound of the

English w.
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The evidence for the existence of the digamma is itsl V'

appearance in a dialect or in a cognate language, or the
fact]

that it is necessary for the scansion of the Homeric poems.

We find the f extant in numbers of inscriptions, especially)

Dorian. Thus the Doric f//cart, fetVari correspond to the Attic

{f)e'iKoai, feros to eros, Latin vefus, fi^ to e^, Latin sex, L-E.

suex, and so on. Though called by Quintilian the digamma

Aeolicum, it is not found in the later Lesbian inscriptions, and ,

in the poems of Alcaeus and Sappho is represented by /3 i

before p (jSpaxoy, Hom. puKos, for FpaKus, etc.).

In the Homeric poems the digamma is no longer found In Homer,

represented by a special written symbol. Partly it has dis-

appeared altogether, but left traces of its presence in the

lengthening of a short vowel or in the existence of an other-

wise impermissible hiatus; partly it has coalesced with a

preceding vowel into a diphthong, and is then written v.

Thus "AiSos beside ''At5os = 'AftSos ('AutSos) ; (pdea beside (paos
=

(paffal

((pavea) ; diroepar}
=

dirofepffr] (dvovepari), cf. dirovpas, dvepvaav, dvLaxoi,\

raXavpivo^, evaSc (p. 43), where v stands for the sound oi f.

Initial f disappears in Greek, but is often represented by Initial f.

the aspirate. In Latin we find v.

fiKari (Dor.), viginti; fd'^vvyn, vcigus \ f^piov, vellus, cf. wool',^
fia9r]s, fiv-vv/jLi, vestis

', fiav(po^, vesper; feap {f^-ff), ver; foiKos, \\

vuus, cf. wick
; fiXiaaw, volvo^ cf. wallow

; fikitis, ifoXira, volup, \\

voluptas ; fiiro^, for//, vox ; fibnv, fiarcop, video, cf. wit
; f^ipco, f^picu,

'

ver-bum, cf. word
\ feros, vetus, cf. wether.

Medial f disappears in Greek or is represented by v Medial f.

coalescing with another vowel into a diphthong. In Latin

it is V.

Aifos , Tovis : ^ofos, bovis \ €v-vefa, novem; vefos, novus] «o/^£Xoy,l

eavus
; kds, reos, suus, tuus— Old Latin sovos, tovos ; i^-fidefos, viduus. i

Initial su always loses f in Greek and sometimes or Initial su.

also. In Latin we get sometimes s, sometimes su
;
and it is

probable that originally s was used when the preceding word

ended with a consonant, while su was kept when the pre-
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ceding word ended with a vowel and the double sound was

therefore easily pronounceable.

\l lySus {afdhvs), suavis, suadeo, English sweet. We have the double
' form saviuni and suaviu?n from the same root.

An initial sue becomes in Latin so, in

soror for suesor, cf. sister, Germ. Schwester.

sorex, Greek vpa^.

sodalis, Greek e^o? for afiOos.

socer, Greek iKvpos for afe^Kvpos.

somnus for suepnus, Greek virvos, cf. sopor.

Spiritus The Spiritus asper appears in Greek as the representative
I^nis and ^ i . mi • r i i i i •

Asper.
ol ^ lost s, f or i. .1 he sign oi the rough breathing was

$• - (T t\k^^ ^^^ earliest times Q, but in the Ionic alphabet this

symbol was given the value of an /-sound. When the Ionic

alphabet was adopted in Attica, the sign for h was dropped,

and the spiritus asper accordingly no longer stood upon the

same level as the other consonants. The lonians bear wit-

ness to a weakness of distinction between the rough and

smooth breathing, since they do not aspirate a preceding

tenuis before an aspirated vowel in cases of elision, but write,

e. g. an ov, Karobos, etc. The Alexandrians adopied |-
as the

sign of the rough breathing.

An initial rough breathing in Greek represents
—

(i) An original s in—
I ^*i5' ^> suus, se

; tZo's, sedeo
;
apTr?;, sarpo ; ktrTo., septem.

(2) An original f in—
I ?iKo^, vallus

; 'ivwyu, vestis ; 'iaiKpos, vesper', iaria, Vesta.

In other cases the f is represented before vowels by the

spiritus lenis (p. 61).

(3) An original i in—
/ OS, Sanskrit yds ; v^-qv, syuman ; tifffiivr], yudh- ; u/ief?, yusman.

Before an initial v the aspirate regularly appears, even

where there was no original initial consonant, e.g.
—

I vloip, Sanskrit uddn
; vTt6, tipa ; virip, updri ; varfpos, uttara.
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In some cases an aspirate appears simply on the analogy o

cognate or related forms. Thus the Doric d/^e's, Attic jj/xe

owes its rough breathing to u/uei?, and tia-rat, Sk. dste, to the

analogy of e^o/^ai Vsed.

he I

^

The alternation of rough and smooth breathings in the/4^te"ia-

same or cognate words may in part be explained by the
lawLough and

by which not more than one aspirate is allowed in the samepniooth

word. The root of ^xa> is segh-, which would regularly pro-|
'^

duce e^co, but the first aspirate is dropped because of the

following X' Ii^ the future however the second aspirate is

lost and the first re-appears in e^co. Similarly one termination

of the imperative is -6l
ilcr6i),

but \v6tj-6i is altered into

\v6i]Ti. This may explain why from the root sed we have

e^ofiai, ebos, i^co {(ri-<r8-a>),
as well as e8a(p09, edeOXov.

An original o- between tw^o vowels, as we have seen, dis-

appears, but only by first becoming the rough breathing, so

that the change is the same as we have seen taking place

with initial a-. Therefore an original sutdos will become in

Greek hfldos, genitive fld(/ios: the nominative may have

given rise to idpws, the genitive to l8os.

Similarly the original prefix sm- becomes d- when there i

an aspirate in the following syllables, as in dbeXcfios, aXoxos

but a- when there is no following aspirate, as in anas, ana^

Forms like dyaXuKTos, ayreSor, dOpoos are due to confusion.

In some cases however the variation can be referred to no

such general law, but must be ascribed to a difference of

dialect, as in the Homeric ovkos, ovpos, rjixap, afxa^a beside

the Attic oXos, opos, Tjpepa, afxa^a, where aspiration may be due

to crasis with the article.

Attic rjKios, Epic 'ffiXios, cf. dvr-riKios ;
Attic itriros, Lat. equus, cf.

AcvK-tTTTTos ; Attic €a>s. Epic -qus, are also instances of variation.

H in Latin is the regular representative of an Indo- // in Latin.

European gh, gh, and perhaps bh, dh at the beginning of a

word.

I
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Medially between vowels it jscommonly los t, and so we

have vemens and vehe?nens', nil and nihil; prendo, probeo,

praeheo and prehendo, prohibeo, praehibeo, etc. It is also lost,

e.g. in:—

I meio = meihw, Greek dfiix^iv ;
aio = ahip, Greek fix-o.ve ; jiivis =

'
nihuis, Greek vi<pa; brevis^brehuis, Greek Ppaxvs.

The aspirate however was as unstable a sound in Latin as

in Greek or in modern English. In some words, where it

ought to appear, it is never found, e. g. in anser, which a com-

parison o( xv^j English gander, shews ought to be /lanser. In

other cases the spelling with or without the k is almost

equally well authenticated, as in harena beside arena, hedera

beside edera. But on the whole the tendency of Latin is to

insert the aspirate irregularly. We are told that in the

second century after Christ honus, sepulchrum, lachrumae,

chenturio became common
;
and much earlier Catullus ridi-

cules the custom in the well-known epigram
—

Cho?nmoda dicebat si quando commoda vellet

Dicere et insidias Arrius hinsidias,*****
Hoc misso in Syriam requierunt omnibus aures,*****
Cum subito affertur nuntius horribilis,

lonios fluctus postquam illic Arrius isset

Jam non lonios esse sed Ilionios.



CHAPTER VI.

Combinations of Sounds.

Now that we have dealt with the different simple sounds

in Greek and Latin it remains to consider the combinations

of those sounds in words. This has been partly touched

upon in speaking of the diphthongs, which are composed of

sounds originally distinct but have come to be uttered in a

single emission of the breath.

In the original Indo-European language Hiatus] that is
the[

Hiatus,

contact of two neighbouring vowels without contraction, was

inadmissible. For example, from Sanskrit we are able to see

that where suffixes beginning with a vowel were added on to

stems ending in a vowel, contraction took place, or if the

vowel were i or «, an intervening semivowel was developed, i

Thus Ij^ii. patr-t-us, Gk. Ttdrp-i-os allow of hiatus between /and

Uj and L and o, whereas in Sanskrit we find pitr-iya-s where

2iy has been developed between t and a. Like Sanskrit the

original language did not admit of hiatus and, wherever we

find it in Greek and Latin, these languages have deviated

from the parent speech.

I. VOWEL COMBINATIONS.

I . In Greek, although there are frequent instances of hiatus, Contrac-

as for instance in 6(6s, tap, kia>v, aKfjKoa, yet, more frequently,
*^°"

? .

neighbouring vowels contract into a single sound, whether a Greek,

long vowel or diphthong.
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Thus taking the short vowels, those of the same quality

contract, e.g.
—
a + a = a, e.g. Xa-as, \ds.

€ + € = €1, e.g. (Ta(p€-€9, CafpflS.

o + o = ov, e. g. v6-os, vovs.

Vowels of different quality contract, e. g.
—

a + € = d, e. g. opd-crai, opdrai.

a + o =
(w, e.g. (pd-os, (pais.

=
d, e.g. d(TT€-a, uffTci.

6 + = ov, e.g. &(OKv5i8T]s, QovkvSiStjs.

We must distinguish, as we have already seen (p. 34), the fi and 01;

which are the result of contraction from the original diphthongs et and

ov. Secondary diphthongs which arise from contraction, or from com-

pensatory lengthening as in the case of tovs for tops and eh for kvs, though
written the same as the original diphthongs ei and ov, were not identical

with them in sound. The genuine diphthongs ei and ov are always so

written on inscriptions, but the spurious diphthongs €i and ov, which rose

out of contraction or compensatory lengthening, are written in the earliest

inscriptions as c and o, e. g. €vcu for elvai and Stj/xo for drjfMov, and were

sounded as a long narrow e and 0, while ei and ov, which represented

original diphthongs, were more open sounds.

i ^ / Contraction in Greek frequently results from the disap-

/ ^earance'^c^f an original spirant or semivowel.

j\TThus
f has disappeared in—

I <pi\€-i-o}, (piXloi, (piXS)) 'Epfji€-i-as, Epic 'E/)/i«a?, Atiic 'Epfxrjs.

j'^
The digamma or u has fallen out in—

Ttav-io), Traioj
; KXefi-TOS, kXcitos ; Sof-evai, Sovvai.

'jY,
An intervening o- has disappeared in—

ycve-(T-os, ylvov^ ; TeXi-ff-cu, TeXeco, reXo).

Sometimes the spirant disappears without being followed by contrac-

tion, as, for instance, in veos for vefos, irXecu for irXffoj, and so also in

aiip, kvvia, 'UpaxXiovs, and others. In such cases it is worth noticing

that one of the two vowels is generally accented.

Shortening! 2. In Greek we find long vowels shortened before a semi-

of" long
Ivowel combined with a consonant. Thus Greek Zev? answers

vowels. '

.

to Sanskrit dydil-s and this pomts to I.-E. dieiis. Other m-

stances are ^ovs answering to Sk.gdus and I.-E.
^ous,

nkfurrcs
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from Vpie as in nlfi-nXTj-fii, and Imrois answering to Sk.

dfvdt's.

3. We find a metathesis of the original quantity of neigh- Metathesis,

bouring vowels in—
e(TT€u>T€s for k<TTr]foTe<! ;

TfOvfwres for TcOvrjfores ; 0a(Ti\€OJs for iSo-

ciXrjos (Epic) ; ySoctAe'd for PaaiXija (Epic). 1

In the Attic veav and e<os the first vowel has been shortened

as compared with the Epic vr]a>v and rjws.

Contrac-

tion.

Combination of Vowels in Latin.

1. Contraction results from the loss of a semivowel i or n

or occasionally of h\ monete for moneiete, Sk. mdndyate\ tres

for ireies, Sk. irayas ;
amaram for amaveram

;
;/z7 for nihil.

eo, m, z*(? remain uncontracted {inone{%)o, mone{i)am, audi{i)o) I

as does ae when the second vowel carries the accent, as e. g. )

aenus, contrasted with aes, Sk. dyas.

In composition a short vowel is elided before a long, as A

nullus for ne-ullus . But a short vowel unaccented contracts \
^

witli a preceding vowel {dego for deago).

2. Shortening of long vowels takes place, as in Greek. Shortening

when the lonof vowel is followed by a semivowel and a coni "^
° -^

\ vowels.

sonant, e. g. ndufragus {ndvis), ventus (cf. dfevr- but
ar/o-i).

Thd
first of two consecutive vowels is regularly shortened in clas-

sical times {rei, fidei) except in genitives of the 5th declen-

sion when ei is preceded by i {diei). In some cases we get

a variation of quantity {/to hMi/ieri, illius and illius).

3. Originally short vowels were pronounced long before Lengthen-

ns, nf, gn, gm {ingens, inferior^ dgnun, dignus)^ but this is not ing of short

borne out in all cases by the evidence of the Romance

languages.

II. VOWELS AND SEMIVOWELS.

I. Short vowels are lengthened in Greek by way of com- Loss of

pensation for the loss of a Nasal or Liquid. Thus where
^^^^]^

^"^

F 2
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a double Nasal or Liquid is reduced to a single, short a

is lengthened to a or
?;

in Attic or Ionic.

Lesbian ardWd, Attic arijXt]
—Lesbian a/i/its, Att. -qixiis

—naaa = -navaa

—aWijXojv — a\K-a\Kwv—XV'^'^^
—

X'"'^'^^-

Nasals and 2. Where an original a combined with a nasal or liquid

wkhV^ disappears, the Lesbian dialect doubles the nasal or liquid,

while in Atiic the vowel is lengthened in compensation for

the loss of 0-.

k^iv-aa, Lesbian tjuvva, Att. e/xeiva.

fjirjv-aos, Lesbian firjvvos, Att. fxijvos.

X , . , (
Att. x^^'oi.

X€(T-Aioi, Lesbian xe^^'O'.
j
t ',

«
<pa€(T-vos, Lesbian (pdevvos, Att. cpadvos.

Short o is lengthened (p. 66) in Attic as compensation for

the loss of a nasal in

Attic ifirdpxovaavj Cretan vndpxovaav.

„ Tovs, „ t6vs.

„ fxovcra, „ fiov-ri-a.

Loss of 3! The disappearance of the digamma leaves no trace in

• ^^^I!IflSi
/Attic. In Lesbian we find a compensatory doubling of the

l^^^ri:^ .

[consonant,
and in Ionic and Doric a lengthening of the

[voweT^ Thus digamma disappeared after 8, X, p, v, in the

following cases amongst others which might be given.

Kopfa, Ionic Kovprj, Doric Kojpa, Att. Kopt],

dopfos, „ Sovpos, ,, 8op6s.

6\fos, „ ov\os, „ 0A.0S.

Similarly
Lesb. Sfppa, Ion. Seipr), Att. Sipr].

,, 701/1/0, ,, 701/^0, „ y6va-Ta.

In all the above instances « and ou which arise from com-

pensatory lengthening are, Hke the ei and ov which arise

from contraction; to be distinguished from the original diph-

thongs « and ov.

Vowels and Semivowels in Latin.

Original ei. The combinations of vowels with i, u have been already

treated under Diphthongs.
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An original ei becomes ol {ul) except before / and i. /

volo, velim, vellem. colo (for quelo) : inquilinus. \— ^™_^j.».^^*.-' ''

volvo : fcKvQj. \

But an initial eel, gel remain, {cekr, gelu).

ue becomes uo.

vomo, ff/xecy.

But ue was by a later change reestablished, at any rate

in close syllables, and we get vestis (fe(r-6r)s), vesta, verbum :

cf. vicus {veicus), vinum {vemum), beside FoIkos, folvos, etc.

The ordinary rules governing the treatment of unaccented Unaccent-

vowels, and of vowels in composition must be looked for in ^^ vowels,

the grammars. But we may call attention to one or two

points.

Latin possessed certain intermediate sounds not exacdy

represented by any letter, and consequently sometimes in-

dicated by one character, sometimes by another, maximus

beside maxumus represents the modified ii sound, for which

Claudius invented a special character; viiulus beside vetus

perhaps a similar sound intermediate between e and i.

A similar theory seems required to account for the alterna-

tion of and u, et, e and i which we have noted above (p. 34).

The doubling of short i and of short u was avoided :

abi-etis contrasts with bom'-ias, mortuos (post-Augustan

mortuus) with dominus.

Lastly, it is probable that e and preceding the original

accent became a-, cf. ratis and e-per-fi6g, vas (for vadts) and

(i-ffB-Xov, magnus and /j-eyas, salvus and solidus.

eng, onCf ong become respeciively ing, unc, ung. tingo

reyyo)
—uficus oyKos

—
utiguis ovv^ (L-E. ongh^).

Also before gn )

e becomes z in ignis for ngm's, Sk. agm, dignus w dec.

An original ri and probably also ro and ru in an un

accented syllable become er. Thus certus beside Kpiros^

ccrvus beside k^io^^ acerbus for ^ac.ribus, sacerdos for sacro-dos

terreo for troseio, a causative of rpi{a)(a.
Hence also nomina-

tives of the 2nd declension like ager for agros.
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Finally, we may notice the tendency of vowels on either

side of ,/ to assimilate, which produces simulo but similis,

alacer instead of alecer^ calamitas but zncolumts, etc. (p. 38).

III. CONSONANTAL COMBINATIONS.

Assimila- !• Two consecutive mutes in Greek are assimilated to one
tion of

another, that is, they must both be hard, soft or aspirate.

Thus before r

y' kx-ros passes to €K-t6s ; fia(p-Tos to fian-ros ; XiXfy-rai to \e\€K-Tcu.

Before 8

1 iX Tr\€K-5T}v passes to vXiy-Srjv ; KpvTr-Srjv to Kpvfi-Srjv ; emypaip-STjv to

.
^

I €iriypa0-5r]v.

Before aspirates

L- e7T\€K-6r]v passes to kir\(x-Or]v ; eTvn-Orjv to krvcp-Orju ;
vvkt' oXtjv to

I VVX&' oKrjv.

These last three instances represent a change of writing,

and not a real change of pronunciation.

Dentals be- 2. Before a following t or ^ another dental becomes
coming a.

^^ ^ ^^

aTrar-TOs passes to dnaff-Tos
;
t5-T€ to ia-T€

;
TrcTret^-rat to irifTfia-Tai

;

€ip€v5-dT]v to €if/(va-6T]v ; indO-Orjv to kniia-Orjv.

Dentals appear to pass into o- before /x, but this is not the

fact, as we can see from ip€r-n6s, old-fta and 7rvd-nT]v. Cases

where they appear to do so must be explained by analogy.

Thus t8-fi€v is turned into L(T-fx€v to make it follow the

I analogy of la-Tf, TrenvO-fiai into 7reVuo--/uai to make it like

TtillVCr-TUL.

According to rule, o- before fi should disappear. It does

so in €i-fit for ia-jxi^ el-fia for €(T-fia, rj-fiai for f](T-fxai. But some-

times this o- has been restored before the fi, to make the word

resemble other forms of the same tense which have a, e.g. el-

fxev has passed into eV/xeV like eare, €(Gi-fX€vos (cf. C^-fia) into

i^oia-iievos to make it like eCaxr-Tai^ and similarly in nianj

other instances.

Mutes ami 3. Mutes combine with semivowels in the followii
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Original Greek -n changes into -ai in blbca-ai, Xtyou-o-tiSemi-

ttXov-o-los, Xv-ais, except after o- as in ((t-ti, Tria-ns, iTva-Tis. I
vowels.

'^h Xh "^i P^'SS to (T(r, Attic TV.

Ki in ^laaoiv = ^k-icjv, cf. ^K-iara.

\iva-aoi = XivK-io), cf. \evK-65.

Xi in y\u)(Taa = 7A<wx-„ta, cf. yXojx-is.

Ppdcraojv = Ppax-iojv, cf. Ppax-vs

yXi ^^ aacov —-
ayx-i^v, cf. ciyx-i-

kKaoaojv = (Ka-yx-iooy, cf. €Xe7;^-to'TOS.

Tt in x<'P*^o'<''«
=

X'^P'-^'^'iP-) cf. x'^P'-^^'''-^^'

fiikiaaa ~ ficXir-ia, cf. fi(\iT-os.

61 in Kopvaoo) = KopvO-ioj, cf. KopvQ-^s.

The Attic rr seems to be of subsequent origin to o-o-, for

in some cases, e. g. Xvo-o-a (madness), the va can be proved
from Sanskrit to come from the original language. The
sound of rr was probably spirant in its nature, as we may
see from 'KtOIs beside *Attikt].

g^^^^
nd yi pass to C as in

Zevs = Aievs, Sanskrit dydtis, Lat. dies.

XaXa^a = xaAaS-^a, Lat. grando.

fii'i^oiv, Ion. ink^oiv
=

/xey-ioot/, cf. fiey-icrros.

<pv^a = (pvy-ia, cf. (-cpvy-ov.

4. Other phenomena which occur in the combination of

sounds in w^ords in Greek are Prothesis^ Epenthesis^ Dis-

similation^ and very rarely Metathesis.

\ <.£rpthesis is the name given to the appearance of an in- Prothesis.

, ^ determinate vowel at the beginning of a word. This vowel l^Y-t^i

\ i appears as a, e or o, principally before liquids and nasals.

V Before j57^'~ror instance, in e-pv6p6s, Lat. ruber. >

'
i Before A. in d-Aei^cw, beside Xi7r-a and in k-\axv^i Lat. levis.\~

Before /^ in a-ixvvw, Lat. mtcnio. ^

Before f in k-uKoai for efeiKoac, Lat. viginti ; d-v^di/cy, Epic d-e^cu for ^^

afi^oj, Lat. veg-eo.

^penthesis occurs where the semivowel ^ influences ai Epenthesis.

precedmg^^llable ending in v, /x, p, o- or f. The semi-\
/i >^|i

vowel i disappears, and an t is developed in the preceding
' ^~'

syllable, which is thus made more palatal in sound.
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Loss of

<pav-ioj passes to (paivoj ;
olkv-iov to oIkvov

;
SeanoTV-ia to Seanoiva.

yv) And similarly with neXacva, aooTeipa^ fxolpa, and others.

In Kpelo-a-cov, pei^av there is no Epenthesis as we can see

from the Ionic forms Kpea-arcov, fie^cop. The ft of Kpda-acov and

fielCcov has been introduced rather on the analogy of such

comparatives as x^^p^^'

Dissimilation is most common with aspirates, as e. g. in

i TiOrjixi for 6i$r}fxi ; kirvOfTo for k(pv9iT0 ; €Ta<pov for k9a<pov.

y The aspirates are changed because of the Greek rule

which permitted of only one aspirate in a word (p. 63).

Metathesis is very rare. The consonants appear to change
their places in tik-tq> for ti-t/c-to), and in a-Ken-ronai as com-

pared with Latin spec-io.

Consonantal Combinations in Latin.

The only initial combinations allowed in Latin are those

of a spirant followed by a mute, two spirants, and a mule and

semivowel. In any other combination one or more letters

are dropped.

I

Thus a comparison of sternuo with Trropjojiiuit. shews that

the original stem was ps/ernu-, and ti/ia seems to correspond

to TTTeXea.

I. In many cases a stem beginning with s followed by a

mute appears both with and without the sibilant in different

forms. Thus

/ tego, ffriyoj
—

tibia, ardPoj—cutis, kvtos—scutum, anvros—torus,

I aropivvvfu
—

parcus, airapvSs.

V It is suggested that originally the s was only lost when the

preceding word ended with a mute, so that the block of

consonants thus coming together would have been unpro-

nounceable. The same principle may underlie the loss of a

.
final s so common in Latin poetry up to the time of Cicero.

If quiescit stands, as seems probable, for squiescit,
'

confecius

quiescit' would naturally become confeclu quiescit, as it does in

the well-known line of Ennius :

*
nu7ic senio confectu quiescit!
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2. Initial su sometimes passes into s, probably again only Initial su.

in the first instance when the final preceding consonant made

it necessary.

suayis, suadeo, Greek (of^aZvs
— siiesco, Greek ^os.

But
^ ^-^ ^

serenus, Greek gtXg? (crfeXas;)
—

se, Greek
€_
for ojre.

3. An origina^i dental, hard, soft, or aspirated, followed by Double f

/^ becqrnes ss, which after a long vowel is written s.
^^^^

^'S

This is the explanation of the past participles in -sus, the
"

original termination being, as in Greek, -/us.

Hence, mU-tus passes to nihsus
;

scid-tus to scissus
; jtidh-tus to

jussus, but vtd-ius to visus; caed-tus to caestis ;
vicent-timus to vicen-

sinms, vicesimus.

lap-sus, etc., instead of lap-tus. is the result of analogy,

ihe same combinations before r become str^ e.g.

rod-trum passes to rostrupt ;
tond-trix to to^trTx\ pedet-tris to

4. Medial combinations of mutes of a different character Medial

either assimilate, as mostly in composition, or one is dropped
^'^t^^-

and the preceding vowel lengthened, as mfibula (figo), posti-

cus {pos/id-ea), etc. But little is as yet certain on this subject.

5. Medial combinations of spirants before a soft mute Medial

or voiced consonant lose the spirant ;
the preceding vowel, ^P^^^^s.

if accented, is long ;
if unaccented, is short. Wl^

~"
'

isdem passes to tdem\ ausdire (of. auris) to audire. But
sdtisne%^

-

passes to satin ; videsmus (Sk. avedismd) to vidimus. \ \
6. Initial di becomes/, at any rate in Jupiter^ Sk. Djydus.i dfertes'and

Initial du becomes d in helium, bis,
Semi-

N^iv^^. —^ '—--
:

. vowels.
Initial sm, sh lose tne j, ^as (xv does always and (r/x some- » _^.^

times in Greek.

tnica, fJUK£6s, afuKpos; nixy Engl, snow, mordere, afiep^-vos, Engl. I

smart.

•sr- medially becomes -br-, as in Juneb-n's {/unes-), conso- \

brinus {con-sosr-inus^ from the stem of soror), etc.
'

stl- becomes apparently successively scl-y si-, and /-. The
\

spellings sllis, sells, and lis are all found.
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A mute before a semi-vowel in the middle of a word is

lost, and the preceding vowel lengthened.

(: / il pila for pig-la {pingo) ; contdniinare, cf. ta-n-go ; Jumentum, cf.

jUgum.

\ sl, sn lose the sibilant, and the preceding vowel is long, if

\ accented.

pone for posne, cf. pos-t ; querella for quere-sla, but queri-mSnia ;

culiiia for coc-sllna.

-in-^ -dn- become
-^<a^-.

\l pando for pat-no, cf. pateo; mendax for ment-nax, cf. ment-ior\

\^ma7idus for amant-nus.
'

r and / assimilate a following spirant.

I
y^rr^ lorfer-se ;

verrere, cf. diTO-fep(T--Q ;
z/^//^ for z'<?/-j^.

A mute or spirant between two semivowels is lost.

)
Mr«a for urcna {urceus) ;

cernuus for cersnuus (cf. ky-Kapa-ios).

7. The admissible combinations of final consonants will

be found in any grammar, and to this we must refer for a list

of the more obvious phenomena of assimilation, etc.

One or two other phenomena may be classified here.

Dissimila-ai The dislike to more than one liquid of the same kind in

tion. la word is common both to Latin and Greek. In Greek w'e

[have dpvCpaKTOS for dpvcppuKTOs, dpyaXeos from nXyoy, eXnayprj but

cfieLboxKr].

In Latin the suffixes -alis, -culum alternate with the suffixes

/
1:

aris^ -crujn, according as the preceding syllables contain r or

/. Thus

exeniplaris, altaria, salutaris, but fatalis, venalis, etc.

involu-crum, simula-crtivi, hvXpulcer, ridiculus, etc.

Cf. also Partita from Pales, and the complete loss of the

liquid m pra^^ttgiae (stringo).

Where two similar syllables follow one another, one tends

to be lost both in Greek and Latin. Thus

(dfi((pi)(popevs,

Kiv(Trj)rcup, na\a(fj,o)/xr]dr]s,

tru{ci)cidare, vene{tn)Jicium, nutri\tri)cis, etc.



CHAPTER VII.

Vowel-gradation and Accent.

Vowel-gradation or Ablaut is the general name for allVrhe mean-

differences of quantity, quality, and accent of the vowels in
^^

°(

any syllable of a root or suffix, which are due to distinctions gradation,

existing already in the primitive Indo-European language.

By a root we understand that element of unity containing
the main meaning which is found common to a group of

related words, when we have analysed them into their dif-

ferent parts. For instance, the common element or root of

aK-coK-T), aK-pos, a^cov, acus, acer, axis, is Vak, which contains

the general idea of '

sharpness.'

When and under what circumstances, if ever, roots were

used as words we cannot determine. The derived languages

are, as the parent speech was, inflexional, and roots are not

found existing as separate words, but are only obtained by

abstracting that element which is common to a group of

words related to one another.

Now upon what principle are we to find common elements Theory of

in groups of words, both for the original as well as for
^o^^s.

derived languages ? For instance in the Greek language, if

we take the groups ^dXXeiv, ^oXtj^ ^eXos, jSaXcIv
—

areXXo), o-toXj),

aToXrjvai, we shall find that the roots usually given in diction-

aries and grammars are V^aX and \/(rT€X. Now V^aX and

VareX are bases of the present stem and do not explain the
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Strong and
Weak *

Roots.

Classifica

tion of

Roots. -

^
~\

/3oX-, jSeX- or cTTok-, o-raX- of Other tenses. How are we to

find a single root which shall be common to all the parts

of iSdXXo) and o-TeWco and their derivatives ? Or, again, in the

case of yov-os, yev-os, yl-yv-ofxai, ye-ya-fiev, what is the element

of unity common to them all ?

It does not seem possible always to discover a single root

or unity for a group of words. Roots present themselves

under two main forms, the Fu/t or Strong, and the Reduced

or Weak. The full form is distinguished by having the

vowels ^ Qj- n^ p R e. g. in XeiTT-o), Xc-Xoin-a, or by having a long
vowel, as e. g. in ep-pcoy-a. The weak is distinguished by the

absence of e or o, as e. g. in (-Xm-ov, or by having a short

vowel, as e. g. in ep-pay-rjv, €-Xd6-ov.

The best way of classifying roots is to divide them into

the following classes :

I. Roots which end in a semivowel
{z, u, m, n, r, I).

II. Roots containing a semivowel followed by a con-

bonant.

III. Roots not containing a semivowel, and ending in a

^consonant.

;
IV. Such roots as 6ri, ard, 5<o in Greek, which do not fall

)

under any of the other three heads.

All the roots which can be classed under one of the first

three heads contain, or once contained, in some forms the

vowels e or o, and are then said to be strong or full roots.

In other forms these vowels have disappeared, and the roots

^s
are then called w^eak or reduced.

.1 For instance, under class I will come the roots of the verb

yi-yv-ofxai, viz. w yiv aS in yev-os, vyov aS in you-os, w yv as in

yi-yv-opai, and v ya as in yi-ya-fxfv. Of these, *yy^v and w yov

are strong, 'Jyv and \/ya are weak. The only difference

between *Jyv and ^/ya is, of course, that yv- appears before a

vowel, while ya- (which is for yn) appears before a consonant,

the a representing the nasal sonant.

Under class II will come the roots of such a verb as
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\«V-a), viz. -v/XfiTT, VXoiTT, which are strong, and -v/Aitt, which

is weak. Another instance is depK-onai, with its strong

V^epK and VdopK, and its weak V^paK which stands for

Class III is "represented by the strong Vncr and Vttot of

TTfT-oixac and n6T-p,os, while the weak v rrr appears in e-7rr-

It must be remembered that in the first two classes of the

above, the sounds r, I, m, n stand on the same footing as i

and u. They are semivowels, that is, consonants before

vowels and sonant before consonants (p. 22).

The variation between the full and the weak roots was Strong and

originally accompanied by a change of accentuation. Where
^qqx.%

the accent rested on the root-syllable there was a full root, as Ulll

in Treid-oiv : where the accent did not rest on the root-syllable
||

there was a weak root, as in 7nd-<i>v. There are only a few
«r^

instances in Greek, because the system of accentuation has

altered from the original accentuation of the parent language.

For instance, o2?i-a has a full root in the singular, but a weak

root in the plural "id-pev. Now according to the original

accentuation we should have oi8-a, *ld-p(v (p. 137).

We must give up the idea of finding one single form of

the root for all words which are related to one another. In

XeiTT-o), \e-\onr-a, e-Xnr-ov there are three roots, and, so far as

we know, always have been. We do not know why XeiTr-

differs from Xotyr-, the other strong root
;
we only know that

it does so. Of Xitt-, the weak form, we know that originally 1/

the chief accent of the word did not rest upon it.

Some words have only two roots, one strong, one weak, as

for instance in t-arrj-pi the strong root is (^a-, the weak <TTa-
)

as in L-a-Tu-pev.

In the same way we have

Ti-drj-pi, ri-Oi-piv.

5i-5a}-pi, 5i-5o-p€V.

The difference between strong and weak lies in the quan-
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^ ,|tity
of the vowel. As in the previous cases, the strong root

originally bore the accent, the weak did not.

The Gradations of vowels in roots are classified in six

series according to the vowel which is shown in the second,

or, as it is called, Middle degree. We thus get the six series

of e, a, 0, e, a, b. In each series there may be three degrees,

but they are not always found.

I. The
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The degrees of the tz-series are as follows :
— II. The

rt-series.

I. 11. III.

Indo-European o
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second degrees, and instead of the a which we find in Sd-i/f t^(w answering
to Lat. ddtus, we have o as in Zo-r6s.

-y/gj 0Q}-Tldv€ipa

The a of the third degree is found in

<y//J (drink),

TTOv\v-06-Te(pa .

TTpO-^a-TOV.

rrpo-^a-ais.

vo-t6v.

ne-TTo-rai.

iro-ais.

iro-TTjpiov.

Tru-voj (Aeol.)

Tre-ira)-Ka

p6-tor

po-culum
iThe root of nl-vo), m-ofiai, etc., presupposes a strong \//>oi, of which

the reduced form is Vj>i-

-Jpo (guard) -noj-v iro-nirjv.

TTUl-fia ITO-iflVT].

>^ ko cos, fcui-vos ca-tus.

V rpajy Tpwy-o: e-rpay-ov.

Te-TpooK-rai. rpay-rjixa.

IV. The
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Latin instances are rarer,

toga teg-o.

mon-eo men-s. *•
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Irregular!- The regular variations which we have given in the above

^^rTdation h
^^^ series cannot be found in all roots. For instance Vple, as

Bin niix-7r\r]-fu, p/e-nus, does not vary.

The true series is sometimes lost. For instance, xav-

davo) really belongs to the ^-series, as we see from the fut.

X^aofiaL which is for ;^ei/fi-(ro/Aat. The word x^^^'"^^^ really

contains a nasal sonant, x^^-a»'<»j but the a was regarded

as original, and hence we have x""^"'"®, Ke-xavb-a. Again

^dajoty (naBo-Kd)), €-7ra6-ov, traO-os seem to belong to the a-

series, but wevd-os, neLo-ofiai (nevd-o-ofiai) and iti-Tvovd-a point to

an ^-series.

. Sometimes in an ^-series we find o) as for instance in :
—

KXdul/y
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and a stressed syllable tends to be also pronounced in a

higher key. But the connexion between these two kinds of

accents, and the relation in which they stand to the quantity
of a syllable is too obscure a subject to be discussed here.

The most striking illustration of the importance of accent

in language is that great discovery known from its author's

name as Verner's law, which is only second in importance
to the law that it supplements, which goes by the name of

Grimm's law.

Grimm's law is a statement of the relations which exist Grimm's

between the ijiute consonants in three groups of languages
—

the Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, the Low German and thA

High German. The law is usually stated as follows : WhereX

Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin shew Hard Mutes, Low German I

shews the corresponding Spirants or Fricatives, High German \

the corresponding Soft Mutes ; where the first group shews Soft \

Mutes, the second shews Hard and the third Spirants or Frica- \

tives ; where the first shews Aspirates, the second shews Soft,

the third Hard Mutes.

Into the details of this law it is not necessary to go, as it

has nothing to do with the subject of this book. But we

may notice that it is complicated by the fact that the German

languages have no aspirated consonants and substitute for

them the corresponding spirants {h, th,/), and that in the

labial series considerable confusion has taken place between

/, b and/!
Verner's extension of this law is almost equally impor- Vemer's

tant with Grimm's original discovery. The numerous ex-
^^'

ceptions to Grimm's law which had been observed, Verner

explained by the following modification—that Grimm's law

is true of initial mutes and those that occur in an originally

accented syllable ;
but that in a syllable originally unaccented

the hard mutes of Sanskrit, Greek and Latin are represented

by the corresponding soft mutes in Low German, e. g. Anglo-
Saxon and English. For the purposes of this law, conso-

G 2
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nants are considered to be in the same syllable as the pre-

ceding vowel.

Thus in unaccented syllables we find—
Sanskrit. Greek.
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tions in anastrophe. Zevy cVrt only differs from Zeus eVn in

the meaning of the words in the sentence ;
considered

separately the words are identical. Similarly B^os &s and m
^eo'y, napa Oeov and Beov ndpa are phrases consisting of pre-

cisely the same words.

Enough has been said to shew that in any inquiry into the

question of accent we must take account not merely of syl-

labic but also of sentence-accent. We can now go on to

consider the phenomena of accent as they are presented to

us in the Greek language. The system we find in Greek or

any other Indo-European language is developed from the

system that prevailed in the original language, as is proved

by Verner's law
;

the development is in accordance with

strict phonetic law, and any apparent irregularity must be

explained by the action of analogy.

Now the system of accentuation presented to us by Greek The law

is governed by the law of three syllables. By this law the
gyii^b^gs

acute accent may not recede farther from the end of a word in Greek,

than the antepenultimate, or, in cases where the last syllable

is long, than the penultimate syllable. In technical language,

the recessive accent, i. e. the accent which does not fall on

the last syllable, is limited to three syllables or three morae,

a mora being the quantity of a short vowel, and a long vowel

being equivalent to two morae. To this law, which is other-

wise universal, there are two cases of apparent exception.

(i) In the case of words with a trochaic ending the acute

accent may fall on the fourth mora from the end, e.g. in

a^woTos, ^neipos. This exception at present remains unex-

plained, but it is to be noticed that some of the words which

are included in it were originally accented according to the

ordinary rule. Thus Tponalov has the older, rponmov the later

accent, in Homer we have aj^pelos, in Attic axpftos, etc.

(2) In the case of spondaic words like k^ttov, the accent

falls on the second mora of the first syllable (Keenov), and so

the exception is only apparent.
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The free

accent in

Sanskrit.

Enclisis.

The law of the three syllables, or more strictly of the

three morae, is therefore practically of universal application

in Greek. If we now turn to Sanskrit, we find a very different

system in operation. The accent is not confined within the

narrow limits which restrict it in Greek and indeed in Latin,

but is ^/ree' that is, it may fall upon any syllable in a word
;

and its actual position is determined not by the quantity of

the final syllable (as in Greek), nor by that of the penultimate

syllable (as in Latin), but solely by the inflexion of the word

and its function in the sentence. No more striking instance

of the difference of the two systems can be given than by the

case of the finite verb, which in Sanskrit is unaccented,

except when it appears in dependent clauses or at the

beginning of a sentence.

Now from a variety of considerations, but chiefly from

Verner's law, it is certain that Sanskrit represents tolerably

faithfully the accentuation of the original Indo-European

language. How then does it come about that the system

which we find prevailing in Greek is so totally different ?

It is obvious that there are some words in Greek which

exhibit the original
*
free

'

accent. The accent of TreWe, o/cra>,

Ttovs, TToSoy is the same as that of the corresponding Sanskrit

words pdnca, asta, pat, padds. But the accent of i^ov\(vov^

i^ovkevere represents a new principle, which has nothing cor-

responding to it in Sanskrit and conforms to the law of the

three morae.

There are some words in Greek which under certain cir-

cumstances take no accent of their own, but * throw it back,'

as the expression is, upon the preceding word. But the

accent in enclisis, like the ordinary accent, is limited by the

law of the three morae
;
that is to say, the enclitic word is

considered as part of the preceding word, and the whole

combination is then accented in accordance with the law of

three syllables. Zevs \i.oi is accented like k^ttoi', koKos ean like

a^(o(TTos. But where the enclitic word contains more than three
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inorae, complete enclisis is impossible, and the accent then goes

as far back as the law of three morae permits. If r^iiiv, for ex- v

ample, becomes enclitic, as Zevs fj^lv is impossible, we get ther \^
nearest approach to it that the laws of accentuation will allow ^
and write Zfvv rlfuv. rjfitv may then be called a quasi-enclitic,

r

But just as Zevs rjiiiv is the enclitic form of Zevs rjfiiv, where

complete enclisis is impossible, so Ztvs doirj is the enclitic

form of Zevs 801TJ (Sanskrit deyat). Only the distinction .

between the enclitic verb in principal and the non-enclitic \

(orthotone) verb in dependent clauses, which is observed in /
Sanskrit, is lost in Greek, and here the verb is uniformly

enclitic, or rather quasi-enclitic.

A strong confirmation of the theory here given is the fact

that the only purely enclitic verb-forms in Greek, the present U

indicative of d^iL and
<\>r]\i.i,

are the only forms that nowhere U

exceed two syllables and three morae. Xeya might have been
J

accented like nvav, Xeye like nui, but this was not possible

with Xeyofiev, Xeyere, Xeyova-i. Here, therefore, we have the ^ifl
action of analogy: the forms not capable of enclisis have>J

necessarily taken the recessive accent as a substitute forq

enclisis, and have assimilated to themselves the remaining

forms of their system, (prjfxl, el^i, on the other hand, admit

of complete enclisis throughout.

We can however hardly overlook the fact that the accent

on (pa^iiv, eV/LxeV, and the plural forms generally, represents

what we shall see later to be the historically correct accent in

this number, just as eVrt does that of the singular. Possibly

therefore dixi and (^Ty/xt became enclitic not so much from the

number of syllables they contain, as from the purely enclitic

meaning that they generally have, elfxi is for the most part

a mere copula, (^rjjXL is used like the colloquial English
'

says

I,'
'

says he.' When however they are emphatic, eo-n takes

the historically correct accent, and so does <p^/it according to

some grammarians. «/it is never accented on the firs

syllable ;
if it were, it would be indistinguishable from ei/it.

)>l

T
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Participles
and Infini-

tives.

A
\

Accent
Nouns.

M

X

It must be remarked that participles and infinitives, not

being finite verb-forms, were never enclitic and therefore

keep the historic accent in Greek, cf. bhdran <})€pQ)v, ricdn

XiTTcoi/, rnvdn opvvs, babhuvan Tre^ucoy. So with compounds,
the finite verb-forms were enclitic, and threw the accent

back, e. g. sdmbhara o-v/x^epe, dpi asti cTreo-Ti : the non-enclitic

forms kept the historic accent, e. g. vnoXa^oov, KaOrjo-Oai, but

KadrjTai.

We see therefore that the Greek verb in its finite forms

presents everywhere the recessive accent as a substitute for

complete enclisis. From the verb in all probability this new

system of accentuation extended itself to the noun, but only

partially and irregularly, and even in varying degrees in

different dialects. The Aeolic dialect, it is well known,

uniformly employs the recessive accent, writing e. g. TvoTayios

for the Attic 7rora/xos. In this dialect accordingly the

analogy of the verbal accent has been fully operative. In

other dialects the question is more complicated, and the

influence of analogy more partial. Certain types seem

every where to have been preserved. Verbal adjectives in

-Tos, adjectives in -p6s and -vs, strong aorist and perfect

participles of the active are uniformly oxytone. On the

other hand substantives in -tls are barytone in Greek, though

apparently originally oxytone. Compound adjectives of the

type fxrjTpoKTovos are paroxytone if they are active, pro-

paroxytone if they are passive in sense. But except for

some few generalisations of this kind it is impossible to say

anything very definite. In particular the question of ac-

centuation in enclisis proper presents great difficulties, though
here again we may see the working of analogy, e. g. in tivcov,

which, though containing three morae, is completely enclitic

on the analogy of nves nvos, etc.

The shifting of the accent in certain vocatives is an in-

teresting survival from the original language. In Sanskrit,

vocatives where accented at all have the accent on the first
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syllable ;
and this principle is preserved in Ziv

(Zcv) beside

Zevy, ndrep beside irarrjp, aSiTfp beside (ToiTrjp, fx6)^6rjp€ beside

pox0r]p6s, etc.

The '

anastrophe
'

of prepositions seems simply a case of Accent of

the survival of the original accent. The Sanskrit apt, iipa, ^q^^^^^'

dpa indicate that €7rt, utto, aixo were originally paroxytone.l

This accent they naturally keep when used adverbially or\

added as an emphatic afterthought to bring out the meaning
of a case. Coming before their case they are proclitics, and

are strictly speaking not accented. As a matter of fact they

are written with a grave accent on the last syllable, but

according to the unanimous testimony of grammarians, a

grave accent simply indicates an absence of the acute.

Practically therefore ao(f)ias irepi is identical in accent with

dibs ail, TTfpX aocfiias with a>s deoi. There is certainly a ten-

dency in Greek, however it may be explained, to write a

grave accent on the last syllable of dissyllabic proclitics and

enclitics— cf. nvos, tivL, noOev, TTore, etc.

The Latin system of accentuation stands in strong con- Accent in

trast to the Greek. It is true that the law of three syllables
Latin,

is common to both languages ; neither in Latin nor in Greek

does the main accent recede further than the third syllable

from the end of the word, but in all other respects the two

systems are totally distinct. Their main differences are

two :
—

(i)
In Latin the quantity of the penultimate syllable

determines the accent, that of the final syllable being of

no importance : in Greek the quantity of the final syllable

determines the accent, that of the penult being of no im-

portance.

(ii) Oxytonesis is unknown in Latin, except where a

paroxytone word has lost its final syllable, as audin for

audzsne.

The law of Latin accentuation is simply this—that the

main accent falls on the ante-penultimate syllable, except
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when the penultimate is long, when it falls on that. It is

plain that this is only a stringent application of the law of the

three morae, which would seem at first sight to be of universal

application in Latin. Nevertheless there are not wanting

indications that the historic or free accent once obtained in

Latin. The weakening of vowels in composition and redu-

plication, which is unknown to Greek, can only point to the

accent having once rested on the reduplication or the prefix.

Conficio^ can only come from cdnfacio^ tetigimus from t^ta-

gimus \
and that this is the original accent in composition

can be seen from Sk. dpi asti, Gk. enean. Again the sup-

pression of vowels by syncope often points to an accent

further than three syllables from the end. surpui implies

sHrriput, Samnium Sdbimum, dptimus opitumus, etc.

Enclisis is of very common occurrence in Latin, -ne, -ve,

-que, are enclitics, and are said by the grammarians to throw

their accent back on the final syllable of the preceding word

[rosdque). es and est are also frequently enclitic, and si-

tumst corresponds to koKov eVn. We have primitive enclitic

pronouns and particles (often with corresponding forms in

Greek) in si quis (ft ti%), n/que (ot/re), hi-c, tuo-pte^ me'-met,

ne'-dum, etc. Possibly the prepositions are enclitic in qu6-

cum, parHm-per, etc. And finally we may mention certain

cases in which a whole phrase has only one accent, and the

unaccented members of it may therefore be said to be enclitic,

e. g. profecto {prdfacto), illico {in loco), denuo {de' novo), igitur

(the enclitic form of agitur), first appearing in the Plauiine

phrase quid igitur ? {quid agitur ?)



PART II.

WORD FORMS.

CHAPTER VIII.

Nominal Inflexion.

Hitherto we have considered the sounds of which words Inflexions,

are composed. We have now to consider words themselves

under the forms in which they appear in sentences. In

Greek and Latin the relations in which words can stand to

one another in a sentence are in the main expressed by

changes in the form of a word. Such changes are called ^

Inflexions, as for instance the cases of nominal declension

and the parts of a verb in conjugation. Modern languages

do not make use of inflexion to the same extent, but ' more

slothfully employ prepositions and auxiliary verbs.' Where

Greek and Latin use a single word, e. g. <^tXer, amat, x"P"'5

saxi, English has to employ more words than one.

In any related group of words we find a common element, Root and

usually monosyllabic, which expresses the fundamental mean- ^™'

ing of that group of words. Thus in yi-yv-ofxai, yeV-oy, y6v-os,

ye-ya-ixev there is a common element which in its various

forms is to be recognised as expressing the common radical

meaning of these words. This is the Roof. From the root

is formed the S/em or T/ieme, i.e. the common element in
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declension or conjugation to which the various terminations

are added.

Formationl Words are formed either by (i) Composition or (2) Deriva-
of Words. L-

jtion.

Composi- I (i) Composition implies the union of different stems, each
^^^"'

jof
which keeps its separate meaning, into a single word.

Compounds are divided into

> {a) DescriptiveSj where the first member is an adjective or

adverb describing the second, e. g. ^6yaXo-7roXt-s, eni-Beros,

men-dies (medi'us dies), con-sul, free-vian.

y (d) Determinatives, where the first member of the com-

pound is syntactically dependent on the last. Thus in

TToS-co/ci^s, Li6a-hoTo<;, luci-fer, dooms-day, the first member is

equivalent to the oblique case of a noun. Sometimes the

first member of the compound is verbal and governs the

^.1
second, but this is peculiar to Greek as compared with Latin

;

e. g. dye'-aTparo-s {ayu)v aTparov), SaKe-Ovpos (fiaxcbi/ 6vp6v\ cf.

English pick-pocket.

^
(c) Possessives, which imply the existence of a subject

which possesses the qualities expressed by the compound,
e. g. ivvcd-Trrjxv-s, angui-manu-s, or with particles dva-cprjpos,

dis-cors, etc.

Derivation. (2) By Derivation is understood the addition of different

suffixes to a single root for the purpose of defining its

meaning. These suffixes are (a) Formative, added on to the

[root to form a Stem, or
ifi) Inflexional, added on for the

purpose of expressing grammatical relations. In the word

TToi-pe'u-av we have the root ttoi-, the formative suffix -p^v-,

and the inflexional suffix -av, which marks the genitive

plural. The union of root and formative suffix makes up
the stem of a word, to which are added the different inflexions

expressing case, number, person, etc. Sometimes there is no

distinction between root and stem, for instance in/er-s, ea-pe'v :

in other instances, e.g. 80-Trjp-os, a formative suffix (in this

word
-Ttjp-) has been added to a/ 60 to form the stem doTrjp-.

v^
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A Noun-stem is called Primary if a formative suffix is

added directly to the verbal root, e. g. Ti-/Ma, and Secondary if

it is added to another nominal stem, e.g. mtr-iv-^. Similarly

a suffix added directly to the root is called Primary, the others

Secondary.

It is possible that all Greek and Latin suffixes were originally
Nature of

roots, and that Composition is the type of all formation of words.

But whether this is so or not, suffixes as we find them,

whether formative or inflexional, have lost their original mean-

ing. They have no significance apart from their connexion

with the words in which they occur. If they ever had an

independent meaning of their own it was in a primitive

period too remote for us to discuss.

In the original Indo-European language there were three Systems of

systems of Noun inflexion. \^^-^ Inflexion.

(i) The Strong Inflexion, where the syllable immediately strong,

before the case termination kept ^ or a long vowel in the

strong cases, Nominative, Accusative, and Locative, while e

was lost or the long vowel shortened in the weak cases, viz.

Genitive, Dative, Instrumental, and Ablative. This change

in the syllable before the case ending was accompanied by a

shifting of accent. In the weak cases the accent was on the

case termination, in the strong cases it was on the preceding

syllable.

I.-E. Sanskrit. Greek.

Nom, Dieu-s ) o. . Dydii-s Zeu-s.

Ace. Dieu-m S dya-m Z^-v.

Gen. Diu-6s Weak div-ds Atos (Aif-oi).

(2) The Weak Inflexion^ where the syllable preceding the Weak,

case termination kept e of the stem, if the case termination

began with a vowel, but lost the e if the case termination

began with a consonant. Thus :

Nom. suddii-s
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This weak inflexion is found in the dual and plural of all

nouns, whatever the stem.

A- and 0-
(3) Nouns of the A- and O- declension (ist and 2nd)

belong to neither strong nor weak inflexion. With them the

accent does not change and the vowel before the termination

is not lost
;
but we have an alternation in the final vowel of

the stem between and e, a and a, which to some extent

corresponds to the vowel change in the Strong Inflexion.

Nom. ISgo-s \6yo-s.

Ace. l6go-m Xoyo-v.

Gen. logo-sip \6yo-io, \6yov.

Voc. loge \6yc.

We can now see how these systems of inflexion apply to

the different declensions.

S/ems in are characterised by a change oi \.o e in the

vocative both in Greek and Latin.

tiriro- Voc. iTTTre.

domino- ., domine.

As a rule 0-stems are masculine or neuter.

Stems in ^. Stems in A show a variation of the suffix vowel between

a and a corresponding to that between and e in (7-stems
;

e. g. the vocatives vvii^a, deo-irora answer to the vocatives oUf,

\6yf. Nouns of this declension are mainly feminine, but

some of them on the analogy of the 0-declension have

ibecome masculine and take s as the termination of the nom.
*
singular, e. g. veavia-s, Old Latin panadas. In Homer we

find masculines of tKis declension without s, as e.g. vecfxXrj-

yepera, i777rdra, which may originally have been vocatives.

The Latin nominatives in -a must come from an original -a,

as an original -a unaccented would in Latin pass to -e.

Greek feminines in -la, e. g. ttotv-ig, answer to Sanskrit

Jfeminines in -I, e. g. pdtn-i. The corresponding Latin

"*
declension is the fifth in -ie.
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Formative suffixes coming under the general head of the

0- and yi -declension are :
—

-U0-, -xj,d-, in l/c-fos {ikkos, iWos), eq-Mos, voXfr^ (TToX\-q)-:\-

-mo-, -md- in o7-fios, d/cfirj, l^^i. Jir-mus , an-i-mus, etc.

-no-, -nd- in 6p6-vos, noivri, t€k-vov, Latin som-nus, do-num, etcJf'

-mond-, -mena-, -mno-, -mna- in Ot-fievos, x<^p-f^ovr], (XTpoj-fivr), ter-

minus, colu-mna, legi-mini, etc-

-I0-, -la-, -ro-, -ra- in o<pol-p6-<i, ia9-X6-s, etc. And others beside.

Stems in I and U belong to the Weak Inflexion, but we Stems in /

must distinguish two systems of declension.

(i) Where the final vowel is t, u before a consonant and '^
ii, uu before a vowel. Thus in Sanskrit we find nom. bhi-s^

ace. bhiy-am, and nom. hhu-s, ace. bhuv-am. Hiatus was

not allowed, and in Sanskrit, as in the original language, t

and u before a vowel develop the corresponding semivowel.

In Greek we find «?-$•, Ki-oy {=.ku-o^ and 6(f)pv-s, 6(ppv-os

(= 6(j)pvf-os).

(2) Where the final vowel is z, u before a consonant but 7-

ei, eu before a vowel. Thus jSaVi-s answers to Sk. gdti-s, and

nom. plur. ^daeis (0a(rfi-€s) to Sk. gdtay-as ; rjhv-s answers to

Sk. svddH-s, and jJSei? [=fj8€f-fs) to svdddv-as.

The declension of TroXts varies. In Homer it is declined
^

like Kis, viz. ttoXi-?
(cf. woXi-tt/s), gen. ttoXi-os (=7roX^-oy), but *

in Attic 7roXi-s, TrdXeto?
(
=

7roXf^-cBs) like ^acn^. A Stem TToXr;- .'

appears in Epic TroXjjt, 770X770^, •noKr)a^.

/-stems in Latin often lose all trace of their final vowel

except in the gen. plural (e. g. pars, parti-um^ cf. the neuters

in -al, -ar, which are shewn to have been originally /-stems

by the plurals calcari-a, etc.). We often find moreover a

second suffix added, as in the case of the whole of the I

feminine abstract substantives in -ii-on-, which correspond to '

Greek forms in -ai-, -n-. On the other hand some stems

originally consonantal have become /-stems in Latin, e.g.

the feminines in -A2//- corresponding to Greek nouns in -np--.

An 2 has intruded itself universally in Latin before the
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terminations of the dat. abl. plural of the 3rd declension, e. g.

ped-i-dus.

t/'-stems usually undergo alteration in Latin. Some neu-

ters in -u may be originally duals, e.g. cornu, genu, veru^ for

an earlier cornu-e, etc. The neuter singular of such words,

to judge by the Greek TroXif, ought to have had short ii.

The adjectives in -u become in Latin /-stems, apparently

through the influence of the feminine, e.g. suavis, Gk. fibvi,

Sk. svddus, fem. svddvi.

Diph- Diphthongal Stems are to be found in the monosyllabic
thongal z€v-9, Sk. dyau-s, Lat. Dies-piter. The L-E. strong stem

^was Dieu-, the weak Dm-. Thus in Greek we have Zfv-g

(= AlT^^.s) with the strong stem, and At-o's (= Ai£-oy) with the

weak. In the ace. Z^-j/ the semivowel u has disappeared as

in Latin dies.

BoG? (=/3a)v-y), Sk. gau-s, shows the weak stem in gen.

/3o^y {
=

0of-os). In vavs (=: vdv-s) there is no clear trace of

stem varia^tTon. In all these words the long vowel of the

strong stem has been shortened in Greek before the semi-

vowel (p. 66).

In Latin the diphthongal stems have often become /-stems,

and we have ndvis, /ovi-s, answering to vavs, Zevs. In other

cases the semivowel disappears before a consonant, according

to a law which, except perhaps in final syllables, is universal

in Latin, and we get Dies-piter, bos, res (for reis, Sk. rds,

gen. rayds), but it survives between vowels in /ovis, bovis.

Other diphthongal stems peculiar to Greek are to be found

in ^a(TCKiv-^ (=/3ao-iXj;v-s), tTTTreu-y, dpofifv-s, etc. In Homer

the long vowel of the stem is shown in /Sao-iX^-oy (=^aaiKr]f-o5),

f-iaaiXrja (= 0a(n\rjf-a). In Attic by transference of quantity

we have ^aaiKe-tos, jSao-tXf-a.

Stems in -oa- seem to appear in neidd), voc. nciBoi, ace.

TTfido) (^= TTf160-0=
iT€i6of.-a). Othcr iustauccs are A?;ra>, ^x*^*

The Ionic ace. 'loCj/ for 'Ico, however, shows u instead of i.

II
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The stem of r)pais seems to end in -ou-, e.g. ace. 17^0) or
j

r)p<iia (= f}pa)f-a).

Liquid Stems with 'Strong Inflexion' are found (i)\in Liquid

nomina agentis, such as Swrccp, hoTX]p. \
^^^'

Thus
Sw-Tojp Sk. dd-td.

S(v-Top-a dd-tdr-am.

In Epic we have ace ixrjarojpa with the long w of the nom.

Another variation of the suffix appears in aw-rep, and a

weak degree in la-rp-os, which gives a series.

-Top- -Tcp- -rp-.

The original declension of Sco-rcop perhaps gave ace.

8a)-Top-a, and with shifdng of accent and weakening of root

the genitive So-rep-os. This variation of stem however was

not maintained, but gave rise to the two systems darcop, K
dd>Topos and borrjp, borrjpos. The weak degree appears in some '

.?

derivatives such as yj/aX-rp-ta, la-rp-os, while others shew the

suffix -T€p- (Sdreipa for dorep-ia).

(2) In the nouns of relationship such as Tra-rrjp, etc., where

the stem variation is -rep- in the strong cases, such as ace.

ira-T€p-a, and in the weak cases -rp-, e.g. na-Tp-os, or with the

liquid sonant -rpa-, e. g. Tra-rr-o-t, Trarpd-ai.

In Latin, as we should expect, we find still greater

uniformity than in Greek. The nomina agentis everywhere

have the suffix -tor- with the long vowel carried throughout

the system, apparently on the analogy of the nominative.

It is however to be noticed that whereas -rcop in Greek is

only added to strong stems, in Latin it appears as the suffix

of weak stems (dd-tor).

Names of relationship in Latin have the suffixes -ter (in

nom. sing.) and -tr- (in the oblique cases) ;
and this latter

appears also in feminine forms Yik^janitrices. The name of

relationship soror may be classed with nomina agentis for in-

flexional purposes.

\
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We cannot overlook the fact, of which however no

explanation has yet been offered, that words with the suffix

-T(op have the strong root but a paroxytone accent, while

those in -rr^p have the weak root and an oxytone accent.

Nasal Nasal Stems with *

strong inflexion
'

have four possible
^^^™^-

degrees of the suffix.

-on -en -n -^

aui-cppov (f>pev-6s Kv-v-6s irp6-(ppa(T<ra

(= vpo-<ppn-Tia).

No Stem shews all these degrees. For instance we do not

find

ace. iroi-fiov-a, loc. iroi-fi(v-i, gen. voi-jjiv-oi, dat. pi. noi-im-ai (= voi-

fxn-ai).

One or other of the degrees is used throughout, e.g.

-ficv- in 7roi-ixr)u, Troi-ufv-os, and -fiv- in the derivative Troi-fiv-lov,

but -Of in T€KT-(ov, T€KT-ov-os, SO that the distinction of strong

and weak cases has been lost.

A weak stem appears in kv-v- of kv-v-6s as compared
with Kv-ov- of Kv-div, and in dpp-os (^rv-os) as compared with

noXv-pprjv, which points to a declension, Nom. prjv, Ace. prjv-a,

Gen. dp-v6s.

I

Most often the weak stem is found only in derivatives,

I e.g. 7T(!i-p.v-iou, y€iT-v-[a, etC.

Various other suffixes are added on to nasal stems, e.g.

-/o- in cogno-men-tum. In Greek this suffix is added in

ov6-[ia-Ta^ but not in 6vo-na, Lat. no-men. The same suffix -/o

appears in rJTra-Tos (the stem of which is proved nasal by the

hat. Jecin-ts) and in (i8a-Tos, ireipa-Tos, ov6a-T09. The nomina-

tive of these words ends in -p, e. g. rjirap, d8ap, ovdap, where p

may be the remnant of an adjectival suffix -ro (cf. v8a)p

beside vdapos).

In Latin occasional instances of vowel variation in in-

flexion are found, e.g. caro{n) carnis^ homo{n) hominis (of

which the older type was hemo, hemdms), and a very remarkable
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,.-\alternation of two long vowels in Ariin, Anienis. Mostly i \ \

however some one vowel is preserved throughout, though

cognate forms often shew different degrees of the suffix,

e.g. alimomum, altmentum, alumnus ; termo, iermen, terminus.

It is characteristic of Latin to employ certain suffixes to

give definiteness to forms which might otherwise be obscure.

Thus the neuters in -men are amplified by a suffix -io and

we get cognomentum by the side of cognomen. The feminines

similarly take a suffix -c (in viciri-x) or -a (in auror-a as

compared with ^cos-, Aeol. avo)?, which is an S-stem), to indicate

their gender. From the neuter stems in -os, -es corres-

ponding to the type yevos we get in Latin a group of

masculines formed with long carried throughout, and

decor, honos stand beside decus, hones-ius. Similarly termo

and terminus are only two different ways of forming a

masculine from the original neuter termen {repfia). rwy^

Mute stems belong to the Strong Inflexion, but scarcely Mute

any traces of stem variation are left. For instance, in^^^"™^

Sanskrit we find bhdran, ace. bhdrantam, gen. bhdratas, but

in Greek (pepoav, ace. (pepovra, gen. cfyepovTos with the same stem

throughout. In x^P'^^'-^^ stem x^^P'-F^^'^-j "^^ ^^^ ^^e fem.

xapUa-aa for ;^a/3if6Tta (not ;^api/^6i'Tia which would become

xapifiaa). Properly the stem should be masc. x^P^F^^"^- ^'S^^-

xaptfnT-f:a, which last should give x^P'-^^^"^^ but the e vowel

of the masc. has taken the place of a.

In Latin, vowel variation in mute-stems is unknown, one

form of the root being extended to all cases, e. g. due- in
\

diicis, reg- in regis. The chief point to notice is that all

present participles have passed into /-stems in the
neutei||

nom. and in the gen. plural {/erentia. /erentium, poet, -um^ i \

as compared with (fiepovra, (pepouroiv). The present parti- f \

ciples have the weak stem everywhere, as contrasted with

the strong stem in Greek, but -iens, euntis is a solitary case

of vowel variation. The strong stem is however seen in sons

H 2
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as compared with absens, in flexunies, and perhaps in the

forms of the gerundive in -undus {/erundus {qxferonl-no-s).

ioa>s is

.S'-Stems. Stems ending in s shew few traces of stem variation.

1. Stems in -os, -es shew a variation of o to e in

yev-09, yev-f/j-os {yivovs).

gen-Ms, gen-er-is.

The stem of cX'&ois is aldoa-, but -eo-- survives in alhea-Orivai.

The ace. al5i is for alF-o<T-7n, beside which we have aUi, del,

for the loc. alf-ea-i. The long vowel of this stem comes in

€Tr-rje-Tav6s.

Nouns with these stems are mainly neuter, and mostly

have e as the vow^el of the root, with some exceptions, such

as ^ap-os, and post-homeric na6-os, fid6-os, etc.

In Latin the normal type shews a vowel variation, as in

genus, generis ;
but not unfrequently uniformity of the vowel

is introduced, as in tempus, fefupon's, though the e sometimes

survives in cognate forms, e.g. iempesias. The formation of

new masculines and feminines in -or, -ora has been spoken
of above. The feminines in -es like sedes seem to be in the

same way new forms as compared with the Greek eSoy, though

they find their parallel in the Greek adjectives evyevrjs. In

declension they are assimilated to /-stems (sedi'-um, sedt'-dus).

2. Stems in -aa- occur in yrjp-ai, Kpe-as, where a answers

to a Sk. -I- as in krav-is, shewing that the vowel is inde-

terminate.

In Latin these stems correspond apparently to forms of

the type cmis, cineris (cf. serenus for seres-ftus, Gk. aiXas),

though if this is so, the change of gender is to be noticed.

3. The Perfect Participle Stems in -For-, -va--, shew vowel

variation in the Epic.
flS-ws (d5-foT-s) Sk. vid-van.

\ Xb-via {id-v<T-ia) vid-tis-i

dpijp-ws (^dpap-foT-s)y dpdpvia.

Sanskrit has a nasalised form of the termination -vans-

which is not found in Greek. The objection to ranking
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these stems as j-stems is that in Greek the masc. shews / and

not s.

In Latin there is no certain relic of this class.

4. The comparative stems with suffix -kos-, -j^es- have an

intrusive nasal inserted both in Greek and Sanskrit. Thus

from gdrJyas (heavier) we have ace. gdriydnsam, gen.

gdnyasas, cf. Greek
/ififwi/, fieiCova, neiCopos. In Greek, how-

ever, we find the stem without the nasal in the ace. fi(iC(o=

fi€y-),o(r-a, gen. ti€i^ovs=fxey-f,oa-os, etc. The nasal is always

preserved in the nom. and dat. sing, and in the gen. plural.

The suffix -les- appears in the Epic rrkees
(nXe-iejr-es).

The

reduced form of the suffix, i.e. -t's-, appears in the super-

lative suffix -10-T0-. In this form there is no trace of

a nasal.

In Latin the nasal seems never to have existed, and the

termination of the comparative is -ios (-tor) with the long

vowel of the nominative carried throughout the inflexion.

Some traces of the forms -ies- and -t's- remain in majestas

{mdh-ies-, cf. TrXcfs), pr-is-cus (cf. pr-ior), mag-is, mm-t's, etc.

Originally there was a variation of the root vowel in

Greek between comparative stems in -ko(T- and superlative

stems in -loro-, e.g.

KpeiTTcuv, Ion. Kpiaffojv KpariOTOs.

oXei^wv dXiyiffTos.

But neither in Sanskrit nor Greek is there any trace of a

shifting of the accent accompanying the variation of the root

vowel.

In most cases the vowel of the root has been made the

same both in comparative and superlative, and instead of

^aO-vs, *^€vd-ia)v, ^dd-iaro-s we have 0ad- as the root in all

degrees. In some cases we find a difference of quantity in

the comparative which may be referred to an original stem

variation, e. g.

€Xax-t'-s eXacracuv (= e\ay)^a}v for kkeyx-i'"^^ IXax-to'To-?.

Tox-v'-s Oaaooiv
(
= Oayxi^^v for Qeyx-i^^) rax-to'TO-s.

ftaA-a fjtBXKov (
= fiakiov for fj.€\-iov), Lat. melius ndK-iara.
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Secondary Secondary suffixes are, for the comparative -rtpo-, Sk. -iara-,
suffixes. ^^^ |-Qj. ^i^g superlative -raro-.

J
The suffixes -to, -aro are found in the ordinals, e.g. rpi-ros,

1 with a superlative meaning in nvjjL-aTos, vn-aros, eax-aros, and

1 combined with the ordinal suffix in Tpi-r-aros, i^bofx-aros. Of

jthese
the suffix -aro- is perhaps due to the analogy of the

Jordinals rirpa-Tos, €va-Tos, dcKa-ros, where the a is part of the

t^stem. The superlative suffix -raro- is a Greek formation and

\ is a combination of the two suffixes -to- and -aro-.

An accumulation of the suffixes of comparison is to be

seen in ev-ep-Tfp-os, In-ep-Tep-o^i, X'^P'^'-^'"''^?'^^ (cf^ Lat.

inf-er-ior).

The suffixes -T^po-, -TaTo- are added either to the stem, as

in ti)\io-Tipos, dXrjOecr-TaTos, or to case forms, as for instance to

the locative in naXal-Tepos, fxvxoi-TaTos. The difference

between -aTtpos, -(ototos, and -oTcpos, -ototos, if not merely

metrical, can be explained by supposing that the long vowels

come from cases (abl. or instr.) in -co, e. g. (ro(f)d>-Tcpos (p. 104).

Other suffixes of comparison are to be seen in ev-fpoi (cf.

Lat. inf-erus, sup-erus), and irpo-fxus (cf. pri'-mus, ulH-mus).

Compari- The termination of comparatives in Latin is -ios^ -tes,

^?^- .- -^"fj as shewn above. The forms present no special diffi-
Adjectives

r- x-

in Latin,
j
culty, but minus is better taken to be an old neuter sub-

Istantive minus, *mtnerts (cf. Old Lat. miner-rimus, minis-ter,

jetc), which, when used at first in apposition, and eventually

adjectivally, got a new masculine form minor (cf. decus beside

decor).

Other comparative suffixes are -tero in exterus, posterus, and

-ero, which appears with a second suffix in inferior, superior.

The superlative suffixes are (i) -mo in pri-mus, sum-mus,

extre-mus, bru-ma {breu-ma) ; (2) -tumo, -timo in ex-timus,

ul-timus, pos-tumus ; (3) -simus in maximus, plu-rimus,/acil-

li?}ius. The addition of this suffix to the reduced form -is-

of the comparative suffix -ios- gives the ordinary termination

-issimus.
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The Greek Case System.

The cases [tvtuxtcis)
are inflexions of the stem formed by The Greek

the addition of suffixes for the purpose of expressing the^^^^
relations of nouns to other words in a sentence. Excluding

the Vocative, which is not properly a case, there were in the

original language seven cases, viz. Nominative, Accusative,

Genitive, Dative, Locative, Ablative, Instrumental. Of these

Sanskrit has all, Greek and Latin exclude the Locative and

Instrumental from common use, and Greek is wiihout a

special case form for the Ablative.

The No7ninative case is marked by (i) the simple stem, asTheSingu-

in x^P"- III Attic, except after p or a, e, t, the final vowel r^ ^'
is almost always »;. (2) A lengthening of the stem vowel,

e.g. Tra-riyp, uK-fxcov. (3) The Suffix -s, e. g. iTTTTO-f, ocPpv-s, TTOVS.

The normal termination of the nominative is -s. In the

y4 -declension it only appears in masculines like noXiTrj-s,

which have followed the analogy of the 0-declension. In the

consonantal declensions we have some nominatives with both

a lengthening of the vowel and -s, e. g. aXmin)^. In lards,
'

dovs, etc., for la-TdvTs, 80VTS, the lengthening is in compensation

for the loss of the consonants.

The Vocative has its accent as far back as possible. The/jvocative.

terminations are (i) -f, e.g. Innf : (2) -a, e.g. vvpcfiu: (3J
*•

the simple stem, e. g. yepov, irdrep.

The Epic pr^rUra, iiriroTa, vc^eXr/ycpera, etc. are probably

Vocatives which have come to be employed as nominatives

in Homer. They are epithets used as tides of respect.

The Accusative is marked by (i) -v, for I.-E. -m, e. g.lAccusa-

inno-v, Sanskrit dfva-?n, x^p^-^t opvl-v, Ztj-u, etc. in stems -^'^^" '^

ending in a vowel; (2) -a, for I.-E. -m, e.g. narep-a, nud-a,] V ^/

in consonantal sterp s. \
In the Attic declension the final letter is sometimes lost, as

in Anyo) for Xaywv, cf. ripco. The sign of the Accusative is
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doubled in
Z.rii'i-J^, l-v-a, riva, because the nasal was regarded

as part of the stem.

Neut. The Neuter Nominative and Accusative is marked by (i) -v,

p^^^

'

for I.-E. -m, e. g. C»^yo-i/, Sk. yugd-m (2) the simple stem,

e. g. y]hv, i8pi, TTerrov (3) -p, e. g. in nla-p, vdatp.

(:.enitive. ^^^ Qenitive has as case-signs (i) -o- 10, e. g. ittttoo-j^o (Sk.

dfva-sya) = Imroio = Iniroo = Attic imrov, Doric InTrai. Geni-

tives in -00, e. g. 00, 'IXt'oo, are not found in the MSS., but

are metrically justified as conjectural alterations in Homer,
e. g. we may read 'iXi'oo Trpondpoidev for 'iXt'ou Trpomipotdeu.

(2) -s, e. g. x<"P«-^- In the masculines of the ^-declension

the genitive, e. g. ttoXitov, is due to the analogy of the

(9-declension, e.g. tirnov. (3) -os, in all but A- and 0-stems,

e. g. TToS-oy, Ki-o's, narp-os, yevovs (yevea-os). In /- and ^-Stems

we find a termination -cos, which belongs to nouns of the type

of ^aaiXfvs, vofxevs with genitives ^aaiX^-os, voprj-os, which by
metathesis of quantity become ^aaiXecos, uopecos. Upon the

analogy of such forms we find noXeois, cfivo-fcos, which however

retain the accent of noXeoi, cf)va€os. The form ^coKpdrov has

replaced 2<oKpdTovs on the analogy of ttoXItov, in the same way
,as 2coKpdTTjv appears for ^coKparr) on the analogy of noXirijv.

The Ablative had in the Indo-European 0-stems a

special termination -d preceded by a long vowel, as in Lat.

Gnaivod. In Greek we find the Cretan rw-Se {hinc), and

Locrian h and otto) (unde). The Attic h-be, ovrco, ao(f)oo- of

<To(pQ)-Tepos, as well as the adverbs with an additional suffixed

-$•, e. g. ovTw-s, KoXa-s, may very well be Instru?nentat, and -co

= -o-a. Other suffixes with an ablatival meaning are -tos,

as in €v-t6s, €k-t6s, and -Scvf in €v-6ev, oiKo-dev, n6-6eu, etc.

The Dative, Locative, and Instrumental were originally

distinct cases, but in Greek the distinctions have not been

maintained.

The Dative was originally a weak case, with a reduced

stem and a full ending -ai which bore the accent, l-mrcd then

points back to Xiv-no-ai, x^P9 to x^P"-~^h ^^- ^^' setidy-di.
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The ending -ai appears in the Greek infinitive Xb-yL^v-ai,

Sk. vidmdn-e.

The Locative was originally a strong case with full stem Locative.

which bore the accent, and suffix -i. Remains of this case in

Greek can be seen in oi<6-i, aQ^d, navdrjixfi, and Lat. domi. In i

the (^-declension -01 has replaced -ei, as for instance in oi«ot, j

vTfdoi, ivTiivOoi. In the ^-declension we have x°M"*'> ©J/iS^t-

yfVTjs, and 7ra\ai-(jiuTos.

In the other declensions there is a single case-ending -t\

e. g. TToifxev-i, Ki-i, which seems to be locative. In such words

as on-l, Kvv-'l we find the stem weak with the ending accented,

which are marks of the dative, together with the ending -i

which marks the locative. The two cases, in fact, are no

longer distinguishable.

The Instrumental ended in -^, and is found in a few.Instru-

adverbial forms such as a/x-g, 7r|5^a,
and in compounds such

asj^^"
^ '

e<a-f/3yoy and 6«q,-j3oXo y. Sometimes it contracts with the vowel

of the stem, as in Attic ttv, TravTaxTJ, perhaps also in ovro}, etc.

The A^om. and Ace. Dual have as their case-ending (i) -e. The Dual

e.g. /3o-6, narep-e, TToS-e. Such a WOrd aS yevee for y€vea--€
^^°^^'

should in Attic properly contract into yevei. The analogy of

the plurals yevr), aa-rr) has led to the dual forms yevrj, nokr},

TTTjxr), aarr), etc. In the /- and ^-stems we find ^da-ee, ^"pee,

but the Sanskrit duals gdtz, guru lead us to suppose the

correct forms to have been jSao-i, ^apv. (2) -co, e.g. ittttco,

Lat. ambo. In Sanskrit the dual is dgvdu, though there is an

older dgvd. This double form points to an original I.-E. -ou

before a vowel, and -0 before a consonant. In Greek and \

Latin the -ou appears in oybof-os, octav-us, as we see by com- \

paring o^rco, octo, with Sk. astdu. (3) -a, e. g. x*^P"" The 1

Sanskrit has d^ve, which points to an ending -at. The nom.N^i

plural x«^/>"t has then the form of the true nom. dual, while V\
X^p^^ is a new formation modelled on Imro).

'

The Genitive and Dative ending is (i) in the -4 -declension
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-aiv, (2) in the other declensions, -oiv, Ep. -oCiv. The form

bvfiv beside bvoiv may be compared with oIku, oIkc, and perhaps

points to an original e vocalisation of the case. The Greek

endings do not correspond to other Indo-European dual

endings, and cannot be reconciled with them.

The Plural The IVom. Plur. ends in (l) -es, e. g. narep-es, TToS-ey, Ki-es,

Number,
j,^^^.^^. The forms /Sao-ets, ftdels, of the /- and ^-declensions

Nom. '^
*.^

' ' '

are for ^aaej^-es, Sk. gd/ay-as, fjdef^-es, Sk. svdddv-as. The

Attic ^aaiXrjs IS the proper contracted form of ^aa-iXrj-es, the

nom. plur. of /Sao-iXevs, while ^aa-ikels is late. (2) In the 0-

and ^-declensions -es should contract with the stem-vowel

and give 'nrTrois (= iTTTro-es), xoopas (= x^P^~^^\ cf. Sk. acvds,

but we do not find these forms in Greek. The nom. plur. of

Ithe 0-declension, e. g. mnoi, has replaced tTTTrcws, and has been

Iformed on the model of roi, Sk. te, of the pronominal de-

*clension. In the same way x^pai has taken the place of x^P^^-

Accusative. The Accusative case-endings are (i) -ns. In the 0-declen-

sion -o-j/?, Cretan Koppovs, passes in Attic into -ovs, e. g. koo--

povs. In the ^-declensions x<Bp«s is for x<^P^-^^> cf. Cretan

npeiyevTavs, Att. Trpea-^evrds. In the /- and ^-declensions

instead of ^aa-i-vs, ^acrls, Sanskrit gd/ts, and ^apv-vs, ^apvs,

Sanskrit gurus, Epic ols, vUvs, we find ^daeis and ^apels,

which are really nominatives used as accusatives, as are

noKeis, Trrjx^ls, jSeXrtovs, etc. (2) -ns, e. g. nod-as, narep-as,

(t)epouT-as, etc. From stems in -i we have ace. pi. in -as,

e. g. Epic TToXi-as, but in Attic the nom. noXeis is used. In

\
Homer we find ols, fjuls. From stems in -u we have 6(ppv-

1 as, ve<v-as, but also I'e'itus', apKvs, CtC. The acc. of ^aaiXfvs is

I ^aaiXrjf-as, which by metathesis of quantity becomes ^aa-iXeas.

I
From monosyllabic stems the Attic aces, vavs and ^ous are

mewly modelled on vavv and ^ovv, and replace vrjf-as, ^6f-as.

Neuter The Neuter Nom. and ^cr. suffix is -a in all stems, but

Nom. and
^j^^ ^1^^^. g^nskrit has -d in the (9-declension, elsewhere -/,

e.g. (f)epovT-a, Sk. bhdrant-i. In the /- and f/-stems the
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neut. plur. was originally marked by the long vowel, e. g. Sk.

puru, Lat. tri-ginia, but endings in -a have been preferred,

e. g. ^apea, Tfjui.

The Genitive Plural has for its suffix -(nv, which stands for Genitive,

an original I.-E. suffix -om, e.g. m-nuiv for Inno-dm. In the

-4-declension we have x^P^^} Epic Bed-cov. The formation

has here been modelled on that of the pronominal declension,

e.g. Taau for raa-oiv, Sk. tcisdm. In the declension of feminine'

adjectives and participles in -»;, the gen. plur., e. g. (^I'Xcoi/, has

not the circumflex accent unless the word is oxytone\

throughout. In the A- and 0-declensions the long vowel of

the ending is due to contraction with the vowel of the stem.

But this long vowel has by analogy been transferred to the

other declensions, and we get ttoS-wv (not ttoS-oi/), vckv-cov, etc.

The genitives iroXecov, ^daewv are accented on the analogy of \

their genitives singular. 1

The Locative ending is -di^ e. g. dvpU-a-i, ^ASrjvrj-an, naTpd-ai, Locative.

7roifi€-at, etc., in Sanskrit -su, e.g. dgve-su. The uses of Dative

and Locative have coalesced and the case-forms cannot be

kept distinct. In the v4-declension, besides the ending in -aai

already given, we find -//o-t and -aiai, e. g. vvfxcprjat in Homer
and vvfx<f)(U(Ti : in the 0-declension we have Xoyot-at. In the

/- and 6^-declensions, instead of ^aat-ai, ^apv-ai, we find

^dae-ai and ^ape-ai, with the Same vowel as the rest of the
'

plural (p. 95). From pUvs we have Epic vUva-ai as well as

vfKv-eaai. From ^aaiXevs we have /Sao-tXeC-ort, shortened ^

according to rule (p. 66
)
from ^aaiXrjv-a-i, as also is vav-a-l 1

from vav-a-i. Regularly, of course, a between vowels should N
J

disappear, but from the influence of the love of uniformity } )

intervocalic o- was kept in the dative on the analogy of forms"

where it was not intervocalic, e. g. OptK-o-i, dpi^L

In Liquid stems we find the weak stem in naTpd-a-i, Sk.

pitf-su, while on the other hand (f)pe-(rL has replaced (f)pa-a-i

for (l)pn-(ri, and has kept the e of the other cases.

In *S'-stems we have enea-a-i, Att. cttc-o-*, or with doubling of

Ji
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the stem the Homeric ene-ea-a-i for eTTea-ea-ai. From etScos

we have el^oai {eld-for-at.), with the stem of eldores, etc., but

with the weak stem we should have rather had etSuo-t {fl8-

v(r-<Ti).

Instru- An Instrumental ending appears in Xvkois, Sk. vrkdt's,

pointing to an original I.-E. -oi's. Upon this model probably

rose the datives of the ^-declension in -at?, which only thrice

occur in Homer. There is no corresponding ending -dz's

from this declension in Sanskrit. The instrumental ending

-(^i(i') appears in Homer, both as plural and singular, e.g.

the plur. 6(6-(f)iv, dvprj-cpiu, aTrjOea-cjii, as well as the sing,

o-rpard-^ti/, ^ir}-(^t, i-(f)i.

The Latin Noun-System.

The Latin noun-system differs from the Greek in having

no dual, with the exception of the isolated forms duo, amdo,

and possibly the neuters of the fourth declension cofnu~gsnnr-

It has an ablative in common use in the singular and some

considerable remains of a locative. The dat.-abl. plural of

A- and O-stems is instrumental in origin.

The case endings are as follows :
—

Singular Nominative.—The normal ending is -s, which, however,

often disappears under the laws governing final combinations

of consonants in Latin. Thus corresponding to the Greek

aypos we should have Latin *agros, but ro unaccented seems

to become er (compare p. 38), and agers passes into ager.

ferents becomes ferens^ but homons becomes homo, if this last

type is not formed merely by a lengthening of the last vowel

of the stem, like Gk. uk^kov.

Corresponding to the Greek type noXirrjs we find in Old

/Latin pariddas, kosticapas, etc. In later times the masculine

^-sterns have been assimilated to the more common

feminine (poeta).

Vocative. Vocative.—A distinct form is only found in 0-stems,

w^hen the termination is -e.

Number.
Nomina
tive.
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Accusative.—The normal suffix is -m after vowels, -'^Accusa-

{-em) after consonants. In the majority of /-stems, however,
*^^*^'

the termination -em, on the analogy of the consonantal stems,

has become more usual, -im often surviving only in stereo-

typed adverbial forms {partim, praesertim, etc.).

Neuter nom. and ace. in the case of (9-stems take -m, else-

where consist of the pure stem modified by the laws of final

combinations, e. g. cor(d), lac{t). Sometimes they are assi-f

milated to the masculine, as in the adjs. felix, ingens.

Genitive.—The terminations are (i) -<?j in the old Latin Genitive.

senaiu-os, passing into -us in Cerer-us. (2) -is, the normal
|

termination of the third declension and often also of the

fourth {senatu-is). This termination, though unknown to

Greek, finds its parallel in other L-E. languages. (3) -i in

O- and yl -stems {mensa-i =^ mensae, domino-i= domini). (4)

-as, the original termination in ^ -stems, surviving in classical

Latin m/amili-as.

Dative.—The termination seems to have been -ai, and in Dative,

the oldest Latin we find populoi Romanoi (for populo-ai). But
j

in all declensions a confusion has arisen between the dative, ;•

locative, instrumental and ablative endings, and the difficulty |

of deciding the origin of any given form is increased by the ^'

fact that at a certain period of the language -ei,

to have been used indifferently to represent the

For instance, in /-stems ove, also written ovei

used in the sense of the dative, but whether

dative or locative is uncertain. Mensae {niensa-i) seems to be .•

locative (cf. Romae), but domino may be ablative (cf.

Corintho).

Locative.—The termination is -i, which certainly survives Locative,

in domi, humi, etc. In some adverbial forms we get ter-

minations in -e and -J side by side, t.%. peregre and peregri.

The -e stricdy belongs to consonantal stems, a final -i be-

coming -e regularly in Latin (mare, stem mart-), the -I to /-

stems by contraction with the final vowel.

-I or -e seem
|-

same sound. 4

and ovi, was j

m origin it
iss^
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Ablative. \ Ablative.—The termination is -d^ but the final vowel of the

J
stem is lengthened before the consonant, so that probably

\^ the termination also contained a vowel. The consonant is

\ ' lost in classical Latin, but in early Latin we find forms like

Gnaivod {Gnaeo), and the forms med., ted are common in

Plautus, both as ablatives and by a further extension as accu-

satives. An ending with adverbial meaning is -tus^ Q.g./undt-

\ tus, peni-tus, I'n-tus, Gk. iv-ros. Another ending with ablatival

meaning comes in in-de, un-de.

Instru- Instrumental.—The termination is -a, which must become
"^^'^ ^

in later Latin -e, and therefore coalesces with the locative.

Any certain trace of it is therefore hard to find, manu^ e. g.,

jmay be (i) instr. for manu-e, (2) abl.^ for manu-d. Possibly

'the adv. qui stands for qui-e (from qui-s) -a.^ fill iox filie.

The Dual survives in ambo, duo, perhaps odd, and possibly

in the neuters of the fourth declension which denote a pair of

things
—

genu, cornU (p. 105).

The Plural Nominative.— The endings are (i) -es, which with /- and U-
um er.

U^,^^ contracts with the final vowel to -es, -us, e. g. partes,

tive. jluctus. The long vowel may have been transferred to con-

sonantal stems, as in pedes, or the lengthening may be due to

the analogy of the accusative. There is no certain trace of

this ending in -^ -stems in Latin. (2) In 0- and ^-sterns

the terminations were originally -oi, -at as in Greek, and may
be explained as borrowed from the pronominal declension

^{istl,istae).
mensai becomes mensae as in the gen. sing. The

I forms of the 0-declension were successively poploe, pople,

\ p^\]piypuU^'
~~^^

Accusa-
I

Accusative.—The termination is -ns after a vowel, be-

^^^^*
I coming -s with a lengthening of the preceding vowel {equos

\-=zequd-ns^, and -ns after a consonant impedes
^ pedns). In

> /-stems the proper form is ovis {ovi-ns), but the analogy

I of the consonantal stems has produced the by-form

Kves.
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In the case of neuters the original termination -a (Sk.

yuga) of the 6>-declension has become universal, but the \

final vowel has been shortened, except in e. g. quadrd-gintd \

and in some adverbs like intered. iri-gintd preserves the

older form of the neuter plural of /-stems (p. 107).

Genitive.—The endings are (i) -dm becoming -lim in Genitive,

consonantal, /- and ^-sterns, which also survives in some

forms of the 0- and -^ -stems {duum-virum, tatentum, am-

phoruni). Very frequently consonantal stems have an i

inserted before the termination on the analogy of the /-stems

{civitalium, stem civitdt-). (2) -som becoming -rum. This f

strictly belongs to the pronominal declension, but is the
[

ordinary ending in the A-, 0- and ^-stems, the penultimate

vowel being always long.

Dative and Ablative.—(i) A- and (?-stems have an instru- Dative

mental form, mensis., equis standing for mensdis, equoisJSk. Ablative

instr. dcvdis). In Old Latin we find oloes
(it/Is),

wliich seems

an intermediate form. (2) All other stems have -dus, appa-

rently answering to the Sk. ending -bhyas, but the corres-

pondence is not exact. All consonantal stems insert an /

before the termination on the analogy of the /-stems {voc-i-

bus, stem voc-
;
contrast Sk. vag-bhyas).

The Pronouns.

The Pronouns {avToawyiiai) were so called from the fact of The Pro-

their being able to take the place of a noun. For the purpose
'^°""^-

of considering their inflexions they may be divided into those

which mark the distinctions of gender and those which do

not.

I. Pronouns without distinction of Gender.

The Personal Pronouns do not mark distinctions of Personal

gender. They are remarkable for the number of different
Pj"onouns.

stems employed in their declension.
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First per- First Personal Pronoun.
sona pio- jg^om. Sing. 670;, before vowels in Homer hyijv, Boeotian lii, iwv,

1 Latin ego, later ego. The relation of this case to Sk. ahdm and the cases

1 from the stems /xe-, /xo- is obscure.

\ Ace. e/xe and enclitic /x6, Lat. ftie, with vowel lengthened in a mono-

\ syllable ending in a vowel.

Dat. k^lOL, p.01, Sk. me, Lat. mi. Dor. kn-iy (often accusat.). Lat. mi/it

to some extent answers to Sk. dat. mdhyam.

\
Gen. kiii-ai^j kfieTo, kfiio, l/xev, l/xou, ficv, fjLov. These forms are geni-

tives of possessive stems with suffix -ctlo.

There is a Doric gen. with suffix -s, c/xe'os, kixovs, (fxevs, on the analogy-

of the consonantal declension, and in Homer ifxe-9(v with an abla-

tival suffix. The Latin genitives are mei and old Latin form mTs

with suffix -s.

The stem of the Dual is va-.

Nom. and Ace. vSi'i, Att. vu.

Gen. and Dat. vS)iv, Att. v^v.

(This

Stem supplies the plural of the first personal pronoun

in Latin.

——^The stem of the plural is Aeol. anne -, Att. ^/if-, Sk.

asma-f pointing back to I..-E. nsme-. Originally the in-

flexional endings were not plural, as can be seen in the

Homeric ace. a/x/ie. Later on the plural endings were added.

Nom, plural Aeol. ajxufs, Doric aixis, A;t. fmds iox original_
• The ending of ly/iefs is due to the analogy of such forms as aa^is.

^ Ace. Epic and Aeol. aAtftc, Ion. fiiiias, Att. rjixas, and poet, ij^as.

»~ Dat. Aeol. amxiv, dfifxi, Dor. dfitv, Att. ^fiiv, poet. ^fnv.

Gen. Aeol. dfifjieajv, Dor. afxecuv, Att. ^{mv for an original sing, an/xeio

like the sing. (/jluo.

(The
aspirate of the Att. and Doric forms is due to the

analogy of vixds.

Second Second Personal Pronoun.

^ronovm / ^^^- ^^"S* "^P^*^ ^''''^' ^o?^r^, Att. at, LaTFw. The a in Attic has

. 4 # come in from other cases where it stands for originaWu^ e. g^ in the ace.

1 1 l'?i£l~ '^ox. rk, Att. ak. The form riv in Theocritus answers to the

\
^- accusatives //<V, v'lv of the third personal pronoun.

mmm- Dat. t/^oj, Dor. ro'i, Att. ao'i, Sk. te ; Latin /?^/, more or less corres-

ponding to Sk. dat. tiihhyam.
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Gen. rfi-aio, aeio, aeo, aev, Att. aov, Dor. Wo, rev, rios, revs, Latin ^^^

tut, older tis.

Nom. and Ace. Dual <r(/)a»i, a^cu. -

Gen. and Dat. Dual a(pwCv, acpwv.
-

The stem is obscure.

The stem of the Plural is v^-, Sk.j/usma-, I.-E. iusme-,

to which, as with the first person, plural endings have been

added. The aspirate of the Greek stem is regular in Attic

and Doric. The original inflexion should have run—
vfifxe, vjxfjieio, vfifxi.

The stem vo(s)- of the Latin is unknown in Greek, but

answers to Sk. vas.

Third Personal Pronoun.

The stem of the third person is cr£e- (t^-, Sk. sva-^ with a Third

fuller form o-efe-, affo-, Old Latin sovo- from seuo-, which, ^^^^^^

being as an enclitic unaccented, becomes suu-s (p. 35).

Ace. c/^e, 6, Epic le, Lat. se.

Dat. a^oi^ ot. Epic koi.

Gen. afe-GiO, cio, €o, ev, ov.

The stem o-^e-, ar(f)o-, appears in the forms o-^t, o-cpiv, o-cj^io-ii/, 1

as well as in the plural a-cpels, a(f)Siv, etc. and the dual acfim, \

a(p(otv. Originally the stem may have come from an instru-

mental (r-(f)t and been extended.

Out of the double form of the stem aFe- and o-efe- rose the

two forms of the reflexive.

afe-avTov = af-avrov
— Favrov =avT6v. \vt> 4 "*V

acfe-avTov = aef-avrov — kfavrov = kavr6v. y^ \

In the same way o-cauroV, aavTov must be referred to the

two stems reft- and rfo-.

The original Latin abl. is sed, which survives as a con-x

junction and preposition in the forms sed, sed-itio, etc. When y

used as an abl. it naturally loses the d in classical Latin, but

the parallel forms med, ted are not uncommon in Plautus as

ablatives, and also, by a confusion of forms, as accusatives.

I
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Possessive pronouns are forms from the stems of the

personal pronouns used adjectivally and declined as 0-stems,

e. g. i^l6-s, (Tos for rfo-s, os Sk. sva-. For the plural in Attic we

find f]ix€-T€po-5, vfjLe-Tepo-s, cf. Lat. nos/er, vesier with compara-
tive terminations, but in Aeolic aixfxos, vfxiios, Dor. aixos, vixos.

I 2</)oy and (r(f)€T€pos have been formed on the anala^ of 6s

^d rjpeTepus.

II. Pronouns which mark the Distinctions of Gender.

Pronouns, The article 6, ^, t6 was, like all definite articles, demonstra-

tlnctions of^^^^
in its origin, as we see from its Homeric uses. 6, rj,

to

gender. answer to Sanskrit sd, sd, tdd. The final consonant of the

neuter of this type is to be seen in Lat. id, quod, as well as

in Sk. tdd, and in Greek tiot-anos, etc. The declension of

6, i],
TO and the nominal 6^-declension have been assimilated

to one another.

The noms. plural ol, al^ for original j-oi, T=ai as in Doric,

Sk. //, have become the model for the nom. pi. of A- and O-

nominal declensions. The fem. gen. pi. Toav corresponds to

(Sanskrit

tasdm, and became the model for the gen. pi. of the

^-declension, e.g. B^auiv, OeSiv. With addition of suffix -8c to

the stem of the article pronoun we have 6-de, TJ-8e, To-de, and

from the same stem the adverbs hde and &s (so).

The origin of ovtos can perhaps be seen in tovto for t6-

v-TOy which comes from a doubling of the demonstrative con-

nected by V, the reduced form of av, answering to the enclitic

Sanskrit particle u, which means '
further.'

iKtivos. In Attic eKslvos, poetic Kflvos, the diphthong -ei- is not
*

original, and before the archonship of Eucleides was repre-
'

sented on Attic inscriptions by -e-. Lesbian Kijvos, Doric

Kqvos, Tr]VOS.

avTos. The origin of the oxytone avTos is unknown
;

its declension

resembles that of 6, fj, to.

t^s. The stem of the relative o-y, j^,
o answers to Sk. yds, I.-E.

io-s. To this stem we may refer the relative adverb iy.
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The interrogative stem I.-E. qo- appears as^- in Att. 7roT,\

TTov, TTo-Tfpos, etc, and ko- in Ionic kov, etc. The Lat. stem is

quo-. The I.-E. ge- appears as Tfc. in Ion. reo, rew, reav, Vq
Te'oKTi, Att. Tov, TO), ctc. Thc L:it. stem is que-. ^^^^^^-^^^'^

\

The composite stem o-tto- is to be found -delyliradverbial (Jwo-.

forms, e.g. ottou, oncos, Ion. okcos. The forms omras, oKKoist

came from ofi-Tro)?, oB-kcos by assimilation of the nom. acc.\ '"^^

neut.

Gk. ris, interrogative, as well as the indefinite and enclitic.Tts.

Tis, Lat. qm's, has in the Greek inflexion a nasal which does

not appear elsewhere. The stem n- appears in the dat. pL,

Tt'o-t and the neuter sing, t/, and is also to be found in Ion.

aaa-a, Att. orra. Original Tf,a, uscd as an enclitic, passed to

araa, tto, and the forms aaaa, arra are duc to the fact that

aaa, rra occur Only after neuter plurals ending in a, e.g. Ar.

Ran. 1^2 TxocT (iTTa
',

for noaa rra',

The V of the oblique cases was probably extended fromA

the ace. sing. nva. The regular accusative would be nv, but \

just as Zrjva with a doubled accusative ending rose out of Zrjp \ . \
and led to a new formation Zrjvos, so out of nv came nm, and 1 \

led to the inflexions nvos, nm, etc.

The adjectival rop-oy^too-os,
and oa-os answer to the in- ruaos, etc.

declinable Lat. fo/, quo/. They have probably been formed

by the addition of the suffix -10 from indeclinable words,

which have now disappeared in Greek, e.g. tot-!,o-s, roa-aosA

Tocros.

We may refer the adverbial suffixes -^ev, -^t, -6a, -ki

to a pronominal origin. To -Bev, as in alv66eu alvas, and I

-61, as in ^0)61 TTpo, we can find no parallel in the cognate J

languages. With -ki, as in ovki, ttoXXoki, we can compare
A.-S. h'/, the neuter of ^^.

Some of the pronominal stems in Latin may be briefly Latin pro-

noticed :— 7^^"^1stems.

ij£-
in ^a-m, tu-m, is-te (older is-tus), to-t, ta-lis, etc.

Tj^
in is, i-bi, i-ta, i-tem, etc., with the strong form e\ in e{i)a.

I 2
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\ ho- in hie (ho-i-ce), ho-die, ha-c, hu-c, etc.

ol- in ol-lus {ille is later and on the model of ipse), ul-tra, ol-im.

al-, alio- in al-ter, alios.

qui-, Gk. Ti- in qui-s, qui-d, qui-a, qu5- ; Gk. tto- in qui {quo-i), etc.

'

que-, Gk. 7;^- apparently in cottidie, cuius for quettidie, queius.

The relation of uier, ubi, etc. to the Gk. stem tto- in Trdrfpos

is very obscure, for while the meaning and formation are in

many cases identical, there is no trace of an initial guttural

in Latin. In nec-ubi, etc. the c probably belongs to the

negative, and it is not found at all in neuter.

The characteristic points of the inflexion of pronouns as

distinguished from that of substantives are as follows :
—

Nom. Sing. masc. and fem. in -/, quo-i {qui), qua-i {quae ), etc.

Nom. Sing. neut. in -d, quo-d, qui-d, istu-d, Tt-(8), r6-jp).

Gen. Sing, in -tus (only in Latin, unless we see it in the Greek

ffxe-ios, kfievs
—but it is not found with the personal pronomis in Latin).

Nom. Plur. masc. and fem. in -i, ho-i {hi), ha-i {hoe), ol, ai, etc.

Gen. Plur. in -sotn with a preceding long vowel, originating apparently
in the feminine, isto-rum, istd-rum, tSl-ojv {twv), etc.

The forms for the nom. and gen. plural have, as already

explained, been extended to the corresponding cases of the

A- and 0-declension of substantives.

The Numerals.

'Pjjg
One. (i) Stem som-

, sejn-, sm-, sm-. Greek ofios, ofioios, Sfxov,

Numerals,
elsioj^s),

ev
(o-e/x), /xta ((r/x-ta), fxS)vv$ ((r/i-wvu^), afia {s7ff,7na, an

instrumental), a--nkovs {sr^-\ a-\oxos (st^-). Latin sim-plex,

sin-gull, sim-ilis. Simul is probably related to Gk. afivdn,

as ah'ud to aWvbis. Semel is better divided se-mel, where

the termination is the same as in Germ, ein-mal^ the original

meaning being
' a time by itself.'

'"''^
(2) Stem o,tno-. Greek oivr]. Latin omos, oenus, unus, cf.

noenum = ne-mnum

The Homeric la, t« are obscure, Perendie cannot be

connected with unus^ but more probably contains a similar

form to Gk. ira^a {pern).
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Two. We have a dual form, dudu (originally before vowels),

duo (before consonants) : in composition also duo- {8fa>8eKa)y

du-
(5£;jV, bis\ . The form hvo as well as hvat appears in

Homer, who uses it as indeclinable. In later Greek we find

plural forms Svas, ^val^ etc., and so exclusively in Latin.

Three. Stem /m-, /n-, in rpfl?, tres {treies), rpi-s, rpiros.

Four. Stems quetuor-, qtur-. The relation of these forms

is an exceedingly difficult question. Sanskrit has a cardinal

catvdras, an ordinal turiyas, apparently for ktur-iyas, shewing
the reduced stem. Greek has reTTopes and reropes (Doric),

Teo-a-epes (lonic), Terrapes (Attic), shewing a vowel gradation

in the last syllable of the stem. The Homeric mavpes is said

to be Aeolic, and seems to represent the reduced stem qfur-

with the velar becoming tt before the dental, the i being

inserted for the sake of euphony. In rerpa-To^, rerop-Tos the

u has left no trace. The reduced root perhaps appears in

Tpv-cjiuXfia for nTpv-(f)a\e(.a (L-E. qtu^-^.

In Latin the a of quattuor is a difficulty, but que- is un-

known in Latin at the beginning of a word except when

followed by r, and as the regular *cottuor would have borne

no resemblance to the cognate forms, the <2 may have been

introduced from the ordinal quartus. The d in quadruplex,

etc. is unexplained.

Five. L-E. pe'nqe, Sk. pdnca, Gk. irivTe . Latin quinque for

"^penque by an assimilation of the labial to the guttural as

pro^ stands for proque (cf. proximui). irepTTTos, quin{c)tus

are regular.
""

Six. L-E. sueks, Sk. sds, Gk. e^, Lat. sex.

Seven. L-E. septTp., Sk. saptd, Gk. enTa, Lat. sepfem.

Fight. L-E. oktd{u), Sk. asta, astdu, Gk. okto), Lat. ocio.

Nine. L-E. ne'urp, Sk. ndva, Gk. iv-vefa, Lat. novem. The

Greek ordinal shews a single nasal in evaros. The details of

the various forms and the meaning of the first syllable in

Greek are obscure.

Ten. L-E. dekfri, Sk. ddfa, Gk. 8eKa, Lat. decern.
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Twenty. Sk. viiigaii, Gk. e^Kori, eUoai, Lat. viginti. The

Doric d<aTi may stand for j^dKnri, and the o of eucoo-i come

from the ordinal e'UoaTos ('Ikovt-to^). The origin of the first

syllable is obscure. The example of the German languages

would lead us to look for a compound of which the first

element signifies
' two

;

'

but though dm- after a vowel in

Latin might become ui'-, as suaduis becomes suavi's, this will

not account for the Greek and Sanskrit forms. The g of

the Latin is also unexplained, though it may be due to the

following n.

The higher numerals are formed by the addition in Greek

-of -Kovra, in Latin of -ginta, to the simple numeral, but

lalways with a long vowel preceding the termination. 078017-

Kovra seems earlier than octoginta, of which a bye-form

octuaginta exists, which has influenced the form of sepfua-

ginlg.. This is only one of the many cases of the influence

of assimilation and analogy, which, as we should expect, is

specially common in the numerals. But in most cases its

working is so obvious as not to require illustration.

Hundred. L-E. kniSm, Gk. Uarov, Lat. centum. The prefix

in Greek is unexplained. The suffix -ingenti which is so

largely used to form the multiples in Latin originates with

forms like septingenti {sept?nknti). The Greek suffix -Koaioi

corresponds to the Sk. -gatya (Dor. -Ka-rioC) but has the vowel

of -Kovra.

The Gk. xiXiot (in Horn. -^rXot) goes back to a stem ^gp'^o-,

Sk. sa-hdsra, Dor. x'7^*oi, Aeol. xe'^^to', which should strictly

in Attic become xft^tot. Mille, milia may be akin to \iv^ioi.

The numerals in the other series may be treated more

briefly.

TT/jcorof, Dor. TTparo^^ is superlative in form, like primus.

||8e^Tf£oj
has nothing to do with ^vw, but is related to

h^vojiai

Has secMUdus iojeguor. e^dofi-os, septi'm-us, decim-us shew the

^original final nasal of the stem, the suffix being simply -oy,

which in hUaros has been supplanted by -ro^.
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Bini stands for duoinoi (Engl, twain) as bis for duis, and

from this form the suffix -ini has been extended in the

distributives to trim, quini.

Nonus for noumus. may owe its second n to assimilation.

The later ordinals are formed with the suffix -timus, -simus

—
thus, vigesimus = viknt-timus

;
and then -e{n)simus was

taken as the suffix throughout the series.

Ter beside r^js may represent an unaccented form, perhaps

originating in some phrase like bis et ter pronounced with

one accent. The same theory will account for tertius beside

r^'iTOi where the Sk. irtiya shews the root syllable to have

been originally unaccented (p. 76). ^?^<2/^r (instead of '^qiiatur)

would seem to owe its final vowel to ter. The rest present

no special difficulty. The adverbs in -iens seem to be

originally substantival
;

cf. triens, rpids (triins).



CHAPTER IX.

The Verb.

Verb Finite FoR the sake of practical convenience two main divisions

and In- ^f ^.j^g ^^^^ ^j.g ^lade, into forms Finite and forms Infinite,

The forms of the Verb Finite contain elements signifying

differences of person, number, time, and modality, and are

distinguished from other parts of speech by the union in one

and the same word of Subject and Predicate, which are sever-

ally expressed in the ending and the stem. The endings are

called Person-Endings. The Verb Infinite in the Infinitives,

Participles, and Verbal nouns belongs properly to the nominal

class. The Infinitive in Greek for instance was, as we shall

see, originally the dative of an abstract noun.

Inflexional In Inflexional languages like Greek and Latin there is a
orms.

great variety of grammatical forms. The Greek approxi-

mates most closely to the Sanskrit, and from a comparison
of these two languages we obtain our idea of the structure

of the Indo-European Verb. Greek and Latin mark by

changes of form the character of the predication and the

mental attitude of the speaker. This is what we understand

by differences of Mood {€yK\i(r€is). Differences of time are

marked by differences of Tense (xpovoi), which again are

expressed by change of form. So too with differences of

Person {Trpoaanov) in the subject of the proposition ;
of

Number (dpidiios); of the state of the subject {8id6eais)y

which we call Voice. All the foregoing differences of

form are embraced under the general term of Conjugation

((rv(vyia).
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The first distinction to be noted in the Greek verb is that Thematic

between Themaiic and Non-thematic Stems.
thematic'

Thematic Stems are those in which the termination
isjStems.

v.

preceded by the vowels e and o, of which o appears before! \ /
nasals and e before other letters, e.g. \v-o-\iiv^ Xv-e-re, Xvova-i*

The name Thematic impHes that the addition of the

vowels 6 and o forms the verbal stem into a new theme.

Just as the addition of the primary suffix -o- makes \oy-o- a

nominal stem, so the addition of -o- makes \iy-o- a tense \

stem.

In the Subjunctive Mood this thematic vowel is lengthened

and we have Xv-Q)-/xfi/, Xv-t]-t€, Xv-a-cn.

Non-thematic stems do not shew this variable e and o, but

with them the ending is added directly to the root or stem,

e. g. eV-juej/, i8-fi€Pj XeXyKa-jxev, eXixja-fxeu.

Person Endings.

The origin of the Person-Endings is uncertain. They are Person

perhaps to be referred back to Pronominal roots, but it is ^""^"S^-

impossible to trace the history of their development from

a primitive form.

The Person-Endings are :

(i) Primary, i.e. those used in the Present, Perfect and

Future Indicative and in the Subjunctive Mood.

(2) Secondary, i.e. those used in the Historical tenses, the

Imperfect, Aorist and Pluperfect of the Indicative and in the

Optative.

(3) Those of the Imperative Mood.

The Person-Endings of the Active Voice are as follows :

First Person Singular Active.

(i) Primary ending, (i) ~\xi in non-thematic verbs, e. g. io-tt;- First sing.

fit, and in the optative of most thematic verljs, e. g. ^epoi-/^;
^^*'

(ii)
-0) in thematic verbs, e.g. <^ep-a). The Sanskrit ending is
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always -?7ii. In the Perfect the ending is -a, which seems to

be original.

(2) Secondary, -v for I.-E. -m, e. g. ecfjepo-v, Sk. dhhara-m.

After consonants -v becomes sonant and appears as -a,

e. g. r\a for ^0--^. This -a has by analogy replaced -ov in the

forms eiTT-a and rjueyK-a.

It has been supposed that the secondary endings of thematic verbs,

I.-E. -om, -es, -et, Gk.-ov, -ej, -f, and Sk. -am, -as, -at, are earlier in origin

than the primary. In Sanskrit the primary endings seem formed by adding
-i to the secondary, e. g. -df?n (with long vowel), -asi, -ati answering to the

Greek non-thematic endings -yn, -ai, -n. In the Greek thematic endings

-co, -eis, -€(, it has been suggested^ that t has been infixed ox passed into

the preceding syllable. Thus ^kpm = tpipoa = <pfpoia = (pepom, where

m has become sonant
; <pepeis is for (jjcpe-i-s and (pepei for (p€p€-i-7. This

theory does not account for hat./ero (p. 148).

Second Person Singular.

Second (i) Primary, -o-t,
in Sanskrit bhdra-si. In Greek this end-

smg. act.
ing Qniy appears in the Substantive verb, viz. Homeric eV-o-t.

In Thematic verbs the ending of the present is -ft?, e. g.

The ending of the 2nd sing. perf. act. was -Ba which

( answers to Sk. -tha, and survives in oli-da for ol8-6a, Sk.

vet-tha, and r](T-6a, which points back to an old perfect ^a,

Sk. asa, ^a-Oa, etc.

j

In the Homeric ideXrj-o-Oa, ^oKoi-aBa, etc., -aBa has replaced

\ -Ba on the analogy of ola-Ba, ^a-Ba, in which the a- belongs

to the stem (cf p. 126).

(2) The secondary ending is -f, e. g. e0f/3f-f, (f)epoi-s,

la-Trj-s, eXvaa-s.

Third Person Singular.

Third pers. (i) Primary ending -n, in cV-ri, Sanskrit ds-ii, Doric 8i8q)-

sing. act.
^^^ ^^^j^ 8t'Sa)-(Tt, Sanskrit ddda-ti.

This is the ending in Greek of the third sing, of the -/xt

^ Classical Review, March, 1888.
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conjugation generally. It also appears in the Epic edeXrjai,

nytjat, etc., but here the iota subscript points to an extension

of the proper ending by an external addition. The ending is

almost confined to the Homeric poems and exists side by
side with the normal -rj.

In the thematic conjugation we have the ending -ei in the

Pres., e. g. cfyepei, Sanskrit bhdra-ti. The corresponding form

to the Sanskrit would in Greek be ^fpfn, and this according

to rule would pass to (pepea-i. But (pepeis, (fyepd seem to have

secondary endings, -y, -r with preceding t like optat. (f>epo-i-s,

(/)epo-t-(r).

(2) Secondary ending originally -TiLr-e^f/je^, Sanskrit

dhharat; ^^poi{t\ Sanskrit bhdret.

The /remains in Latin (e.g. erjjj)^
but according to rule

has disappeared in Greek. Latin has -tjxi the perfect cecidU

where Greek has only -e, as in ol^f, Sanskrit veda.

The ending of the third sing, of the sigmatic aorist is -f,

just as in the third sing, of the perfect. Thus eSetx-o-e (eSft|e),

is like the perfect oiS-e, and has not the same vowel as

First Person Plural.

The ending in Attic in both primary and historical tenses First plur.

is -/xei/. In Doric we find the ending -/ie?. In Sanskrit we ^^^•

have primary -mas. secondary -ma.

The Sanskrit -mas and the Latin -mus appear to point to

a primary ending in s. In both Greek and Latin there is but

one ending for all tenses.

Second Person Plural.

Primary and Secondary ending -re. Sanskrit has primary Second

-tha, secondary -ta. P^^^*^'

In the perfect -6e is the ending immediately after the full

root, e.g. Epic KtKpax-Oe. Elsewhere we have -re, e.g.

irenovda-Te.
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Third Person Plural.

Third (i) Primary endings :

plural.
^^j _^^^ i_^ _^f^^ ^ g^ Doric (^epo-in-t, Att. (pepovai, Sk.

hhdra-nti. In Homer we have TiOeia-i
(ride-vTi), dibova-t

(StSo-i/rt).

(d) -avTi, -do-i, I.-E. -pt accented, e. g. Epic t-aa-i, Att. i-uo-t,

Sk. s-dnli, y-dn/i, dyvv-aai, fieixd-Ua-i. As hiatus was not ad-

missible in the original language, the hiatus of the Greek forms

i seems to point to -aaa-i as the original ending, as in "iaso-i for

l4t^-o'ag"t,
and et^aai for (iK-a-aa-i. Sanskrit has vidus, as against

% pk. fip-o-aa-i.
It may therefore be that in the perfect -aaa-i

jias replaced a shorter ending -o-i, e. g. IS-o-i. If so the longer

Ending is due to the analogy of e-ao-t, 'i-Uai, which have also

provided
the type for Att. nOe-aa-i, 8i86-a(Ti.

(c) -&TL, -ao-i, I.-E. -nh' unaccented. Homer has \e\6yx-&(n,

7r€(f)vK-aai, and there is a Doric form i66iK-a.Ti. But this is an

unusual ending for the perfect, and is formed probably on the

analogy of -Urai of the middle, e.g. reTevx^arai. See p. 126.

If -o-i were the original ending in the perfect, 7rf(t>vK-a(n could

stand for 7re</)v^t with a of the perfect intruded. Cf. p. 138.

(2) Secondary endings :

(a) -v(t), I.-E. -«/, e^po-v, Lat. era-nt.

{b) -avir), I.-E. -nt, TKva-av.

From Non-thematic verbs we have the Homeric eo-rav, e^ai/,

€(})av, etc.

The optative ending is -ev, e. g. fl-ev, but an earlier -av is

justified by the Elean dnorlvoi-av, o-we-av, and the so-called

Aeolic aorist optative, e. g. rlaei-av. The ending -ev may have

been assimilated to the quality of the vowel in ei-171/, €i-rjs, or

followed the analogy of the aor. e(f)dv-r)v, ecpdv-rjs, pi. ecfiav-ev.

The ending -a-av appears in the strong aor. e^rj-a-av (f^rjv)^

ede-crav, fyvca-o-av, in the Optat., aS in Epic CTTairjo-av and (trj-o-av^

and in late forms like eXdfio-a-av, and is probably due to the

analogy of the sigmatic aorist, e. g. eXva-av. It also appears
in the plupf., e. g. Epic Te6va(rav, and in the aor. pass.
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For the ist pers. dual Greek has no separate form. The active

For the second and third we have primary -tov^
'"^^'''^es

^°

secondary -tov, -tUv
{-Tr]v). \

The primary endings of the Sanskrit -thas, -tas have no re-

semblance to the Greek, but the secondary dhhara-tam,

dbhara-tdm answer to ecftepe-Tov, €(f)ep€-TT]u.

In Homer there are three instances (di^e-rov, erevj^e^^v,

Xa(})va(Te-Tov) of a 3rd dual impf. in -top. On the other

hand the use of the termination -rriv for the second pers. is

common in Greek.

T/ie Middle Endings.

Primary -p-ai, Secondary -\iav (-/tiv")'
First sing.

In Sanskrit the ending is -e, e.g. bhdre. Greek has"^^
*

adopted for all verbs the ending -/um, which seems non-

thematic
;
Sanskrit the ending -e^ which seems thematic.

Second Person Singular.

Primary -o-at, e.g. non-thematic tora-o-ai, thematic <^ep£- Second

^ai, (f^epe-at, (f>^pu, Sk. bhdra-se. ^^°g- "'^^^•

Forms like ^ovXei, o'Ui cannot come from ^ovXeam, oUa-ai :

they are perhaps active forms in -eat transferred to the
|

middle.

Secondary -ao, e. g. icjiepe-a-o, i^fpeo, ecpepov.

Between two vowels s should by rule disappear, as it does

in iXvaoi for eXva-aao, but in some cases we find it retained, e.g.

irplaaro, dldoaai, etc., and Epic dvuaaai, ixffiprjaai, on the analogy

of stems ending in a consonant, as in yeypayl^ai.

Third Person Singular.

Primary ending -rm, Sanskrit -te :
—

^kp^-rai^ Sanskrit Third sing.

bhdra-k.

Secondary ending -to, Sanskrit -ta :
—

e^e/aeroj Sanskrit

dbharala.
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First Plural Middle.

First plur. Termination -/ue^a, Sanskrit -make. There is also in Greek
"^^ '

A the form -fxeaOa, which appears in Epic iKoiieaOa, yeuofieada,

1 etc., and in Tragic poetry.

Second Plural Middle.

Second Termination -6^, e. g. r](j-6i. We find in Sanskrit, -dhve for

P ur. mi .

pj.jj^g^j.^^ -dhvam for secondary ending. There is an unex-

plained difference between the final vowel in Greek and

Sanskrit.

The o^of -o-^e, as in (pepe-a-Be, is not original. Originally

Appearing only in stems ending in o- or a dental, it has passed

I
py analogy into all other stems. Thus in fja-df, \e\r](j-6f the

<r is regular, but not so in X6V-o--gf, (pepc-azO^s^

Third Plural Middle.

Third plur. (i) Primary endings -vrat, -arai (-^rat) :- -(pepo-vrai, Sanskrit
midd.

hhdrante
;

^l-arai {rjaTai), Sanskrit dsale.

The rule is that -arai, -aro should appear after consonants

and t and v, but -j/rai, -vto after vowels.

Thus from pf. stems ending in a consonant we have

TeTd)(^aTai, TeTpa(})-aTai, and after I the Epic KeKXi-arai, Kei-arai

(Kea-rai), but also /3e/3X;j-arat. In Doric yfypd^^arai there is an

ending -(xarai, which may be compared with the -(raai of d^aai.

(2) Secondary ending, -vto, -aro {-nro) :
—

icpepo-vro, Sanskrit

dbharanta
;

et-aro
(fjaTo),

Sanskrit asala.

Apart from the Indicative, -aro appears as ending of the

Optative Mood, e. g. yevoiaroj cmoXolaro. This ending is

regular in Homer.

I
Before -arai, -aro gutturals and labials were aspirated, e. g.

I (TeTax'CiTO, T€Bd(})-aTaL, but nOt dentals, as in K6;fa)piS-arat, ayco-

' viB-arai.

First Dual Middle.

First pers. The ending -fiedov of the first pers. dual is only sparingly
^^ ^^ '

used. The form bears no resemblance to the Sanskrit -vahe,

-vah\ but is like the ist pers. plural -/nc^a.
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Second and Third Dual Middle.

Primary, -aQov^ -uBov. Secondary, -aBov, -a-dav
{-orBrjp).

2nd and

These do not resemble the Sanskrit. We cannot therefore
^^ ^^ '

reconstruct the original form, nor determine the analogy

upon which these forms arose in Greek.

The name Augment is a translation of av^rjo-is, and is Augment,

applied to the sign of past time in the I/islon'cal tenses of

the Indicative. The Augment is either (i) >SylladiCjj^i>^f^^-i^g^,,^^^^,^^

as € prefixed in verbs which begin withaTcon sonant
;

or f'^'^

(2) Temporoj^^MkoJ^ the initial vowel of a verb is lengthened. /
'

[t~appears in Sanskrit as well as in Greek. It is to be

regarded as originally a separate prepositional word ex-

pressing priority, which in course of time was combined

with the verb into a single word, e.g. I.-E. e' leigom, is in

Greek eXfinov. Even in Greek there are signs that the aug-

ment could be detached from the verb. In Homer the syllabic

augment is often omitted, e.g. ^rj for e^rj : in Herodotus the

temporal augment, e.g.^^o|^ foj ejg^. ^^^

The Augment was also originally accented, signs of which

are that all augmented forms are barytone and the rule of

Greek compounds by which the accent does not pass back

beyond the augment, e.g. Trajj-eVyoy.

Where the stem of the Verb begins with a vowel we have Temporal

the Temporal Augment, e.g. r]yov. We need not suppose that^'^^^^^
'

the contraction of e with the vowel of the verb-stem took

place within the limits of Greek. The Attic ^v {erat\ Dor.

^s. Old Sanskrit as, come from an original I.-E. ^ est, and, as

66 contracts in Greek into n, the contraction into r]
must be

regarded as prehistoric. Upon the analogy of r\v, etc., a.\

lengthening of the quantity of the initial vowel came to stand I
V;

for the Temporal Augment, e.g. from opvi^/ut we have Zapro, 1
^

whereas I-d^to would contract in Greek into ovpro, and from

iKCTevw we have iKcVeuo;/, not ftKerevoi/. Where e remains
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'*^efore a vowel it is due to the loss of an original consonant,

'e.g. eoy^^for e-fayrj, eldov for e-fidov, etTrero for e-aeneTo, elpnov

foTj^j££fiffov
: in the last two a, though not originally initial,

has passed into the rough breathing.

\In
some cases, e.g. wKiyo-a from foiKsco, the iniLial consonant

as been forgotten.

We sometimes find t]- as the syllabic augment, e.g. in

j rj-8vvdixr)Pj TJ-ixfXXov, r)-pov\6fiT}v. This T]- may be assumed in

I je-a>pcov
for r)-6p(ov and i-u\a>v for f)-ako>v, where there has been

I (metathesis
of quantity as in fiaatXea for ^aankrja. In the

I 'perfects eopuKa, caXwAca, which do not have an augment, there
*

is naturally no trace of »;.

The Augment rj- may also be assumed in rjpya^opriv for

/rjfepyaCoixrjv,

and ^ica^ov for rjfuKa^ou, as compared with the

perfects e'lpyao-pai, fLKaafiai.

Where the verb is compounded with a preposition the

augment comes after the preposition, e.g. ev-riyov, and some-

times where the preposition is only apparent, e. g. iv-rjuTioap^da,

formed from the noun evdvTios.

In some cases there is double augmentation, e.g. r)viix6p.r)v,

KaT-€-8LTJTiOJ^, r]H(ji€(T^T]TOVV.

Tense-Stems.

We now pass on to the various Tense-Stems of the Verb.

It is the stem which is the constant element in a group of

related forms. The termination indicates differences of

person and number, and also the distinctions of voice which

express the relation borne by the subject to the action, the

difference, that is, between Active, Passive, and Middle.

Differences of Tense (xpoi'ot) are expressed by varieties of

Tense-stem, while to express Modality a suffix is added to

the Tense-stem.

Present The first group of Tense-stems consists of the Present and
and Strong ^fyono^ Aorist Stems. The tenses with present-stem, viz.
Aonst ~

r . 1 . -1
Stems. Present ana Imperfect, rniply contmuous state or action, the
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Aorist signifies a single act or event. Though different in \

meaning they are similar in form. Thus €^r]v is an imper-

fect while earriv is an aorist
; eypacpov is an imperfect, erpanov

is an aorist, yet in each case the formation is the same. The

term Present-stems therefore can embrace the whole class.

Present Stems.

Present-stems may be divided into—I. Non-Thematic, II.

Thematic.

I. Of Non-Thematic there are four classes :

(i) Root-class, (2) RedupHcated class, (3) Weak root with 1

suffix vv, (4) Weak root with suffix va.
'

II. Of Thematic there are five classes :

(5) Root and thematic -o, -e, (6) Root and -10, -j^f, (7) Root

and -TO, -T€, (8) Root and -(tko, -o-kc, (9) Nasal class.

In Sanskrit there are ten Conjugation Classes distinguished

according to the formation of the Present-stem. Answering
to the distinction of Non-thematic and Thematic in Greek

we find in Sanskrit (i) Verbs with stem-variation, the stem

being sometimes strong and accented, at other times weak

and unaccented; (2) Verbs with present-stem ending in a

where the accent is not shifted from the stem to the ending.

In Greek, Non-thematic stems shew a variation of the stem,

though this is not accompanied by shifting of the accent.

The strong stem appears in the active singular, the weak in

the active plural and throughout the middle.

(i) The Root Class, where root and verb stem are the i. The

same.
RootClass.

{a) In some verbs of this class we have stem-variation,

e.g. ei-/ii, i-fifv, Sk. e'-??n', i-mds. In d-\i.l (=:eo--/ii)
we have cV-

throughout in Greek, except in the ist sing, where it changes

to 61- before \i : in Sanskrit we find ds-mt, plur. s-mds. Greek

then is without the original stem-variation. In the imperat.

K
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(lt-cr-^4

we have the weak stem a-, but the original s-dhi, pro-

'nounced z-dht, has had an i prefixed in Greek. Other

instances of stem-variation are V
(^,_j^r]-nL, (j)d-fiev; V(f>6a,

€-(J)Brj-v, (f)6d~ix€vos ; V x^^> *X^" (= ^~X^F-°)) x^ H-^^^^- The

tense ex^a should originaTly have run i-x^f-t^, l^x^^-^y i-x^v-r,

plur. €-xv-fiev, etc., but exea- has been taken as the stem and

extended throughout in ex^a, excas, etc.

(d) No stem-variation is to be found in e-yvco-v e-yva-fxev,

€-(f)v-v €-(l>v-fx€u, or in the stems of C^-dh xpl'^^^'-y «-5pa-»'j

nXri-To, and others.

2. The Re-
(2) The Reduplicated Non-thematic Present-stems have t

Stans*^ as the vowel of redupHcation. Stem variation is shewn in

i-a-TTj-fjii, l-a-ra-fxev ; ri-dij-ixi, ri-de-fiep
'

8i-8a)-fii, 8i-do-fi€v. An-

swering to the Sanskrit forms dad/i-mds, dad-mds, we might

expect in Greek Ti6-fX€v, dib-fxev, but we find a connecting

vowel of the same quality as the vowel of the singular between

stem and ending. The 3rd plurs. n^e-ao-t, SiSd-ao-t, Ion.

Tidfiai, diSova-i, have been already explained (p. 124). Stem-

variation is also to be found in 7rt/n-7rXr;-/nt, nlfi-nXa-fiev. In San-

skrit we have pi-par-mi, which would be represented in Greek

by 7rt-7reX-/Lit. The ttXt}- of mfxnXrj^i is due to the analogy of

the aor. f-nXri-fiTjp. No variation appears in Ki-xr}-tii, St'CvMoi

and others.

3. Stems (3) The third class of Present-stems consists of the weak
with suffix root and suffixes neu, nu. In Sanskrit we have sa-n6-miy\

sa-nu-mds, but in Greek the variation is vv-, vv-, e.g. SeiV-i/U-^it, ^

biU-vv-^ev, instead of deiK-vev-fii, deiK-vv-iJ.€V. The suffix v(U-

appears only in the thematic verbs, e.g. Kivea (= Kt-i/ff-o)), |

beside Ki-vij-rai, with weak suffix. In the third plural v re-

mains with hiatus before the ending, e.g. dypv-aa-i (=fay-wf-

avTi), cf. Sk. gak-nu-vanii. Had v become consonantal we

should have had fayvf-avTi = dyva(ri, The third class of
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present-stems is mostly poetic, except Bdn-wfii, Cfvy-wfn, and \

OfX-VVfll.

'

The verbs in -aviwfn,-€uvvfjLi are post-Homeric, e.g. Kep-awvixif

arop-evvvfii, etc., which have been formed on the analogy of

€v-w-fj,i (= ffa-wfiC). In Attic, €(T-wfii should pass to el-wni,

as o-p passes to w only in the Aeolic dialect. However, in

place of the regular Attic combination p with lengthening ofv

the vowel we have the Aeolic -vp- in dfKfyieppvfii, (mppvmX

(= ^ooo--i'u/Lit), a^evpvfii [^= (T^ecr-vvjxi), which shews that the*

law that -(TP- passed to p with lengthening of the vowel had

ceased to operate at tlietiffie of the formation of these verbs.

On the analogy of Cf^ppvfit were formed later pmpwfMi, arpap- I

vvfxi, and on the analogy of dixcfyi-evpvfii, o-^evpvfxt were

formed 7rcTdvpvp,i, Kopevpvp.i. The word dfi(pi€ppvp,i, as we

see from the augment of rjf^fiUo-a, was looked on as a

simple verb.

As with a-p, so with a/x : in Attic the o- should be dropped
with compensatory vowel lengthening, and so ea-pai becomes)

el-fiai. But a- has been restored in r]p(f)U(r-uai, ecr/3eo--)uat,

€[a>(T-fiat on the analogy of forms in which it has been 1

regularly retained, e.g. rjfji(j)ie(T-Tai, etc.

with Jta,

(4) T/ie Fourth Class of Present Stems add pa, pa to the 4. Stems

root, and are mainly confined to Homer :
—

^^

SdfjL-pd-fii, hdfi-vS.-p.iv, cf. Sk. (r-na-tni, fr-m-mds, where t answers

irregularly to Gk. a.

These verbs are mostly non-thematic, but sometimes pass

over to the thematic conjugation, e.g. Trlr-prf-pi becomes

Under non-thematic stems we must note the stems of the passive Passive

aorists in -rjv, -drjv. The aorists passive in -tjv mostly have the wealJAorists.

form of root and are peculiar to Greek. Their person-endings are activ^ I

in form, their meaning intransitive or passive. The passive has arisen I
\:?'jy^

out of the intransitive meaning. ThuT"ln Attic Greek the intrans. *^Y
dno9av€iv is used as the passive of diroKTcivo}, and yi'/vo/xai as the pass.\ I

of troUcti. Similarly the aorists in -tjv have passed from an intransitive \ t

K 2
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to a passive meaning, and from the active to the passive voice. The

passive aorists k(pau-r}v and eKoir-Tjv are similar in form to the active

I€(TTr)-v,

and it was upon the model of such aorists as earrju that the

passive aorists were formed. Of similar formation, though with a vowel

of different quality, are the aorists kfiiwv, kaKwv, ky-qpdv, edpdv.

The aorists in -6t]v are different. These forms are not modelled on

the active but are closely related to the middle voice. Thus side by side,

and with the same meaning, we find in Homer 5vvda9i], dwrjaaro
—

kixvqaOrjv, efxvTjadfirjv
—

djpfxrjOTjv, wpfirjaaTO
—while in Attic (^ovXrjOrjv,

e8€rj9r]v, k-nopfvOrjv have the use and meaning of the middle. Moreover

the second singular ending -Orjs answers to second singular -thds of the

aorist middle in Sanskrit. From this ending -Orjs the 9 was extended by

analogy to other persons. Thus we may assume a middle aorist in

Greek iZo-fxrjv, kd6-9T]s (Sk. ddi-thds), eSo-ro (Sk. ddi-td) from which

tvere formed two tenses, the middle aorist (d7r)-€3o-/i?;j', -khov, -kho-ro,

;tc., and the passive ISo-^t^j/, -^7/5, -9t], etc. The aorist in -9t]v was as-

imilated to the aorist in --qv both in form and meaning. The ending

-a'9r]i/ properly belongs only to stems ending in tr or a dental.

Thematic In Sanskrit the thematic vowel is ^
;

in Greek it is o

stems"

"

pefore nasals, elsewhere e, a variation which must be re-

Igarded as original. In Sanskrit the person-endings are

the same in thematic as in non-thematic verbs
;

in Greek

thematic have primary ending -w, -ds, -ft, non-thematic -fn

In Greek we sometimes have the thematic c even before a nasal in the

infinitive forms, such as dpxk-jxivai, <p(p-k-fi(v, \iff-k-(iivax^ and in

participial forms such as ^k\-f-fivov, rkp-e-fj-vos.

5. Stems
(5) T/ie Fifth Class of Present Stems is formed by the

thematkf addition of the thematic vowel to the strong root, e.g. in

vowel.
JTrXeK-o), depK-opiai, Tre/tiTT-o), \ein-a), (jxvy-co, TJ8-ofiai : tO the weak

root, which is less common, in ypd(^-a), yXvc^-co, ay-w, XiT-opiai,

jfiax-ouai, etc.

Originally there were two sets of present stems belonging

to this class, (i) Full root accented paroxytone, e.g. Sk.

bhdr-a-, (pep-e-. (2) Weak root accented oxytone, e. g. Sk.

tud-d-. To this last correspond in Greek the presents

ypa(f)-a>, y\v(p-a), etc, which have a weak root. Their accentua-

pie^
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tion, however, has been assimilated to that of present stems

with the full root, and the oxytone accentuation is only to be

found in aorists like XaK-eTi/, fiiK^^fiZi/.

If there were a XaK-oo, Sik-co, these would be presents like

ypd<f)-a>, y\v(j)-a). Such forms may be called Aorist Presents,

because though they have the accentuation of the present,

they have the weak root of the aorist. We must note, on

the other hand, in the aorists ekd-elv and yev-ea-Bai that they

have the full root combined with the accentuation of the aorist.

Reduplicated thematic present stems of this class are

yl-yv-o-fxai, ixL-fxv-(o, to-;^^ (= o-t-o-;^-©), tUt(o (= ri-TK-to), etc. V

The vowel of reduplication is i. With so-called Attic redu-
*

plication we have the Attic aorist fjy-ay-ov, and in Homer there

are more, e. g, a\-aXKe, rjp-ape, etc. With e as vowel of redu-

plication we have Ke-Kabwv, re-Taytav, i-ne-cpv-ofxev.

(6) T/ie Sixth Class of Present Stems consists of the
root]6.

Stems

and the suffixes -ao-, -te- answering to Sk. -ya. \^ -''^ -^'

The suffixes are added on

(i) to roots ending in gutturals, e.g. Bpaa-a-ofxai (=5/)a;(-io-

pai, cf. dpax-pr}), raaaa (
=

ray-t&), cf. ra^is), (r(l)d^a) (
=

o-^ay-j^ca,

cf.
o-^ay-j;).

(2) To roots ending in a nasal, in which case there is epen-

thesis of t, e. g. palvonat, (= pav-10-p.aL), ^alvco, Kalvoa, etC.r

and with strong root ktcIvco (=zKrev-ia>).
^

(3) To roots ending in a liquid, e. g. i3aXXa> {=^aK-f,(o),

aXkopai {=aK-io-fiai), and with strong root ({)6(ip(» (=^^fp-j^Q)), S >-

and (TTeXKci) (^oreX-to)). ^"

(4) The root is sometimes reduplicated, e.g. with i in

Tiraivo) {= Ti-rav-fia)) : with Other reduplication in Trat-TraXXo),

(
=

d-FiK-f,a>), etca-Ltrao)

The Denominative verbs form their present stem by adding

-10-, -If- to a nominal base, e. g. Ti]xd-{\)(c, (pik€-(i)(o, pT)ui-{^i)a),

Sa>fpu-(i)a). Later formations are the denominatives In -otOy

e. g. xp^<^°'{f)<^} ^I^d -fv<o, e. g. /3atTtXeu-(i)ca.

Denomina-
tives.
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The Aeolic kuXij/jli, oprj/jii, (plXrjfii, (piXclrjv, (piXds may seem to shew that

these denominatives belonged to the -/xi conjugation. But these forms are

due to the analogy of such verbs as arjfii, Kixriy-h etc. On the analogy
of arjiiiv rose (piXij/xfv, on the analogy of Ktx^irjv rose <pi\€irjv, and simi-

larly with the forms <pi\rjvai, <pi\r}fievos.

Other denominatives are Boiprja-aa) {=6a)pr}K-i,(o),
reKTaivco

In many cases the proper form of the nominal stem is

ignored, e. g. from Kepdos comes Kfp8n-i(o =. KcpSaiva)^ from

y apKTTOV comes aptcrra-(t)a>, from fiavTis COmeS fiavT€v-(^)ofiai, from

vofio^s comes vnixi8-i,a>
=

vofxi^(o. These formations are due to

the analogy of other verbs, e. g. vop,l^(o to the analogy of

riXTTi^o) (eXTTtS-), fxeiXiaato (^peikix^-) to that of Ktjpva-aa (xj/puK-).

Partly too the neglect of the nominal stem is due to the fact

that certain endings had a definite meaning. Thus verbs

in -GO) are causative, verbs in -aco denote a state, and so /o

make a bridge is yf(f)vp-6(o, in spite of y€(f)vpa-. Verbs in -eva>

imply behaviour after the fashion of the subject denoted by
the stem, e. g. ^ao-iXev-co

' to behave like a ^aa-iXev-s,' and so in

spite of apx^cov, UeTrji, we have dpxev-{k)a), tieereu-(i)a>.
Some-

times there are two nominal stems, e. g. in the Homeric

fivioxo-v, ^viox^a (=^r)vioxr]f-a), the latter of which gives a stem

rjvioxev- for ^uioxevoa.

Causatives. There are other present stems of the sixth class made up
of the 0-degree of the root with suffixes -f^o-, -ej^t-, answering

to Sk. -dya-, e. g. (fio^-e{i,)(o, (f)op-€{t)(o, etc. These verbs are

I

causative in meaning, and are to be distinguished from

denominatives in -ew, e. g. jokizjij^ where the f belongs to

the root.

7. Stems (7) ^^ Seventh Class 0/ Present Stems is made up of the

with to, te. j.QQ^ and the suffixes -to-, -re-. This class is connected closely

with the Sixth. Thus a root ending in the labial tt with the

addition of the suffix -ao- passes regularly into -ttto-, e.g.

aoTpoTT-to) aoTpdTr-TO). Wherever then the root ends in it the
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^
suffix -TO- can be referred to -10-, e. g. xa^«''^-'»'«) o-Ka7r-r<», \

;
Tvrr-TO). Where the root ends in other consonants (e. g. in a

'

guttural in ttw-tw ^/peq Lat. coquo, in /3 in ^Xdn-Tca cf.

3X0^-77, in 0*"!^lB5r-ra) cf. i3a(/)-^)7wricannot refer the suffix

-TO- to -A0-. Possibly /SXaTr-ro), KaXvir-Tco, ^air-rco, Kpvn-Ta> have

been formed on the analogy of Tinr-roi. The similarity of the

aorists c/3Xa\//-a, eKpvyjra, erv^a led to a similarity of the pre-

sents as well, just as the similarity of (orcpa^a (a(f)dC<o) and

ecppa^a ((ppaTTO)) led to the formation of a later present acfydrTa)

to replace a(f)dCa>. In some verbs we have to assume the

suffix -TO- as original, e. g. in vin-Ta>, iviiv-Ta>, ireK-Tco.

The verb aKett-Topai seems to have come by metathesis

from (TireK-f^opLaL, Lat. spec-io, Sk. pdg-yd-mi.

(8) The Eighth Class 0/ Present Stems consists of the
rootjS.

Stems

(weak) and the suffixes -(tko-, -o-kc-, e. g. ^d-aKa, (f)d-aK<o,r^^^'^

^o-a-KO). The same suffix comes in the denominatives yrjpa-

aKoo, dpe-(TKa>, pedv-arKco, and in the iterative preterites of Ionic

Greek, e. g. (pevye-aKe, aiibrja-a-o-Kf, etc. The Attic 6vT]-(TKa>,

6p(o-a-Kco, pi-p,vTj-aKa> have added an iota on the analogy of

verbs in -laKco, e. g. evp-ia-KO), dik-iaKofuxi. The origin of the i

is unexplained.

The suffixes -aKo-, -o-ks- are added to reduplicated roots in
|

yi-yuoa-aKco, ^i-^poa-aKO), 8i-dd-(TKa> for 8i-dax-(TKa>, i-i-aKOi for !

e-fiK-o-Kco (cf. i/c-eXor Itke).

(9) The Ninth Class of Present Stems is made up of the 9. Stems

root with the suffixes -vo-, -ve-, e. g. ddK-vco. This class is the
^j ^^^

counterpart of the non-thematic fourth class.

The root if short by nature and position is nasalised, andt

the suffixes are -avo-, -ave-, e.g. \avO-dp<o, \ip.TT-dva>, di/8-di/<o,'

Xafiftdvo), etc. In \r]d-dv<a the root is full and not nasalised,!

and we have the weak root without a nasal in d/iapr-di/o), |

al<T6-dvopxii, ^XaaT-dvoi.

In Other verbs the suffixes are -vfo-, -vfe-, e. g. <l>6a-vf(a,

(})di-ufa), in Homer cj)6n-v<o, (f)6t-vco, in Attic (pdd-vo, (f)6t-v(o.
f
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The existence of the f {^%i)
is shewn by a comparison of ai/a

[z=avf(o) and ^vvTO, (pdivfa' 2Lnd (p6L-vv-6a), Tivfo3 and tl-vv-

The
Perfect.

Redupli-
cation.

I €t

The Perfect.

The stem of the Perfect appears in Greek in all the

Moods of the Active and Middle Voice, and also in

the Pluperfect Indicative. It is characterised by special

Person Endings (p. 122) and reduplication of the Stem.

There are also traces of an original variation of the stem,

which was strong in the singular and weak in the plural.

(i) In roots beginning with a single consonant, the syllable

of reduplication consists of this consonant with e, e. g. hk-

dopKa: or where the root begins with an aspirate, of the

corresponding tenuis with e, as in re-OeiKa.

(2) Where the root begins with a Mute and a Nasal or

Liquid, the first consonant with e is the syllable of redupH-

cation, as in yf-ypanrai, T€-6vr]Ka. To this^ej^Ew/caJs
a
constanj

exception, and e^Xda-rrjKa beside ^e^XdaTrjKa. In Cretan in|

scriptions iypaynxivos is found.

In other cases of two initial consonants it was usual to

prefix € only, as in (Krrjixai {KeKTrjfiai is also found), iCevypevos,

e-^fva-pai. Stems beginning with p prefix f, after which p is

doubled, e. g. pfjywpi, eppccya.

(3) Where the root began with a single spirant, in Homer

we have e for reduplication, as in i-tXpevos for fe-ffX;x€i/o$-, and

so too in e-oiKa and e-oXna. In Attic we have the e in idXaKa,

€OiKa, dvecoypai.

(4) An el- appears in eiXj/^a, etXtjxa, which resemble

eXprjKa from \^fep. The regular forms appear in the Ionic

XeXd^rjKa, XeXoyx<i'

(5) Where the root began with a vowel we find the redu-

plication represented either by a long vowel, as in rfaKr^rai, or

else by the so-called Attic reduplication.
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The Attic reduplication, especially common in Homerii ! I

consists in taking the initial vowel of the root with
the!|

J
"^

following consonant as a syllable of reduplication, e. g.B

oS-a)Sa.

This reduplication is regular where the vowel of the root

is short, e. g. ap-dp-vla, aK-ux-fievos. In Attic we have aK-r]Koay I

ed-TjdoKo, eX-T)\vda, oX-toXa, and Others. This mode of redu- <

plication was originally confined to a few forms, then extended

by analogy. Thus from Ved we have in Homer ed-rjdm, but

the Sk. perfect is dda, Lat. edi.

In oiSa (=foiSa), Sk. veda, there is no sign of reduplication, ,[]} /,-»»-^

Perfect forms without reduplication are also found in the *—'^•

Homeric dexarai, epxaTai.

Originally the stem of the perfect varied between a full Variation

forin in the singular active and a reduced form elsewhere.
^ ^ ^^'

Thus we find in Homer— ^—-—.,-_

Sing. Plur.

o7S-a, Sk. ved-a i5-fi(v, Sk. vid-md. ^
e-oiK-a k-iK-Trjv.

yi-yov-a ye-ya-fxev (
=

ye-yn^/xev).
"

fii-fiov-a fie-fxa-Tov (= /Jie-fin-TOv).
"

-€-(p9op-a (-(pdap-fxai (e-(f)6r-fiai).
-

This variation of the stem was originally accompanied by
a shifting of the accent (p. 77), but this shifting was not

maintained in Greek. The stem was for the most part made
uniform throughout in Attic. Thus in toiKa the original

*€-iK-iJieu was replaced "^'by- e-oiK-afiev, poet, eoiyfxev, while

instead of flXrj-XovO-a, pi. *eiXr)-Xvd-fxev, we have in Attic the

weak stem in eXr)Xv0a, eXrjXvdafxfv.

The proper vowel of the root in the perfect was^l \t
as in X€-Xoyx-a, de-SopK-a, bL-€-(f)6op-a, but this has often \

"^ ''

i

been replaced by e, as in 7r6-(/)€vy-a, ne-neia-rai, Xe-Xenr-rai, ^
etc.

In the participle active we find a variation of the stem

between the masculine and the feminine, which is due to the
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Stem in

later

Greek

/
/ f

original f (u) in the masculine. Thus in Homer we have

Masc. €l5-a>s (= fih-fas), Fem. iS-uw. Masc. dp-rjpcis (for

ap-apoii •=. dp-dp' f(i>s) ,
Fem. dp-dp-vla. MaSC. T€-6rj\-a)s (= T€-

B&X-fcos), Fem. Te-6a\-v7a. This distinction however did not

remain. Thus in the Homeric rt-TXtj-vIa, Tre-nXrjy-v'ia, the

strong form of the masc. has intruded.

The Perfect has an -intrusive a which shew^s itself

between the stem and the ending. In some persons the

ending was originally added on directly, as we see from

IS'fiev, e-7re-m6-[xev in the active and Tre-nva-nai, nf-cfivy-fxevos

in the middle. In Attic Greek the vowel a which appears in

the ist and 2nd pers. sing, was extended to the plural.

LfThus in Homer we have ye-yova, pi. ye-ya-nfv (= ye-y^-fiev),

ibut in Attic ye-yov-a, pi. ye-yov-a-fxep. In Sanskrit we find an

f 2 used as the connecting vowel between the stem and the

ending. Sometimes it is difficult to say whether a is part of

the root or a connecting vowel, e.g. ea-THfiev may be

^^divided e-artt-fMep or €-aT-a-fX€v.

I
The tendency of later Greek is to make the stem uniform

I throughout. Thus from re-roK-a we have pi. Ti-TOK-a-yav.

Rules of sound combination are broken. For instance,

ap. should by rule be simplified to //, but ne-nvO-pai has been

I

changed to n€-nv<T-p.ai on the analogy of ire-nva-raiy i8-/iifi/ to

i(T-pfv on the analogy of tcr-Tf, and ^/M(/)iea--/tat, TereXfa-pevos,

€Ccoa-pf6a are due to similar analogies. On the other hand

cl-pai and ye-yev-pepoi are regular for ia-pai, yeyfva-peuos

(cf. p. 70).

Aspirated
Perfects. kThe

aspirated perfects belong almost entirely to • later

ttic Greek. In Herodotus en€7r6p(pg§ is the only aspirated

perfect act.
;
in the Tragedians dvaT€Tpo(pas and in Thucydides

Trjnopcpa are the only instances. In succeeding writers these

perfects are numerous.

Except in late Attic, aspiration is practically confined in

the perfect to guttural and labial stems in the 3rd pi. perf.
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midd., e.g. \ ray fTfTax-aro, v rptTT T€Tpd(f)-aTO. No Stem x^

ending in a dental shews aspiration, e.g. ea-Keviid-aro.

From the 3rd pi. perf. midd. the aspiration passed to the

active voice, and from cVerax-aro came rerax-a, from T€Tpi(j)-arai
\

came T€Tpi(j)-a.

Why there is aspiration in the 3rd pi. perf. midd. is not

clear. It is not due to the endings -arm, -aro. It must be

based on the analogy of those forms in which aspiration is

regular, e.g. from >/ rpilS we have rirpi^-Qe = rcrpi^-Of by
Greek phonetic law, and from Vray TeTax-6e^T€Tay-6e. Upon
the analogy of these forms have come rerpicfy-aTai, rerax-aTac.

In dental stems there would be no similar analogy, e.g. from

VaKevab we have ea-Kevacr-Oc for €(TK€va8-0e, which provides no

model for aspirating the dental of eaKevad-aro.

The Perfect in -m is a formation peculiar to Greek. Perfect in

Where the root of the verb ends in k this perfect is explicable.
~'^°"

Thus oXcoXe/ta will be the perfect of oXex-co, deldoiKa may be

referred to V 8fiK- of Sei-dia-a-ofxat (=z8ebfiK-iopm), and ^e^ijKa
i

may be compared with ^aK-rpov. The aorist iOr^Ka (cf. Br]Kr))

must be explained in the same way. The < came to be re->JJ

garded as part of the suffix and not as belonging to the I

stem, and so was added on to stems which contain no k, V I!

e.g. €cfi6ap-Ka, and the aorists edaKa, ^ko. In Homer the \

perfect in -Ka is rare.

The Pluperfect serves as an augmented preterite to the The Plu-

perfect. There are two main formations of the tense. (j^P^^^^*-

Where the Pluperfect has the perfect stem with augment
and secondary endings, e.g. €-t€tvk-to. In Homer we find

thematic e-yeyco-ve, i-peprj-KOv beside yeyava and peprjKas, and

rjvatyov beside rjvoyya. Sometimes too the present perfect

stem assumes thematic present endings, as in duaty-ei,

rJK-o), pep^X-c-rai.

(2) Where the Pluperfect has the perfect stem, the augment,
and the suffix -ca (= -fo-a), Att. -rj, in the first singular. Thus
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TJ8r]
= rld€a = r'',8€(ra

= r}-feib'€aa, Sk. d-ved-isam. The weak

rj-fLh- answering to strong rj-feiS- appears in the dual and

plural, e.g. §(tix€v= fj-fid-a-fxeu. In Attic Greek the proper

endings of the singular are -tj (for -ea), -rjs (for -eaj), -ej or

-eiv (for -ee, -feu). In Hellenistic Greek we have fla-TrjK-eiv,

€l(TTr]K-€is, (l(TTT]K-€i. Ou thc analogj of ohOa we have the

Attic fibr)(T6a.

The 3rd pi. ending is -eaav, e.g. eyprjyop-eaav, but the

ending is -o-av in §-(Tav, Ep. l-a-av, fieixa-a-av.

Sigmatic f The Sigmatic Aorist is an augmented tense characterised
°"^^'

by the addition of a- to the root. Like the perfect it has an

J
intrusive a before the person endings.

t In Sanskrit the sigmatic aorists have secondary endings,

e.g. -sam, -sis, -sJt. In Greek the endings are the same as

those of the perfect. In the plural the intrusive a has been

extended, and for the sake of uniformity we "fiave ibei^a^ifv

A for f-beiK-a-fiev. The third plural e-Sft^-av has not got the

I intrusive,.^:
the ending is^v, e.g. cSn^av= e-S«K-o--«/. In

Sanskrit we have -us as the 3rd plur. ending, which is the

same as that of the perfect.

(Many

formations which appear to be '

Strong
'

aorists can

be explained as sigmatic, e.g. d(K-To for 8(K-a--To as compared
with the imperat. Se|o = Se^c-o-o-o, where a has been retained

before the vowel, and similarly Xck-to for Xex-cr-ro beside

Xe^aro, and TTTJKTo for nr)K-(T-To beside Tr^^at. Before a vowel o-

would remain. Thus original ideiK-a-fxev would become

I edeiy-fiev, but edeiKa-av remain edei^av. Thus it was that -aav

\ as in Wc-a-av was regarded as the 3rd plur. ending.

In Homer we have with the thematic vowel the sigmatic

tense forms l^-ov, ^r]a--e-To, ola-e-Te, e-dva-e-To. In sigmatic

€ir€(rov we find the thematic o and e in place of the intrusive

a. This corresponds with the sa aorist of Sanskrit, e.g.

ddiksam, which is declined throughout as an imperfect.

The double sigma of the Homeric aorists, KoKeaaaij eXda-aai,
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etc., is due to the analogy of stems ending in a or a dental,

e.g. C^ar-crai, TeXeV-aai, epec-aai (eper-), ;(ao--(raTO (;(a8-), where

double o- is regular. In Attic the a- is not doubled, e.g. KoXe-

The Future.

The Future is formed in three ways:
—

(i) by adding the The Future,

suffixes -uQ, -0-6 to the verb stem, as in the active o-Trj-aa,

8a)-cra), Sk. dd-sya-mi, in the middle TrXev-o-o-fiai, 0T}-ao-fi(u.

The suffixes are added to aorist stems in the passive fiiyfj-

(TOficu, (pavfi-aofxai, and to perfect stems in the active reOvrj^o),

ea-TTj^o), and passive ycypa^/rerat, flprj-ae-rai.

(2) An indeterminate vowel which appears in Greek as a,i

f, or o, precedes the suffixes, e.g. rev-a) ^ rep-e-ro = Tep-e-a-mX

Sk. tan-i-sya-mi. This vowel belongs to the root of the verb

in oX-c5= oXe-o) = oXe-cro), /epe/i-o)
=

Kpf/x-aa)
=

Kpe/Li-a-(ra), o\ihv-

fxat
= efio-o-fiai =: oyLO-cro-^iai.

(3) A third form of the future springs from a ' contamina- .

tion
'

of the future in -o-co and the future in -eco
[-ea(a).

This I

we have in the so-called Doric futures (^iv^ovfiai (cf)€vy-(Teo-fiai),

TrXeuo-ov/xai (TrXev-a-eo-fxai), of which the correct Attic forms are

<f)(v$oixai and TrXeua-o/ioi. In Homer we have itr-tru-rai and

ire-aeo-vTai. In Doric before o and a> we have -o-t for -o-e,

e.g. in npa^ioixes (Trpayaio-pes), just as ^to's is Doric for 6e6s.

In the above classes it will be seen that o- is sometimes

kept between two vowels, e.g. arrj-a-a, Tiprj-o-co, as in the sig-

matic aorists, while in other futures, e.g. koXco (KaXeaai), ^i^a>

(jStiSao-o)), ^adiel (^adiaei) the (r disappears, though in the

corresponding aorists, e. g. eKoXca-a, it remains constant.

Without contraction a- is dropped in epv-co (epv-aco),
dvv-(o

(ai/u-cr©)
and in the Homeric reXe-o), KpepA-w, etc.

Conjunctive Mood.

(i) In Homer where the indicative tense is without a The Con-

thematic vowel, then the conjunctive mood is marked
by]J°^^^^

the thematic o, f, e.g.
—
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Ind. aX-ro Conj. aX-i-rai.

„ (pva-aa-fiiv „ kpva-ao-iiiv.

„ kncmd-fiev ,, vevoiO-o-fiev.

So in Sanskrit—
Ind. hdn-ti Conj. hdn-a-ti.

Where the stem ended in a vowel contraction ensued.

In the Homeric drj-o-fiev, a-TTj-o-fifv there is no contraction,

but we cannot look on these as original because such hiatus

was inadmissible in the original language, as in Sanskrit

(2) The conjunctive of tenses which in the indicative have

a thematic vowel, e. g. presents like (/)ep-o-/i«i/, was marked by

lengthening the suffixes o and e, e. g. (pep-a-fieu, (ftep-Tj-re.

The Latin y^ra- of the conjunctive points to an original

I.-E. stem dAerd- for this mood. If so, <p(payL(v, <^eparf have

passed to (pepconev, (t)€pr]T€ on the analogy of 'the quality of the

vowel of the indicative (pep-o-pev, <l>ep-i-T€.

The long vowel has become in Attic Greek the charac-

teristic of the conjunctive alike in thematic and non-thematic

tenses. Traces of the old conjunctive with a short vowel

j
remain in the so-called futures tb-o-ixcu,^ nl-o-fiai, which are

»
really conjunctives. Even in Homer some non-thematic

tenses have a long vowel in the conjunctive, e.g. aX-rj-Tcu

(indie. ak-Tu) and iripy^-co-pfv (indie, i-nepylra-pfp).

A full degree of the root seems to have been proper to the

conjunctive, e. g. from Ves we have ea>, Att. ^, Sk. dsd-ni\

Lat. ero. The Homeric conj. ("18-0-fxev, beside the indie. oi8-a,

seems to point to the middle degree with e as the proper

degree of root for the conjunctive.

Op/afwe.

Optative (i) Where the tense is non-thematic in the indicative, the

^°"*
optative suffix is -irj- in the sing, of the active, and -I- in the

^ /dual and plural active and all numbers of the middle.

Sing. e{(T)-iT]-v, k-ir]-v Lat. s-ie-m, p. 160.

Plur. l(o')-t-/ici', i-\-yxv s-i-mus.
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The Latin as well as the Sanskrit sydm, sydma, have the

weak \/j throughout.

With weak root we have the optatives ^a-lrj-v, ^f-^n, aXo-lrj-v,

dva-8v-rj (for -bv-ir}), and in the plural (jia-l-ficv, Oe-l-jxev, do'l-fxev.

The weak root should appear in the optative of Tidrj-fxi and

di8a)-fxt. Corresponding to Sk. dadh-yam^ dadyam we have 1

Ti6€-Lr)-v, di8o-ii]-v, just as in the indicative riOe-nev, dibo-fxev \

have taken the place of nO-ixev, 8i8-fi€v (p. 1 30).

(2) Where the indicative has the thematic vowel, the

optative suffix is -t-, e.g. (pepo-i-s, Sk. hhdres. In the ist sing,

we have the primary ending -\ii^ e.g. (f>epoi-fjii. In Sanskrit

the ending is -am (-^z), answering to which we should expect I

<^tpo'!ra (-m) in Greek, which however would become (l>epa>,
I

and so be identical with the indicative and conjunctive. In

the 3rd pi. the ending is -ev, e.g. cf^epo-i-cv, as in the non-

thematic e-I-ev. We should expect the ending to be -av for

original -^/ which we find in the Elean o-ui/-eav=o-i;i/-fo--f-ai/(r), -^

I.-E. s-i-nL Et6v stands apparently for
^I'r,

with the suffix )

of the singular' aii^ rj shortened by rule beiore the semivowel

followed by a consonant (p. 66).

The aorist optatives in -aifxi, e. g. fiet^mp, del^ais, are

new formations upon the analogy of the thematic -oim^ -ois.

The more regular Attic 2nd and 3rd pers. are -ftas, I

The true sigmatic aorist optative is seen in (IBeirjv^elBea-ir^-u, t

el8€lp€v=€i8e(r-i-pev. The so-called Aeolic optative in
-o-fia\

was probably extended from the ending of the 3rd pi. of the

sigmatic aorist optative, e. g. del^eiav (deLK-anav).

The contracted verbs in Attic have the suffixes -irj- and -t-

with the thematic vowel, e. g. riparjv (= Tipa-o-irj-p), Tipa/iev

{=Tifxa-o-i-p,€v). The Attic <^tXo/j;i' (=(f)ik€-o-iri-v) differs from

the Aeolic (fiiXeirjv, where there is no thematic vowel. These

optatives have followed the analogy of verbs in -fxi. The

plural (j)ikolpev resembled the plurals Bidolpev, dolpfv, and so

the singular (f)i\oir]u was made to resemble boiijv, didoirjv.
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Imperative.

The Im- The Imperative has neither in Greek nor Sanskrit any
perative.

pgcuHar mood sign. It is formed by adding the proper

person-endings to the tense stem. Moreover, the impera-

tive has few peculiar person endings. The only exclusively

imperative forms are :

(i) The pure verb stem used for 2nd sing, in thematic

verbs, e. g.„^Jp^r^^

(2) The form in -61, I.-E. -d/it, e. g. Sk. I'Ai, la-di, in non-

thematic verbs.

(3) The form in -too, Lat. -to, Sk. -tat, e. g. (^ifpi-Tco, Lat.

regi-td{d), Sk. bhara-tdt, I.-E. -tod, bhere-tod.

A Greek form iXOertos, 2nd sing., is quoted. In origin the

ending may be explained as the ablative of the pronominal

stem /o added as a suffix to the verb-stem (p. 160).

Not only are the peculiar forms few, but persons and

number are not always distinguished, e. g. the old Sanskrit

ending in -/a/ usually used as a 2nd pers. sing, is also used

as I St and 3rd sing, and as 2nd plur. Hence it has been

supposed that the Imperative originally (like the Infinitive)

had one formation used for different persons and numbers.

The Of the forms of the Imperative as we find it in Greek and

C n"unc- Sanskrit, the 2nd and 3rd dual and 2nd plural are indis-

tive. tinguishable from the corresponding unaugmented forms of

the preterite indicative. Thus in Homer we have unaug-
mented imperfects, e. g. cfiepere, etc., and also corresponding

imperatives, e. g. (^ipe-re, (pepe-rop, far-T€, t-re, dei^a-re, KfKpdye-

T€, Lat. vehi-te, mpne-ie, es-te, dd-te, etc., Sk. bhdra-ta, etc. In

the singular we have trp^e-s, evlaTre-s, and the middle forms

ta-Taao, rideao, 6ov (answering to unaugmented forms of

j€-Ti^eo-o, €-6ov) : in Latin es (ed-s), es-te {ed-te), es {ess), es-te,

\fer {fer-s), vel (vet-s). The forms d6-s, e-s, Od-s (with short

rvOwel, however) answer to unaugmented ficoy, ^y, 6qs, while

the augmented forms edcos, (6t]s have been replaced by edaKas,

^Kas, eOrjKas,
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These imperative forms, though identical in form with the

unaugmented indicative preterite forms, must be considered

apart. Their meaning is conjunctive, and in the oldest

Sanskrit they are used with ma
(firj)

to express prohibition.

They have been called Pseudo-Conjunctive or Injunctive.

We thus see then that the Imperative as a mood has been

put together out of odds and ends. It boasts two endings of

its own, -dhi and ziod^ and uses the verb-stem for another.

For its other needs it has annexed certain conjunctive forms

which are phonetically identical with unaugmented preterite

forms of the indicative.

As to tenses, Greek has added the imperative endings to

the aorist and perfect stems as well as the present. In San- 1

skrit rarely any but the present stem is used
;

in Latin never I

except in memen-to. *

In Greek we say /uj) Kke-nre, but /x?) KXeylrrjs. In old Sanskrit

ma was used with pseudo-conjunctive, not imperative forms.

In Greek /xj) /cXeTiTe was admitted when the imperative had

become a mood, but the sigmatic aorist imperat. act. and

middle was a later formation, and firj continued to be used

only with the aorist conjuncdve, not with the new K\e\JAop and

Injinitive.

The forms of the Infinitive are in their origin substantival. The Infini-

In Sanskrit the so-called Infinitive ends in -turn or -itum, e.g.^^^
'

from 's/i (to go), infin. e'tum. In the older language a number

of verbal nouns in various cases are used in constructions

which make them resemble the infinitive of other languages.

Thus from the stem vidmdn there is the dat. vidmdne, which \

answers to the Greek infinitive fidnepai. The dative ddvdne

answers to hovvai (Cyprian dofevai), and from the stem ddvdn-

there is no other case. As far as Sanskrit is concerned we

may cancel the name of infinitive altogether and speak
instead of datives and other cases of verbal nouns. These

datives can, like other Sanskrit verbal nouns, govern the same
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case as the verb, and in them is to be found the origin of

the infinitive.

In Sanskrit these case-forms expressed purpose and con-

sequence. In Latin this use of the dative case was

r
common. In Greek the dative was not so employed. Con-

versely while in Greek we have the infinitive continually used

% to express purpose and consequence, in Latin this use of the

\ infinitive is almost confined to poetry.

The nominal origin of the forms of the Infinitive was

forgotten and they were no longer regarded as case forms.

For instance, as the ending -at was not preserved for the

dative of nouns, the origin of d6fxev-ai was lost sight of, and

it was brought into close connexion with the different stems

of the verb. As beside eSoa-av there stood Stoo-ovo-t, so beside

?i6fievai rose dcoo-e^fvai, and other infinitives for the different

tenses, with constructions similar to those of the Finite

Verb.

Termina- The ending -6ai appears in rja-dai, 7r(({)dv-6ai, ea-Ta\-6at,
tions of the

Tervx-^ai of the perfect. With this ending we can compare
Sanskrit -dhydi.

The ending -o-^at stands related to -Qai as -a6e to -6i in

the second person plural indicative (p. 126). This ending

appears in different tenses, viz. rlBe-adai, Ide-adai, \(\v-adai,

Xva-a-aOai, 'kvare-aOai, and has become the common Greek form

for the middle.

The suffix -fxevai, Sk. -mane, which is Epic and Lesbian,

^^ appears in Fld-fxfvai, Oe-fifvai, yva-fievai, fiiyrj-^epai of non-

thematic tense-stems ;
in eln-e-ufvai, etc. of thematic.

The suffix -fjifv, which may be locative, appears in t-fifv,

^^^ B6-fiev, Tfdvd-fiev after a short vowel ;
and in the thematic

The suffix -€vai (= -f€vai, Sk. -vdne) appears in the Cyprian
^^

doffvai, Sk. dd-vdne, and in \-ivai^ fieSt-eVat, eld-evai, and many
instances where a long vowel points to the absorption of f,

as in dovvai, delpoj., ffTrjvai, ^fjvai, a.\a>vai, drjvai, etC. Later, -vai
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alone was regarded as the suffix, and appears in the present
and perfect in S<So-i/at, nde-vai, rcOvu-vai, etc., of which there is

no trace in Homer. There is also no instance in Homer,
nor in Aeolic or Doric, of -fvai as an ending of the perfect

infin. active.

-«v is the normal ending of the thematic conjugation, e.g.

fX^iv, but in Lesbian ^xr^v, in Cretan c{)€p€-v. Attic -av before

404 B.C. was written -ev. There is no certain explanation of

this ending. It may stand for -fev, Sanskrit -van, e.g. </)fpe-

fep, (f)fp€-€v, cf)€p€iv. The -€-civ of Homcr is an anomalous

ending which may in most cases be written -e-ev, e.g. St./3aXe,

Inf. ^aXe-ev, ^aXdv.

The ending -a-ai of the sigmatic aorist may be compared
with Sanskrit -se in

j'l-se,/or conquering.

As the Infinitive is an abstract noun, the Participle ranksJThe
as a Verbal Adjective, verbal in that it implies a

predicationi^^;^PjS^
and goes with the same cases as the finite verb, but nominal - »—'" '"

in that it cannot by itself form a predication.

There are many different participial suffixes, with some of Participial

which we have already dealt in treating of nominal declension. Jp''"^^"*"' ° tions.

I. -«/-, -nt-', p. 98. 2. -/^coy, -via (or -f«a), -for; p. ICO.

3. -/xei/o-, middle suffix of all tenses. It is identical with

the reduced -\ivo- of ^eXe-fivov, Latin -mmo-, -mno-, Sanskrit

-mdna-. 4. -to-, e.g. kKv-to-s, Sanskrit ^ru-td-s, which is

mainly adjectival. 5. -t€o-, e.g. bo-rio-s. 6. -vo-, with the

same meaning as -to-, was once a participial suffix, but in

Greek is purely adjectival, e.g. aTvy-vo-s, crefi-vo-s (af^-vo-s),

arey-vo-s, dyvo-s, Sanskrit bhug-nd-s, Latin ple-nu-s, etc. 7.

-jto-, in the adjectives ay-io-s, dTvy-io-s, Sanskrit -Jya-, Latin

exwi-m-s.

The Latin Verb-System.

The Latin system of verb-inflexion presents a far greater

deviation from that of the original language than is presented

by the corresponding system in Greek. The Primary endings

L 2
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-mi, -SI, -ti have everywhere disappeared, and their place has

been taken by the Secondary endings -m, -s, -t. Of the

augment there are few traces left. The middle endings as

such have vanished, and in their place we find a medio-

passive inflexion formed by adding -r to the 'secondary'

middle endings {-luilur=^ -lueio-r, cf. \veTo). The system of

the sigmatic aorist has been confounded with that of the

perfect, and the resulting inflexion, while it combines the

perfect and aoristic meanings, often shews also a combination

of perfect and aoristic forms.

Person

endings.

The person-endings are as follows :
—

I St sing, in non-thematic verbs -m, in thematic verbs -J.

The single instance of -m in a primary tense of the indicative

,is the form sum, but as this form is perhaps better explained

rby being compared with Gk. Zov (^=ia-ou), and would seem

/ ;herefore to be properly a secondary tense, it would perhaps be
^
better to refuse to recognise the existence of -m as a primary

ending in Latin except in the subjunctive and in some future

indicatives which are subjunctive in origin, hiquam is better

taken to be an imperfect and therefore secondary. All other

non-thematic verbs have, at any rate in this person, become

thematic in Latin.

The termination -o is as yet unexplained ;
but if the ex-

planation of the Greek ist person in -o> suggested p. 122 is

correct, the Latin ending must have a distinct origin, -oim

in Latin could only become -oiem, and eventually perhaps

'Um. The Sk. hhdrdmi with long a points to an original

form bheromi, of which the corresponding secondary form

would be bherom — Lat. fero, though the loss of m is hard to

account for.

2nd sing, -s {/er-s, ama-s). 3rd sing. -/ {/er-i, ama-t).

I St plur. -mus, differing from Greek -/xe;/, but in its con-

sonants corresponding to the Doric -ix^s and perhaps in

every respect to Sk. -mas.
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2nd plur. -its, which perhaps corresponds to the Sk. dualf

ending -ihas, with the hard aspirate becoming a tenuis after/

an unaccented syllable. The earlier plural ending -te, Gk.

-re, Sk. -iha, appears in the imperative {es-te, fer-te).

3rd plur. -nt [ama-nt, doce-nt, reg-o-nt).

The passive terminations are obscure, but this much is Passive

certain, that they are formed in most cases by the addition of
^^Jj^^^

a suffix -r to unaugmented forms of the tenses with the .

secondary middle suffix. Zegtyurjeguntur cannot ihesepsLvated I

from Xeyero, Xeyovro. Legeris seems to correspond to *Xeye(ro
*

(Xeyov), standing for legeso-r^ though the final -is may be due

rather to an assimilation to the ending of the corresponding

person of the active. But legere looks like the same form

without the -r
;

at least we cannot separate the '

injunctive
'

\

(imperative) cttov
(en-eo-o) from sequere. Legimur may con- ^

ceivably stand for legimus-r, which would become legimurr,

legimur, but this cannot be considered as satisfactory.

Legimini is universally explained as participial (cf. Xeyd/ufvot), \

but the corresponding form of the imperative is perhaps to

be compared with the Greek infinitive Xeyefxevai, which is

used in Homer, under certain limitations, as an imperative.

Non-thematic verbs only survive in Latin in isolated forms. Thematic

/er-s, fer-t, ess
(es),

ed-s (es), es-l, ed-t
{est), vol-t, i-s, i-t, etcJ

t]!5*gj^"*J"j

/o-re (Vd^u-), nd-re, std-re, and perhaps amant, monent, etc.
|

verbs.

Thematic verbs may be classified as follows :
—

(i)
The thematic vowel is added to the strong or weak ^

root, e. g. diic-o (old Lat. douc-d), dg-o.

(ii)
The thematic vowel is added to the reduplicated root, «^

e. g. SI-M-.Q.,

(iii)
The 7^-class, e.g.flec-t-o.

(iv) The Nasal class {a) cer-n-o, {b) tu-n-do.
'

(v) The Inceptives, e. g. po-sc-o.

(vi) The l^^^-class {a) radical /«^-z-<7. (b) denominative

statU'io, (c) causative mone-ip.
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; To this class belong all verbs of the 4th conjugation and

|those
of the third whose ist sing, ends in -to or -uo. It is also

ifusual to compare amo, moneo with the (jreek Tifxdia>, <t>iX^o, in

I which case all verbs of the ist and 2nd conjugations would

f also be J^<?^-verbs
;
but as ama-n/, mone-nt, and other forms

can hardly be for amai-ont^ vionei-ont^ it is perhaps better to

consider these conjugations as at least partially non-thematic.

Non-them-;' We have already remarked that the bulk of non-thematic

becoming
'

^^'^^'^ become thematic in Latin. Thus -ple-o corresponds to

thematic. <

/jrlfji-nXrj-ixi, se-r-0 (for st-s-o) to (o-)t-((r)fl.-Mt,
sier-nu-o to Trrdp-pv-

'

yilnai, ster-n-0 to (rrop-vv-iii. Even when isolated non-thematic

\ ':

I

forms survive, other forms have been assimilated to the

V
I jthematic type ;/er-s,/er-f, /er-/ts, /er-re are non-thematic, but

l/er-z'-muSy/er-u-nf have the thematic vowel.

V' The transition seems to have begun with the plurals.

Thus, for example, corresponding to the Greek
(o-)i-o-Ta-/it,

(o-)i-crTa-s, (o-)t-aTa-o-t, plur. {(T)i-<TTa-fi€v, ((r)i-o-ra-Te, we should

get in Latin si'-s/d-m, sz-s/d-s, si'-std/, plur. si-s/d-mus, st-sta-tts.

But sistmnus^ sistdtis must become sisiimus, ststitis, as c6n-

cdpit becomes concipit^ with i for original a in an unaccented

syllable. This short i is not distinguishable from the i

representing the thematic vowel (in e. g. reg-i-mus), and so

by analogy we have sisio, sish's, for sistdm, sistds. The same

would be true of the type sero (for si-s-o), plural st-se-mus, si-

se-tis— Greek
((r)i-(o-)e-/[Aej', (o-)t-(o-)f-r6

—
becoming sertmus,

seritis. Compare also the compounds of do, in which dd-dd-

mus, dd-dd-tis have become regularly addimus, addilis, and the

singular has conformed to this analogy.

The Non- We may now take what remains of the non-thematic con-
thematic . . . J .,

Conjuga- jugation m detail.

tioii- I. Root ei-, I- in e(i)o, Gk. fl-^i, ^'k.e-mi. The strong root

is extended everywhere in Latin, except in the perf. part, -t-tus,

and the nom. sing, of the pres. part, red-ii-ens. Thus t-mus
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(for ei-mus) contrasts with the Gk. i-zxei*, and Sk. i-mds.

Like eo are queo, nequeo, which do not appear in Greek.

2. Root da-, da-, where the weak root has been generalised

[da-re, ddrem^ etc.), except in dd-s and originally dd-t. Fori

da-tus as compared with Gk. ho-r6i^ S\i.di-tds, see p. 80. Do\

by the side of bibafxi seems to have lost the reduplication,

unless we are to take it to be an '

aorist-present
'

parallel to

the Greek
*(e)Sa)i/, plur. -edofxev. The old pres. subj. dm'm

seems similarly to correspond to the Greek aorist do-irj-v.

3. Root es, s.

The original inflexion of the present would have been

es-m ess es-t s-mos s-te s-kt.
o o

Sk. ds-mi dsi dsti smds sthd sdnti.

ess became es^ the quantity it still bears in Plautus, though
it was subsequently shortened as an enclitic, sum, as we have .

seen, perhaps corresponds to the Ionic imperf. tov
(eo-ov), and

the loss of the e is due to its use as an enclitic—compare the

corresponding loss in the enclitic 3rd person {durumst, etc.). v

From sum were then formed sumus and sunt. The strong 1

form of the root is extended to the 2nd plur. on the analogy I

of the singular.

ero is either a subjunctive form, corresponding to the

Greek ^, ecu
(eVo)), or else represents the non-enclitic form j

esom^ of which the enclitic is sum. The original long vowel

of the I St person of the thematic system seems supported by

the long vowel of Sk. bhdrdmi (bheromi). Erdm has not yet

been satisfactorily explained. y
The pres. subj. is really optative in origin, and takes \^. \

therefore the suffix -ie- in the singular, -2- in the plural.

s-ie-niy s-ie-s, s-ie-t, s-t-mus, s-T-tis, s-i-nt, \

Gk. k\<s)-ir\-v, k{a)-iij-s, k{a)-ir}, k{a)-i-fj.ev, k(a)-i-Ti.
*

Sk. s-yd-m, s-yd-s, s-ya-t, s-ya-ma, s-ya-ia.

The original form of the singular is common in Plautus,

but in later Latin the analogy of the plural has prevailed.

(y
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The present participle ought to present the stems sont-^

j
sent-^ snt-, the two last being identical in Latin. But in

practice the weaker stem has prevailed, though the strong is

perhaps preserved in the adjective sons.

Possum stands for pot{i)-sum, but the forms poh'n (for

potts-ne), potui, etc., go back to a verb *potere (cf. potens), of

\
which the middle is potior^ potttur.

4. Root ed, which remains non-thematic in es
{ed-s), est

(ed-/), esse (ed-se), ed-t'm, etc.

5. Root /er, non-thematic in /er-s, fer-t, fer-tis, /er-te,

/er-re, etc.

6. Root vel^ vol, non-thematic in vol-t, vol-tis^ vel-le, vel-im.

The imperative vel has come to be used as a conjunction.

ol and el interchange in accordance with the law by which el

. becomes ol in Latin, except before / and e
(i), p. 69. vis

isj

I from a distinct root, which appears in the Greek fl-€fiai,
|

^ Sk. vest{vvi to enjoy), nolo is for ne-uolo^ mdlo for mdh-uolo

(cf. major = mdhior).

Other isolated thematic forms have been mentioned, p. 149.

The The-
(i) Verbs forming the present stem by the simple addition

jugation. >^^ ^^ thematic vowel ^ or ^
(z).

{a) Imperfect presents, formed from the strong root, and^
corresponding to Sanskrit verbs like bhdva- from \/bhu.

Stems containing e :
—

lego, rego, peto, veho, pendo, etc.

^ Stems containing long vowels:—rddo, vddo, repo, cedo,

rodo.

^ Stems containing diphthongs :
—duco (older douco), claudo,

laedo, ludo (for loido),/ido (oldierjeido, cf. itci6(o\

Stems containing t or u which cannot be proved to have

corresponding diphthongal forms '.—/tgo, Jltgo, glubo.

Stems that have passed wholly or in part to the derived

(ist or 2nd) conjugations:
—

crepo, veto, seco, strido (also

strideo),fervere {^^ofewere),fulgere (also/ulgere).
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{b) Aorist presents formed with the weak root:— ago, dlo,

cdno, cddo, loquor, nwii,/urere, divtdo, etc.

(2) Verbs forming the present stem with the reduced root

reduplicated. Latin makes no distinction between the

thematic and non-thematic verbs, gi-gn-o (Old Lat. geno,

cf. gem'tus), sido {si-sd-o), disco {di-dc-sco), st-st-o, bi-b-o, sero '^
{st-s-o).

(3) /"-class, formed by adding / before the thematic

vowel.

Imperfect Presents :
—

-flec-io, pec-to, vJ-so {veid-io), etc.

Aorist Presents \—fd-teor {fd-ri),/dt-iscor (cf. xa-o-f«).

Here we must put baetere, which the compounds re-bitere^^,^^

etc., shew to be originally diphthongal.

(4) Nasal Class.

{a) Those in which the suffix no, ne is added to the root,

originally in its reduced form. These were originally non-

thematic, and correspond to the 5th or 9th Sanskrit class,

which are formed by adding -no- or -nd- (plur. nu, m, I.-E.

-n9-) to the weak root. They would have passed into the

thematic system in the way indicated above (p. 150). Both

sper-nd-mus and sper-nu-mus would produce spernimus, and ^
this sperms, spernit,

Cer-no
(tcpL-vco,

cf. p. 135), ster-no, sper-no, tem-no, in-cU-no^

co-nor, de-sti-no, li-no, si-no. Disguised by assimilation, -iollo

(tl-no), pello, vello,falIo.

{h) The nasal is
'

infixed,* appearing in the body of the

root which is reduced. These verbs correspond to the Sk.

7th class of the type riindh from the ^/rudh. In Greek

this type only appears with a second suffixed nasal (\a-fx-^-^^

dv-a> \/Xa/3, p. 135).

fi-n-do, sci-n-do, pun-go, ru-m-po, in-cu-m-bo, ni-n-guit, .

etc. In some verbs {iu-n-go,/u-n-gor) the nasal appears in

all forms, but in the majority of cases is confined to the

present system.
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{5) Inceptive class.

The suffix -SCO, -see is added in these verbs generally to

the reduced root.

{a) Immediately to the simple root—pa-sco, cre-sco, hi-sco,

mi-sceo (niig-sceo), posco {iov porc-sco,prc-sco, ci. procus, precor).

Add gno-sco, gna-scor^ which however present great difficulties

in their cognate forms. Probably there was a primitive con-

^ fusion of the two stems. Igndrus must come from gnosco

I but owes its a to gnascor, while the Homeric yvioros,
' a blood

relation,' must come from the same root as gnascor, but

owes its 0) to yiyi/oxr/fo). The relation of gnascor to gtgno,

^•y^3i^£2iai,
and of the Greek Kaai-yvrjTos, yvrja-ios, where the rj,

being found even in Doric, must be primitive, to gndtus is

very obscure.

{b) To derived stems of various kinds—gemi-sco, ireme-sco,

sci-sco, arde-sco, laba-sco, dite-sco, quie-sco, pueia-sco.

(6) The JW-class form the present stem by adding -io-,

'ie- to the root, which is generally reduced. Thus—
/ F-^'^'l'C-ioJjS. (fiftfitrirai

for
(fifiaK-iaij^

sallO {SXXo^ai fOr o-aX^O/iat),

z'acio {luTT-Tfiv wiaq\ venio
(gm-io),

etc.

But the forms advena/, etc., in Plautus are not contractions

'^-H. J from adveniaty but are aorists-presents formed without a

Yod suffix. ^-

In the inflexion of verbs of this class we find a confusion

between tenses formed from the pure stem and those formed

from the stem increased by -io-, -ie-. The stem cap-, e. g.

appears in cap-tus, cap-ere, cap-it, but capi-o is a Yod-ioxvci.

In potior some forms come from the aorist stem pot- {pot-i-tur),

others from a stem poti- (poti-ri, poti-tus\ and similarly the

stem pet- in peto stands side by side with the stem peti- in

petivi. So also we find a combination of different stems in

the conjugation of moiHor, orior^ cupio,fodio, etc.

To the J^(?^-class also belong all verbs of the 4th conjuga-

tion, and those of the third of the type statuo (for statH-io).
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The 4th conjugation properly consists of verbs whose stem

ends in i (cf audis- for audl-is, the stem being seen in audi-

ius, Old Latin audi-bam, audi-bo, and the Greek verbs of the

type firiuioi).
But many verbs formed from noun-stems with

no trace of I have nevertheless gone over to this system,

e.g. saevio (saevus), punio (cf. poena), custodio
(cf. custos).

Possibly also all verbs of the ist and 2nd conjugation may
be considered as i^<?^-verbs, amo, moneo standing for amd-io,

mone-io as Tiixday, ^iXeco for Tifiauoj (f)i\€i(o.
But as it seems

impossible to get aman/, monent from amdiont, moneioni, it is

perhaps better to consider these conjugations as to some

extent at any rate non-thematic. But even in these cases we

find a variation of conjugation
—violdre standing beside

violens, lavdre beside lavere (Gk. Xof/o) shews yet another

form), caldre beside kalendae, etc.

The characteristic of the perfect is the reduplication, formed The

by the first letter of the stem followed by e (whereas the re-
^^ ^^^'

duplicating vowel of the present is i, si-s/-o, (a)i-(rTa-ixi).

Further, as we saw in the case of Greek, the singular"

of the active originally shewed the vowel in the case

of those verbs whose present stem contained e, and 3 in

those whose present stem contained e (-ninoiOa ^/1:^16-, eppoiya

Vfpr,y-), while the plural shewed the reduced root (Hom.

fneTTidpev^.

Reduplication is however comparatively rare in Latin, Redupli-

though it still survives in the case of some twenty-five ^^
verbs {di'dici, cecini, cucurri, etc.).

The _|:VO\vel has generally

been kept in the reduplication, but is assimilated to a following

^ or ^ (momordi, cucurri), and to a following z in the case of

didici (where the .change may be due to an assimilation

to the present disco for di-dc-sco) and also in sti-ti {sistd) ,

and bibi. Of the ^-gradation there are one or two pos-

sible relics, momordi, spopondi were in Old Latin viemordt\ '

spepondi, pointing to presents *merdo (cf. a-p^ph-vos), *spendo
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y.

y

(cf. o-Trei/So)),
to which mordeo, spondeo are related as ^opeo)

to (f)(^(ii.

There are some traces of the reduced root appearing

in the Latin perfect. It has however in every case been ex-

tended throughout the tense, and is no longer confined to the

lural—sfe-^-z (for ste-si-t), sti-H (for sti-st-i),
de-d-i.

In other cases the shortening of the root vowel seems due

merely to the fact that in the ist and 3rd sing., and indeed

originally in all persons, the accent fell upon the reduplica-

tion, {pe-pi'g-i Vpag- in pac-tus).

Perfects

with long
vowel.

In perfects of another type we find the characteristic to be

an unreduplicated stem with a long e corresponding to a

present stem with a short vowel {feci, jeci, sedi, etc.). Of

this form various explanations have been given. It may

perhaps be possible that sedi is for se-sd-i, and is therefore

really reduplicated, but to expMnfeci as standing iox fe-fc-i

seems phonetically impossible.

It is therefore better to suppose that we have here a totally

idifferent method of forming the perfect. otSa, Sk. vMa, Lat.

\ndi are universally regarded as primitive forms, and no one

would explain them as containing a reduplication. The

same may be said of jed, if it corresponds to the Greek j<c«-

which though an aorist in meaning is obviously a perfect in

form. r]Ka will then stand for i^r/Aca, and must be separated from

ti7/ic, if we put this form with Lat. sero for siso (cri-o-rj-ni).
In

these two cases we have instances of a primitive perfect with

a long vowel standing by the side of a present with a short

vowel ;
and this is the type that, though rare in other lan-

guages, appears commonly in Latin : cf. scddo scddi, fodio

fodi, venio veni, sedeo sedi, vinco vici, fiigio fUgi, frango

fregi, etc.

In the case of four verbs with stems beginning with a

vowel we have relics of the augment substituted as in Greek

for the reduplication, egi, edi, emi, -epi (in co-epit Lucr. 4. 619)w
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standing, by a primitive contraction, for e-dgi\ e-edt, etc. In

these cases, therefore, the long vowel of the perfect admits of

ready explanation, and it is possible that these four verbs,

together with video vldt, jdcio jeci and one or two similar

perfects, formed the type on which the others were subse-

quently modelled. At any rate the wide extension of this

form of the perfect in Latin, as compared with other lan-

guages, can hardly be original, and as the vowel change has

not yet been explained by phonetic law, we are obliged to

have recourse to analogy.

So far we have dealt with perfects, of which the i st sing.

is formed by adding -i to the simple stem, whether redupli-

cated or with a long vowel. But these constitute a minority

of the existing forms, the bulk of which are produced by the

addition not of a simple 7, but of i preceded by (i)
s or

(ii)

V or u.

I. Perfects in -si. Perfect in

Amid much obscurity one thing is certain, that the<[>|"

was originally no part of the perfect system. It has nothing

to answer to it in the perfect forms either of Greek or

Sanskrit.

It can however have been introduced only from one source,

the system of the sigmatic aorist. As in dealing with present

stems we saw that some were formed from present stems

proper, some from the stems of strong aorists, though the

distinction of meaning which presumably once existed

between the two types {lego
= I am choosing, but ago = I

do) eventually disappeared, so in a somewhat similar way the

sigmatic aorist and the perfect inflexions coalesced in one

form, which combined the meaning of both tenses.

videro is usually thought to be a sigmatic aorist subjung^j^
*

h
»^j.>^ i;

corresponding to the Greek fei8e(a)(o, Sk.
^''i'td/su-[7ii).

In CNr-^"-'^^

a non-thematic tense we expect a short connecting vowel,

and this we find in videris, videri/, vidermus, Sk. vedtsas,
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I'/
vidisat. viderim similarly corresponds to the Greek

optative

f^]M^yir]v, and ought to keep a long I throughout, but as a

matter of fact confusion with the future perfect is very

common.

Beyond this it is not for the present safe to go. None

of the current theories as to the relation between the two

systems of inflexion, and as to the origin of the perfect ter-

minations in Latin are satisfactory, and it is probably better

at present to confess our ignorance than to catalogue a

series of makeshift explanations.

Perfect in

-vi.

I

2. The Perfect in -vz is peculiar to Latin, and possibly a

new formation after the confusion of perfect and aorist forms

and meanings in the type in -si had made a pure perfect form

desirable. In Sanskrit, roots ending in -a (L-E. a, e, 5) form

the ist and 3rd sing, of the perfect in -du^Vdd, perf. daddu).

To this Latin has added the -i which, whatever its origin,

is the appropriate ending of the ist sing, of the perfect, and

we get pa-vij no-vi, le-vi^ se-vi, etc. In the case of roots

ending in -t (e.g. it) even in classical times the form without

the V is more correct. On the other hand/z/zv/ is older

than futt. In a certain number of words the v is radical

(fov-t, mov-t, lav-i, cav-i,juv-i), and these would have helped

the extension of the type by analogy.

The perfect in -ui is plainly inseparable from that in -vi,

but is not yet fully explained. If, however, -vi came to be

taken as a perfect ending, then a stem gene- as seen in

yti/f-r^, gene-iriXy geni-tus, might form a perfect gene-vi which

would become genovi 2ind genui (cf. denovo=denuo, Gk.yffo? ).

From a few verbs of this type the ending -ui might be

extended to such cases as monui, serui, aperui, praecinui, etc.;

and the extension would be helped by the analogy of those

perfects where the u was radical {rui, p/ui/, nut/), those verbs

formed with the suffix -nu {ster-nu-i) and the denominatives

of the type metu-i.
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The future in -bo and the imperfect in -bam perhaps await Future and

a complete explanation. The traditional theory that
the^^^^)^/^^

terminations represent respectively I.-E. bhuo (Gk.^uo)) andi'

bhuam (cf. €-(})vrjv)
is hardly satisfactory, as the disappearance)

of the u is hard to account for, and the meaning that would ;.

naturally result by attaching such a verb form to a second
'

verbal stem is hardly satisfactory. But that the forms are

compounds seems certain, and the first element is plainly

infinitive in character and answers to the first element

in compounds like calej'acio, are-facio (the first element

of which Lucretius uses as a separate word, ^facit

are').

Of the Latin terminations -ho, -bam, the following explanation has

been suggested. The Greek ^axvoi is I.-E.
a^vnip,

Lat. venio, Engl, come.

This supposes a root am. But ^i-^a-Ka, t-^d-v and ISdurpov by the side

of baculum, which cannot be a borrowed word, seem to necessitate a

root 's/ba, which may also appear in the English path, A.-S. pseth.

The increase of a root by a guttural also appears in e.g. Qi]-K-r\

{^^/dhe'), fa-c-io. From the *^ba might be formed a present bo, an

unaugmented aorist bam (cf. sto, ^/std, (arrjv), which were used as

suffixes to form the future of the i and 2 conjugations, and the imperfect

of all. In early Latin we also find forms like leni-bo, and the imperfect

leni-bam, occasionally preserved in classical poetry, is more primitive

than leni-e-bam, where the long e seems to have been introduced from

the 2nd conjugation, which apparently is also responsible for the length

of the vowel in regeham. The meaning is precisely that which is re-

quired. A future corresponding to that in -bo also appears in Celtic ;

the imperfect in -bam is peculiar to Latin.

The characteristic vowel of the thematic present subjunctive The Con-

is apparently a, 2XidLferat,feramus are accordingly primitiveJ^^^^^^'

The type videro is a sigmatic aorist subjunctive, correspond-

ing to the Greek
elde((r)a).

amem perhaps stands for ama-ie-m and is an optative

(p. 143), and the same explanation may possibly hold good
for the future reges (reg-ze-s), whence was formed the plural

regemus, etc. (for *reg-i-mus).

The optative suffixes—sing, -te-, pi. -i are seen in si'm
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(Old Lat. siem)^ simus, veltm, noh'm, duim
(cf. boi/xev), etc. The

forms in -si'm, 2.s faxzm, etc. are optatives of a sigmatic aorist

(cf. €id€ir]v=el8e(riT]u, p. 1 4 3).

The Im- The existing forms of the Imperative are as follows :

perative.
^^^ -pj^^ p^j.^ ^^^^ ^^^^—^^^-^ rege^fer.

(2) The suffix -tojd^j, explained as the ablative singular

of the pronominaF sTem to- used as an enclitic addition

to the verb form with the meaning from that time on-

wards^ and therefore serving to distinguish the future

imperative.

(3) The so-called pseudo-conjunctives with secondary

'endings
—

regite, regunto, regere (cf. siiav= en-eao, Lat. sequere),

and with the passive suffix reguntor.
^— ^

(4) The participial or infinitive form, /f^mzw/ correspond-
•

ing either to the Greek Xcyd/zej/oi or Xf-ye'/xei/at.

amatote is apparently formed from amato on the analogy of

amate from ama.

Infinitive. I The termination of the infinitive active is plainly -se^ which

gDetween vowels becomes -re {esse, ama-re). There are some

indications that the vowel was originally long, and the cor-

responding Greek type seems to be -aai
(xeXo-at), though it is

not easy to see how a final diphthong could become e in

Latin. To this answers the Sanskrit dative of nouns in -as

ox -s used infinitivally, e. g. jivdse, jis^ from jlvas, jis, Latin

/apparently, as also sometimes Sanskrit, uses the locative

j
rather than the dative infinitivally (cf Greek

hojuv,
a suffixless

J locative), and the suffix -i becomes -e just "as mart becomes

mare, vivere will therefore be a locative of a substantival

stem vivos^ vives^ and formed like jlvdse from j'lvas. But

it would seem that the termination must eventually have been

taken to be -se, -re not -e alone, for it is not easy to suppose

that monere, amare originated in any other way than by

attaching -re as a suffix to mone-, ama-. The double ss of

the perfect infinitive still awaits explanation, though plainly
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identical in origin with the similar forms of the pluperfect

subjunctive.

The Latin agi cannot well be separated from the Sanskrit I

dje, a dative used infinitivally. amari on the other hand I

would not find its parallel in Sanskrit, which only uses the

datives of root-nouns in this sense. It is just possible .

that agi stands for agie (as /// for
filie),

an instrumental I

or locative
(-zT =-/«?, cf.

abietis) from an /-stem, ie would be "^ \

kept when followed by the passive suffix -r, but without this

suffix would pass to -f. Hence agi^ ^i^^i^ whence by

analogous formation amari, amarier:'-'^^
' ^ '*«ns^^>

In Sanskrit the most common type of infinitive is the

accusative of substantives with the suffix -tu {ettim, etc.). To
this corresponds the Latin '

supine in -um
'

used as an

infinitive after verbs of motion. It is to be noticed that in

practice the vowel gradation of the supine is identical with

that of the past participle, but originally the 'supine' was\

formed with a strong, the participle with a weak stem (supine
*

ei-iu-m, part, i-iii-ni).
The two forms have reacted on one

another.

•

1. Present Participle. The ending was originally -on/-, The

-en/-, -nt-, -nt- in the various cases, but Latin has preserved
^^^'^^^^P^^-

the 2nd or 3rd ablaut only (reg-ent-es, ama-nt-es), except in

the case of euntis {ei-ont-is), sons {s-otiUs, a present participle

of sum, cf. Greek
oiv),

and one or two Old Latin words. But 1

a trace of the 0-degree is seen in faciundus (for faci-ont-nos)

by the side of the later faciendus, which is formed by the

addition of a second participial suffix -nos (Gk. ay-v6s , Lat.

^^lejiu^ to the stem of the present participle.

2. The Future Participle in -turns is peculiar to Latin, and

is clearly formed from the nomina agentis in -tor {daturus :

da/or) with an unexplained change of and u, also seen in

/ur, Gk. <f)a)p, etc. (p. 36). The desideratives in -urw \

M
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cannot be formed directly from the future participle owing
to the difference of the quantity of the «, and are more

probably parallel formations straight from the noviina

agentis.

3. The Present Participle Passive survives only in the form

ised for the 2nd plur. pass, [lef^imini, Greek Xeyoyxet/oi),
but

\ ftraces of the same termination in various gradations are seen

\^
I

in nominal forms like alt-momum, alt-mentum, alu-mnus.

4. The Past Participle in -tus^ which after dentals becomes

-sus, is universal in Latin. For the alternation of j and /, cf.

P- 73-

Various other terminations, which in Sanskrit are reckoned

as participial, in Latin have become purely adjectival, e.g.

-nd (ple-nus), -tavya (cf. mortuus), etc.

SQC



PART III.

SYNTAX.

CHAPTER X.

The Syntactical Systems of Greek and Latin.

Now that we have considered the sounds of which words Syntax and

are composed and the forms which they assume in declen-
I^n^^^^^^-

sions and conjugations, it remains to consider Syntax, or the

combination of words in Sentences. In Inflexional languages

like Greek and Latin the study of the forms of words must

accompany the study of Syntax, for it is only as sentences, or

parts of sentences, that words have a meaning. The form

taken by a Greek or Latin word, e. g. TrdAet, saxt, depends

upon its function in the sentence in which it occurs, and its

relation to other words. In comparing the syntactical systems

of Greek and Latin and their relation to that of the original

language, we shall still have to consider the forms of words, not

etymologically, for the sake of finding out the elements ofwhich

they are composed, but syntactically, for the sake of learning

the function they perform in the sentence.

The division of the sentence into Subject and Predicate T\ieS\mY>\&

dates from the beginnings of Logic. The logical proposi-
^°^^°^^-

tion, dnocjiavTiKos \6yos, the simple affirmative or negative

statement, consists of the Subject
—that of which something is

affirmed or denied, the Predicate—that which is affirmed or

denied of the subject, and the Copula which links the two

M 2
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together. Thus in Man is mortal the term 77ian is the

subject, is the copula, and the term mortal the predicate. It

is from the logical analysis of the sentence that grammarians
obtained the terms Subject and Predicate. In Greek and

Latin the copula and predicate are usually combined in a single

word, e. g. 6 ittttos rpix^i, the horse is running. Consequently
there is no need to distinguish the copula from the predicate,

and the first analysis of the Xo'^os or proposition recognised
Grammar merely the ovo\xa or subject, and the /j^/ua or predicate. Now
an ogic.

j-jj^ygh it may be possible to analyse all sentences which

express a complete meaning into these parts, it is evident

that we employ in every-day speech sentences which do not

conform to the pattern of a simple affirmation or nega-

tion. Besides the simple statement, we utter Wishes^ Prayers^

and Qiiestiojts, all of which are expressed in sentences of

different form, and none of which are recognised in Logic.

Again, when we say Fire I Really I Nonsense I we convey
a meaning perfectly clear to those who hear us, but not

expressed in the form of the logical proposition. For the

purposes of Logic such sentences must be expressed in

logical form
;
for Logic, being concerned with language only

as the instrument of thought, attempts to reduce the varieties

of speech and thought to the fewest possible forms, and treats

all sentences as enuntiatory; while Grammar, on the other

hand, is concerned with the study of language and all its

different forms of expression, as they are, for their own sake.

If we study the grammar of a particular language, we seek to

classify the idioms of that language in reference either to the

whole of its history, or to its usages at a particular time. In

the study of the Comparative Grammar of different languages

we take the forms of expression employed in those languages,

and seek to discover the common element which underlies

their variations.

Incomplete Sentences admit, as a rule, of grammatical analysis into

Sentences,
jj^^ Subject

—that of which we speak or think, and the Predi-
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cate—that which we speak or think about the subject ;
but

some forms of expression fall outside this analysis. To this

class belong interjections and exclamations, and all similar

forms of expression. If a man for instance says Thunder !

or Snow ! we may look on these as predicates, to which the

impression produced on his own ears or eyes is the subject.

The cry of a baby then may be looked on as a predicate,

as well as the incomplete sentences, e.g. Horse, meaning

Thai which I see is a horse, of older children. Such in all

probability was the character of the beginnings of language,

which consisted of the emissions of interjectional sounds,

at first perhaps involuntary and not intended for purposes

of communication, but in course of time becoming limited in

number and definite in character and meaning. Along with

interjections can be ranked vocatives and such idioms as the

use of the interjectional nominatives in Homer, e. g. alhois, ov

ve^eais, etc., which Stand as nominatives outside the rest of the

construction, and are in fact complete sentences in themselves.

In other sentences we can recognise a subject and a predi- Subject and

cate formally expressed. The simplest form of such a sentence
^^ ^^^^^'

will consist of the union of a simple predicate with a simple

subject, e.g. Cicero est consul. The subject and predicate

may, however, consist of many parts, and the relations of these

parts to one another may be different. Still, even the most

complicated sentences admit of this analysis, and all parts of

the sentence can be grouped under either subject or predicate.

Different words are used to express the various relations of

subject and predicate and of their component parts, and are

classified under the divisions of the Parts of Speech i^oyov

fi€prj).

The Parts of Speech may be classified according to their Parts of (

(i) Meaning in themselves; (2) Function in the sentence
; ^jP^^^^^^ l^

(3) Inflexion and Formation. according

I. According to meaning we find that some words denote
*°

persons, things, and abstract notions, and are called Substan- ', 5
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tives. Other words express qualities or attributes belonging to

a subject, and are called Adjectives, e.g. Xeu/cd?. Others denote

relations of qualities or actions, and are called Adverbs, e.g.

TToi), TTore. Others again express states and actions, and are

called Verbs.

Substantives and adjectives are, as we shall see (p. 168),

not always to be distinguished.

2,^Jjinc- 2. According to their function words can be distinguished

into those which of themselves can form a sentence, those

which can serve as members of a sentence, and those which

serve to connect members of a sentence. Among words

which of themselves can constitute a sentence we may rank

Interjections and the forms of the Finite Verb, e.g. rpkx<^i,

clamat, where the stem expresses the predicate and the ending
the subject. This is, however, a property only of inflexional

languages. Among words which can serve as members of a

sentence we have the Substantive, which* serves as subject,

and the Verb, which serves as predicate. Other words

besides Substantives can serve as subject, e.g. in such a

sentence as Slow and steady wins the race. Other words

besides the verb, such as substantives and adjectives, can

serve in the predicate. In Greek the adjective by itself can

serve as predicate, e. g. 6 "m-no^ XfVKo'y {the horse is white),

where the article distinguishes the subject, and no copula is

required. In Latin, owing to the absence of an article, only

past participles are, as a rule, used in this way, e. g. fusi

hostes, except in some proverbial expressions, such as omnia

praeclara rara.

Under the head of words which serve to connect

members of a sentence come Conjunctions and Relative

Adverbs.

3. Form. 3. According to their inflexion and formation words are

distinguished into those that are inflected as Nouns, those

that are inflected as Verbs, and those that are Indeclinable.

Under Nouns will come Substantives, Adjectives which mark
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distinctions of gender and admit of degrees of comparison,

and Pronouns. Under Indeclinable words will come Con-

Junctions, Adverbs, Prepositions, Interjections.

Throughout the different classifications the distinction of Noun and

Noun and Verb as answering in the main to the distinction

between Subject and Predicate is the most important. The

other parts of speech express relations subordinate to the

main distinction between Subject and Predicate. But the

number of words is great, and the number of relations to

be expressed are many and complicated. No division of the

parts of speech can hope to be absolute. Had the gram-
marians come first in order of time, words might have been

parcelled out in neat and definite divisions. But the gram-
marians came late into the field, after men had been using

language to express their different needs according to their

different capacities for countless generations. When lan-

guage was at length reduced to writing, it could become

fixed and independent of those who spoke it. Its usages

could be analysed and classified, and become models for

succeeding writers. The study of grammar apart from logic

began in Europe at Alexandria, where scholars studied the

earlier literature of Greece chiefly for the sake of settling the

text of Homer, and later for the purposes of constructing a

practical grammar to assist in the teaching of the Greek lan-

guage at Rome. Plato had distinguished the ovo\ia and pjy/Aa.

The Stoics recognised apBpa {articuli), and provided an asylum

for other words in the rravbeKTrjs or adverb. Aristotle had

noted inflexion or tttSxtis, which included the inflexions of

the Verb as well as the Noun, and even degrees of com-

parison. The Stoics confined tttSxtis to Nominal declension,

and distinguished the Nominative {op6r], cvOela), Accusative

{alTuiTLKf)),
Genitive [yeviKr]),

and Dative (poriKr)) cases, as well

as Tenses and Moods in the Verb. The Alexandrian gram-

marians distinguished eight parts of speech
—

ovofia {nomen),

prjfxa (verdum), avvBeo-fxoi [conjunctiones), apOpa {articuli)^
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dvTwvvfxlai {pronomina), n€To\ai {j)articipia)^ empprjfiaTa {ad-

verbid), and TrpoBiam {praepositwnes). The inlOfrov {adjec-

tivum) was a division of the ovona. As in the Latin language

there was no article, the Romans kept eight parts of speech

by separating Interjections from Adverbs. We can now take

the different parts of speech in detail.

Noun. Under the noun we include nouns substantive and nouns

adjective, between which two classes there is no general

difference of formation. Substantives may be the names of

individuals, e. g. 'AXe^avdpos, an ovona Kvpiov, nomen proprium^
or Proper name

;
names of classes of individuals or things,

e. g. avdptoTTos, an ovofia Trpoa-rjyopiKov, noiuen appellativum, or

Common name
; or names applicable to a group of indivi-

duals without being applicable to the members of the group,

e. g. opiXia, an ouojxa aOpoLfTTiKov, nof?ien collectivum, or Collec-

tive name. Nouns can also be distinguished into Concrete

and Abstract^ names, that is, of individuals and names of

qualities. Names of qualities and Collective nouns are sub-

stantives. In the case of concrete nouns it is not easy to

distinguish substantives from adjectives ;
for instance, in

avrip TToXiTijs, ^ovs Tavpos, wc have substantives acting as adjec-

tives; in Kam, evils, we have an adjective acting as a

substantive.

In the inflexion of Nouns we have to consider Gender^

Number
J
and Case.

Gender. From a comparison of Indo-European languages we con-

clude that the original language possessed the distinctions of

the Masculine, the Feminine, and the Neuter or indifferent

gender. There are many words for instance whose gender is

the same in Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin. A distinction must

be made between Natural and Grammatical Gender. The

distinctions of sex are distinctions of natural gender, and we

expect to find man masculine and wofjian feminine in any lan-

guage. In the case of names of things in which no distinction
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of sex is obvious, gender fluctuates in different languages.

Englisli, for instance, is strict in confining gender to sexual

differences, except in the case of poetic personifications, e. g.

S/ie walks the waters like a thing of life,
of a ship. But in

Greek, for instance, Kaph'ia is fern., in Latin cor is neuter, and

we need only refer to modern French and German as

notorious instances of fluctuations of gender in the case of

names of things which shew no distinction of sex. Such

genders may be called grammatical. Now, apart from

natural gender we find agreement in grammatical gender

between Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin. For instance, dmsa^

S)fxos, humerus are masc, vak, oyjr, vox are fem.,jyugdm, (vyov

and jugum are neut., among many other instances of agree-

ment. These similarities point to an inheritance of gram-
matical gender from the original language. However, as

the correspondence of Greek, Latin, and Sanskrit genders

is not complete, we have to ask how differences could

arise. In most instances the gender of a noun is deter-

mined by its stem-suffix. Now in the ^-declension, though

the stem-suflix is a mark of the feminine, we alsa find

in Greek and Latin masculines of this declension. Such

masculines were, it seems, originally feminine, but their

meaning has changed, and with their meaning their gender.

For instance, v^avla^ [a youth) might have been originally a

feminine veavia used in the sense of a company ofyouths in

general. Constructed in this sense with a plural verb, it

might get a plural termination and become v€dvLai. If v^dviai

meantyouth collectively, veavm in the singular might naturally

come to mean an individual youth, and after it had thus

become masc. in meaning, it also became masc. in form, and

instead of veavia there arose veavias with the case-ending of

the (9-declension. In the (9-declension, which is almost en-

tirely masculine and neuter, some feminines are found, such

as vTJo-os, 686s, etc. These are masc. in form, and were in all

likelihood originally so in gender. In some instances we
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can trace changes of gender to the influence of analogy.

For instance, bp6(Tos has been assimilated in gender to €p(rT)

from similarity of meaning.

Number. Like Sanskrit and Greek the original Indo-European lan-

guage had three numbers, Singular, Dual, and Plural. Of

these Latin has lost the dual except in isolated words, such

as ambo. In all these languages there are sometimes differ-

ences as regards number between the form and meaning of a

word. For instance, the singular is sometimes used in a

collective sense with common names, e. g. 6 rroXefxios, hostis,

the enemy ; eques, cavalry. The singular is also used where a

single member is taken as typical of a class, e.g. 6 Aaxcoi/,

Romanus, and in abstract sentences such as Man is mortal.

The plural number is sometimes used collectively, and

regarded as a unity, and not as a number of distinct things,

as for instance when in English we say Another ten shillings,

or in Latin mm castra. A bow, for instance, may be looked

on as a whole consisting of parts, e. g. ro^a in Homer, and

similarly donfiara [house), peyapa, apuara, etc. In the same

way we find the plural used of a class of natural objects,

e. g. Kiifiara, aarpa, pecdpa, and of parts of the body, e. g. vS)Ta,

(TTTjdea, 7rp6(T<o7ra.

Dual. The Dual number is only found in Latin in isolated words

such as ambo, duo, but in Sanskrit it is extensively employed,

though in Greek it has become obsolete except in Homer

and the Attic dialect. The Indo-European usage then must

be determined from a comparison of Greek and Sanskrit. In

these languages we find the dual used of things which go

naturally in pairs, e. g. ofrtn, the eyes, TrdSe, thefeet, inno), a pair

of horses', while, where two things only come together for a

special time or circumstance, the dual is more rare. In

Greek it must be admitted that the plural also is used of

things which go in pairs, as for instance eV x^po"*" ^Or]K^v and

o<\)6aKp.oi(nv opav. Either the plural has been extended at the
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cost of the dual, or else, where the plural is used, the notion

of 5o^k or a pair is not emphasised. As compared with

Sanskrit, it may be said that in Greek the plural can always

take the place of the dual.

Apart from the use of the dual of a noun by itself to

signify a pair of things, we have fiuo to signify two things or

persons. Thus iTTTrw would mean 2i pair of horses in a">> \^
chariot, hvo inna) would mean /wo horses from a herd. So in

Homer we have 81x0 3rjpe, \iovTe dvo), etc. Here again in

Greek the plural can be used, and it is not possible to say

whether this is a feature inherited from the original language

or not.

We now come to the Cases (Trrwo-eis) of the noun, in which Cases,

the different relations of the stem or main meaning of the

noun to other parts of the sentence are expressed by

the addition of certain suffixes called case-endings. With

the Stoics the Nominative case was the 6p6r) or evdda Trrwo-ts,

while the rest were nXayiai, oblique, and deviations from

the nominative. We now regard all cases, including the

nominative or naming case, as inflexions of the stem,

which provides the uninflected and unrelated meaning of

the noun. The cases found in Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin

have already been enumerated, p. 103. The only limit to

the number of cases in any language is the number of rela-S

tions which those who employ the language express by
different cases. As the relations in which nouns can stand

to other parts of a sentence are very numerous, there can be

a great number of cases. But in Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin,

and consequently in Indo-European, these numerous relations

are grouped under a limited number of cases. For instance,

Greek and Latin once had eight cases, but some of these have

become obsolete. The Instrumental became obsolete, and its

uses were absorbed by the Ablative in Latin and the Dative

in Greek. Again, the Ablative disappeared in Greek, and its
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uses were transferred to the Genitive. Lastly, the Locative was

replaced by the Dative, which in Greek had already swallowed

the Instrumental. We thus see that it is a matter of history

to determine the uses which went with each case in different

languages.

Lqcal Is it possible to discover a single principle underlying the

^^^^' various uses of each case? It has been supposed that the

cases denoted in the first instance relations of space, and were

afterwards gradually extended to the expression of more in-

tellectual and abstract relations. Under the head of Unde

(place whence) will come the Nominative, the case of the

subject from which the action starts, and also the Ablative,

which expresses origin and separation, and the Greek Genitive

so far as it expresses ablatival meanings. Of the other uses

the Accusative is the case of the object and will come under

Quo (place whither), but this does not explain all the cases of

the Accusative in Greek or Latin. Nor again can all the

uses of the Dative be explained by referring them to Ubi

(place ivhere), or the chief uses of the Genitive by referring

them to Unde. The Local theory of the cases, as it has been

called, is then insufficient to explain all the different cases.

Local and We may broadly distinguish cases into Local and Gram-

ca^l^Ss
^"

^^^^'^^^- What is meant by local we have already defined.

Gram.matical cases express relations which belong to

the syntax of the sentence. If we go back to the period

when eight cases existed in Latin and Greek as in

Sanskrit, the classification is clearer. The Ablative and

Locative are alone in origin local cases ; the Nom., Ace,

Gen., Dat., and Instrumental are grammatical. Of these

last the Genitive is in some of its usages at any rate

adnominal, further defining the meaning of a noun, while the

other four may be classed together as adverbial, all serving in

some way or other to limit and modify the action of the verb.

Some cases, as we find them in Greek and Latin, may be

called mixed and have absorbed the uses of other cases as
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well as their own. The Dative in Greek in so far as it has

absorbed the Locative is local, but in its other uses it is aJ

grammatical case. The Genitive again is in Greek a mixea

case, because in so far as it is Ablatival it expresses localX

relations, while in its other uses it is grammatical. In Latin /

the Ablative is mixed, for it is local in so far as it expresses/

place, and grammatical in so far as it expresses the instrument
|,

or manner of the verbal action.

The following table represents roughly the extent to which

the eight cases of the original language have become fused in

the derived languages :
—

Latin. Indo-European. Greek. ,, ,' y
Nom. Nominative Nom. ^C /v
Voc. Vocative Voc. jK^ \
Ace. Accusative Ace.

'

\
'

Dat. Dative \
—

'--*^„ r 1
"J

Instrumental \ Dat.) /

Abl. \ Locative

Ablaftve

Oen. Genitive )
^ ^ ,^,,:.i«vt

It must be understood that we are here using the names of the cases

as they are ordinarily employed in the grammars, without raising the

question as to whether e. g. the abl. sing, in -e of the 3rd decl. in Latin

is not in origin an instrumental.

How did this fusion of the cases come about ? The
answer may be sought in two different directions—

I. Looking to the/brms of the cases, we may notice such

facts as the following. The Sanskrit possesses a distinct

form for the abl. sing, only in the 0-declension
; everywhere

else it uses one form for the gen. and abl., thus coinciding

with Greek. The existence in Latin, on the other hand, of

ablatives of the 3rd decl. like man'd, may partly account for

the non-absorption of that case in Latin. Throughout
Sanskrit there is but one form for the dat. and abl. plural,

and the same is true of Latin. In the dual even Sanskrit

only possesses three forms, a nom. voc. ace, an instr. dat.

abl, and a gen. loc.
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Lastly, by the laws of Latin phonetics a final -a and a

final -I both necessarily become -e, and accordingly the in-

strumental and the locative in consonantal stems of the 3rd

declension are indistinguishable.

A coalition of the cases in some sort therefore is partly

inherited from the primitive language and partly inevitable

. J^owing to the phonetic laws of the individual language ;
and a

\ { coalition beginning in the plural would extend to the singular

and vice versa. Every language, however, and to some

-extent every declension has gone its own way in this matter.

\
The dat. abl. plur. is lost in Greek but preserved in Latin.

\The instrumental plural is lost in Latin except in the O- and

L4 -declensions, in which however for the most part the dat.

kbl. is not found.

2. Looking to the usages of the cases we may notice that

in certain contexts their meaning is so similar that it is in-

. different which is employed. Thus it is of small importance
whether we speak of carrying a box on the shoulder

or with the shoulder, but one of the two phrases would

eventually predominate over the other, and so it comes to

pass that in Greek the dative, which in the consonantal decl.

is formally a locative, and in Latin the ablative, which is

everywhere, after the loss of the final -d, indistinguishable

from the instrumental, are exclusively used to convey this

meaning.

Case forms which have become detached from their de-

clensions, such as x^y^^'h ^-nd shew^ no other cases from the

same stem, are called Adverbs. Prepositions are words which

have been called into existence to supply deficiencies in the

cases and help them to express relations which they either

cannot or do not clearly express. We can now take the

cases separately.

Vocative. The Vocative is, as we have said, not properly a case

at all. It stands by itself apart from the construction of
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any sentence beside which it is used. It is in fact itself a

complete sentence, as for instance in "Hc^mare, (to\ he, etc.,

where the particle joins on one sentence to another without

regard to the vocative. It has no proper case-sign but con-

sists of the pure stem, e.g. linve, irdrep, etc. The nominative

can always be used in its place, and in the plural it always

is so used and there is no form peculiar to the Vocative.

The Nominative (opofiaaTiKr))
is the case of the subject ofNomina-

the sentence. As in fully inflexional languages like Latin

and Greek the subject is expressed by the person-ending of

the finite verb, e. g. hibco-ai, it is not necessary for the subject
•

to be expressed by a separate noun. Rather does the noun

qualify the subject already given by the person-ending of the

verb, e. g. ^aaiXevs dlda-ori, he, the king gives. In impersonal

verbs the subject given by the ending is vague and indefinite,

e.g. tonat, zV(what?) thunders. Sometimes this vague subject

is expressed by a plural, e. g. in Homer, laa eo-a-erai, things

will be even. The nominative can serve in the predicate, in U
agreement with the subject of the sentence and defining its|_,^

meaning, e.g. evhov nawvxioi, they slept all night long, in which
f.

use it is called a secondary predicate. It can serve as pre-_^».

dicate to an impersonal verb in such sentences as o-oi 87

KaTT]cf)€ir] Koi op€l8os 'icrcnrai.

Here also again we must note the Interjectional Nominative

(p. 165), e.g. drjfjLo^opos ^auCkevs, folk-devouring king I vrjmosy

fool 1 etc., where the nominative is a complete exclamatory

sentence, and must be looked on as a predicate with a

subject unexpressed, or expressed in speech by a gesture.

The Accusative is ^x). Adverbial case. The Greek name Accusative,

was aiTiaTiKT], of which the Latin translation was Accusativus.

The meaning of the Greek name depends on whether it is

active, i.e. the case of accusation, which only refers to its use

with a small class of verbs, or the case of causing, Causativus
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as it is called in Priscian, or secondly passive, i.e. the case of

TO aiTiarov, the effecf,
for which the Latin is effectivus. The

relation in which the accusative stands to the verb with which

it is constructed depends upon the meaning of the verb.

,The main distinction to be drawn is between the accusatives

jof the External 2.ndi Internal object. In the one the action

of the verb is directed to something outside of, and distinct

from the meaning of the verb; in the other the accusative

I repeats more or less completely the meaning of the verb.

' For instance in cXkos o /xt ovra(T€ the ace. eX^oy repeats the

meaning containy^d in ovraae and may be called internal,
• while fie is altogether distinct from and outside the meaning
of the verb and may be called external.

External. The ordinary use of the External Accusative, as the case

of the object with transitive verbs, requires no illustration.

The number of such accusatives is very great, and they can

only be classified according to the different sorts of verbs

with which they are constructed. In Sanskrit and Latin

these accusatives are sometimes used with nouns with a

verbal meaning, e.g. nomtna agen/is, in such instances as

justa orator (Plautus). Of similar origin is the construction of

the accusative after the forms of the infinitive (p. 146), after

participles and in Latin after gerunds, supines and verbal ad-

jectives in -bu7idus, all of which are nominal in origin, though

they have become absorbed into the verbal conjugation.

Other uses of the external accusative, which may be reckoned

as Indo-European, are the accusat. of the terminus ad quern

or object to which motion is directed, e.g. epx^irdov KKia-irjv

(Homer); Lavinaque venit litora (Virg.). We need not suppose

that this use is anything more than a special instance of the

ordinary use of the accusat. serving to complete the meaning

y of a verb of motion towards a place by indicating the goal,

{' just as with verbs of x^oiioxi from, e.g. (f)€vyo3, /ugio, it indi-

l cates the point of departure. External too is the Accusativus

de quo, of the person, that is, about whom anything is said or
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thought, e.g. fjbee yap ddeXipeou is enovelTO (Homer) ; Qtad

censes hunc ipsum S. Roscium quo studio esse, etc. (Cicero).

The accusative of the Internal Odj'ect Tepe3.ts the meaning Internal,

of the verb in a greater or less degree and may be described

as adverbial. Sometimes, for instance, the accusative limits

the meaning of the verb to the part affected, e.g. dKyel rfju

K€(pakr)v, Tremit artus, the so-called accusative of Respect.

From parts of the body this use of the accusative is extended

to other conditions, e.g. (v elx^v ras yjrvxds. It is also found

with nouns as well as verbs, e.g. ^ofiv dyados, hirsuta capillos.

First of all it was used with the verb, e.g. toiKa^ then with
the"^

verbal noun, e.g. eoiKas, and then with the adjective of cognate

meaning, e. g. 'la-os. In Latin this accusative is explained as

a Graecism, but wrongly, for the usage is inherited from the

original language. In Sanskrit it is rare but occurs with

ndma, as in Greek with ovofia. It is not hard to see how this

accusative, though original, fell into comparative disuse in

Latin and Sanskrit, for other cases took its place. Thus even

in Greek we find evpvrepos a>p,oiaiu, where the dative takes the

place of the ace, while in Sanskrit the instrumental is pre-

ferred and in Latin the ablative.

The so-called Cognate Accusative must like the Accusative

of Respect be regarded as an' adverbial use of the case in a

defining and qualifying sense. Such phrases as ludum tudere,

Trokefxov nokefiiCeiv are to be explained in the same way as rjbv

yekdv, perfidum ridens, viz. the accusative qualifies the verb as

an adverb. In such a phrase as dXkrjKTop TroXefxlCdv (to war / \

unceasingly) we need not suppose an ellipse of noXefxov, for the /

use of TToXe/xoi/ needs just as much explanation as that of:.'

aWrjKTov and must be explained in the same way. In both
)

/

Greek and Latin there are many neuter adjectives and
pro-j

nouns used as adverbial accusatives, e.g. a-fxiKpov n, ovdevA

dp.(})6T€povy quantum, parum, id aetatis, and many more. As
/

adverbial accusatives must also be ranked the accusatives of

space and time, which need not be illustrated. Adverbial

N
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again is the use of the accusative in apposition to the rest of

the sentence, e. g. x^P^"? -n-pocjiaa-iu, vi'cem, or in such a sentence

as Pars ingenti subiere/eretro, triste ministerium (Virg.).

Double Verbs which are constructed with a double accusative

i^^^^^ /
have one of the external, one of the internal object. The

i internal goes closely with the verb, e.g. KOKa-peCet
and forms a

^ new verbal notion with which an external accusative is con-

structed, e.g. Kam-peCei Tiva. In Latin this construction is

rare except with a neuter pronoun as the internal accusative.

Such phrases as rogare populum consulem are evidently early

extensions of the construction which survive only as technical

\ idioms.

\ The construction of the accusative after the past partic.Jn

I Latin, confined mostly to the poets, falls under two heads :

I (i) where the partic. is plainly middle the case is the ordinary

I external ace, e.g. unum exserta latus, (2) where the partic. is

passive, the accusative is internal and adverbial, e. g. per pedes

trajectus lora.

As with the Accusative the starting-point was the construc-

"tion wulTvefBvso wit^ the starting-point is t!ie

construction with nouns. As the ace. was primarily adverbial,

so the genitive is adnominal. The Greek name of the case

was -yiviKx] of which the Latin rendering was Genetivus^ but

this would rather point to a Greek ycpvTjTiKrj, or case of origin.

The yeviKT) Trraxrii was the case of the yevos, e.g. in Tov ((oov TO

fiev OprjTov K.T.X. the genitive represents the yevos or larger class

of animals, while the noun to which it is attached represents

the species, or smaller class mortal. The connexion of the

genitive with the noun with which it goes is close, but the

nature of the connexion can only be determined by the

meaning of the sentence. The relation for instance may be

that ofpossessor to possessed, causeJ.oeJffect^part\.o whole
^ etc.,

and in different languages there are differences oTiHiom. We
will now consider what uses of the true genitive may be
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classed as original. Of genitives with nouns we find in

Greek, Latin and Sanskrit the genitive expressing : {i)son of,

e. g. 2coKpdTr)s 6 I,(o(f>povlaKov. In Latin this usage is only found

with foreign names. We may however compare Flaccus

Claudi{¥. the slave of Claudius) ; [2) possession, e.g. 17
oiKla tov

irarpos : (3) the material of which a thing consists, e.g. of/iot

Kvdvoio, but it is doubtful if this is a Sanskrit use
; (4) a parti- \

tive sense, e.g. aliquid te??iporis, bla dedoyv, (5) subject or/

object, o (f)6j3os twv TroXefiLOiv, the fear which the enemy feel, or

the fear felt of the enemy ; (6) besides these are the genitives

with adverbs of place and time, nov yrjs ;
ubi gentium ? rpU

rrjs ^nepas, etc.

The genitive is also used with verbs both in Greek and

Sanskrit and to some extent in Latin. This use of the

genitive must be compared with that of the accusative. The

genitive is less completely than the external accusative the

object of the verbal action, and hence its use with verbs has

been described as Quasi-Partitive, for the action of the verb

is qualified. Amongst the verbs which are constructed with a

genitive which answers to an accusative of the external object

are Verbs : (i) of sharing and giving, e.g. idldov rStv iavrov,

(2) of eating, drinking, tasting, etc., e.g. Xcorolo <j)ayd)v, (3) of V

hearing, perceiving, knowing, etc., e.g. dbora xdpfirjs, and verbs w^
of remembering 2J^d.forgetting; (4) of ruling, e.g. t^s BaXdao-rjs \
€KpdTT](Tev, regnavit populorum ; (5) of wrath, complaint, and

condemnation, etc., Ki^kXcottos ice;^oX(UTai, Kpivopai Bdvarov, capitis

damnare, as well as verbs of desiring, aiming at, etc. In

Sanskrit, verbs of taking delight in, hating, etc., are constructed

with a genitive. All the above sets of verbs may be regarded

as having constructions inherited from the original language,

though each use is not equally common in Sanskrit, Greek

and Latin, Greek being freest in its use of the genitive with

verbs.

A use of the genitive which may be reckoned as primitive, Predica-

though more common in Latin than Greek, is the predica-
^^^^'

N 2
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live genitive, e. g. at/xaro's ets ar^iaOoio
^^(^f^

^i Ĵ lflM^y^^^^^
where

the genitive serves as tne ])i^e3icate of the sentence, "^^his is

plainly a development of its use with nouns.

Local cind The genitive is used in Greek in a local and temporal
lemporal.

ggj^g^^ expressing not like the ace. the extent of an action,

but the limits within which it takes place. Thus 6hiv ncdioio

means ^^^tO'^ifun within the limits of the plain/' while nXelv

OaKaaaav is
"
to sail over the sea." The genitive in the local

sense is not certainly original. The temporal genitive on

the other hand seems to have been original, and occurs both

in Greek and Sanskrit, e.g. Bepovs, x^'M*^^"?, wktos. In

Latin the ablative is used, e. g, quadriduo quo haec gesta sunt

(Cic). From this use possibly came the genitive absolute in

Greek, e. g. T]i\[ov di/ioWos, within the time of the suns rising.

In Sanskrit the locative, in Latin the ablative are the cases

used absolutely, to express the time or circumstances in

which the verbal action takes place, without having regular

construction with the verb.

Ablatival. The Genitive is used in Greek as the case expressing

separation and origin, which are the meanings belonging to

the original Ablative case. In Latin the ablative has the

meaning of an instrumental and locative case as well as the

meaning of the ablative proper. What formal traces there

are of an ablative case in Greek have been given, p. 104. We
find the ablatival genitive in Greek with verbs of leaving

freeing, hindering, and the like, e. g. co-xovto naxrjs, ^aOpcop

XaradOe. and also with such adjectives as k^vo^ empty of yn/oa^.

hare of In some cases it is not easy to say whether the case

has the meaning of the ablative or the true genitive. With

verbs of hearing, for instance, the genitive may express the

source /Tj^^^hich we hear, or the person in or ^whom we

hear something. Again the genitive expressing the material

of which a thing is made, with such verbs as revx(>i, ttoiw,

may be that from which a thing is made, or partitively

that with some of which something is made. The Latin
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usage, e. g. perenni fronde coronam, points to an ablatival

origin. ^^
Ablatival is the use of the genitive with comparatives and ^

superlatives, where the case expresses the starting-point of ,

comparison. Of a like nature axa^lhe. genitives which are /
constructed with verbs expressing excellence, wanting, etc., f

e. g. 'SetTTOfiai, deonai. To the same class belongs the genitive \

of price, the meaning of which is ablatival, e. g. eXva-ev \

diroivav, released in return for. This genitive might however
'^

go as the true genitive with a noun, e. g. nvx^a UaTov ^owp, /

arms of or ivorth one hundred oxen, and similarly in Latin

magni, tanti, quanti, etc.

The Ablative survives as a distinct case in Sanskrit and Ablative.

Latin, and roughly speaking corresponds to the uses of the

ablatival genitive in Greek, that is to say it is the case of

separadon and origin.

The other usages of the Latin ablative are due to its

absorption of the instrumental and in part of the locative

cases. The instrumental had two meanings, corresponding

to the two uses of the English with. It denoted either the

means or the accompaniment of the action, whether persons

or circumstances. The latter meaning is usually made clear

by a preposition, but survives in Latin in isolated expres-

sions mostly belonging to military language, e. g. omnibus

copiis proficiscitur. The ablative of the road by which is, to

judge from Sanskrit, instrumental, and therefore /zif^z'^
venire

must be separated from nedioio 6Uiv.

The transference from the instrumental of acconipanimentin^irw-

to that of meatis arises from instances in which the accom- "^^"^^l-

paniment lis also the means, e.g. vr]va\p ox^'if^Oai, curru vehi.

Here besides the ordinary Latin ablatives oi cause and instru-

ment are to be placed the ablatives of price, like the Greek

dative in TrplaTo KTedrearaiv eolfriu (Hom.), and oi fullness, like

the Greek "EXAj^o-t TrXrjpeLi noXeis (Eur.).
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Locatival. The locative use of the ablative is widely distributed in

Latin. Besides the type Carihagine, Athenis, etc., we have

pendere antmis, tenere se cas/n's, sedere solto, vincere pugna^ and

the ablatives after niti, confidere^ stare (jpromissis), etc. It is

used in a temporal sense in mane, node, etc. (Greek ^iian,

WKTl).

The *
ablative absolute

'

is evidently not a pure ablative,

but rather as the Sanskrit shews, a locative, though no doubt

after the fusion of the locative and instrumental in Latin, it

acquires some of the meaning of the latter case. It corres-

ponds therefore not to the Greek genitive absolute, but to

the dative in such cases as rl fioi j)
veop

rj TrepircAXo/xeVaty

&pais TrdXiv e^avvaeis XP^°^ ) (Soph.)

The The forms of the Dative in Greek, as has been already
Dative.

g^gj^ ^p^ 104), are partly dative, partly locative, partly instru-

mental, and so it is with the functions of the dative. It is

therefore a mixed case. In Latin the instrumental and loca-

tive meaning have passed to the ablative, except where a

locative case, e. g. domt, still remains.

I. True
(i) The true dative expresses the person /o 01for whom

something is done, as for instance with verbs oi giving, shew-

ing, helping, gratifying, etc., in Sanskrit, Latin, and Greek.

This requires no illustration. It also stands with nouns of

meaning similar to these verbs, e.g. ^x^pos, <^iKos, amicus,

etc., and with substantives in b5>pa toIs Beols, etc.

A dative is used in Greek in a predicative sense with elixl,

yiyveaOai, vndpx^i^v, e. g. ^ovXofiepa poi ecrvLV, etc. This dative

in the case of nouns denoting things is in Greek very rare,

though common in Latin, e. g. praesidio esse. In Greek the

infinitive takes its place (p. 146).

Another use of the true Dative is to stand in a looser con-

nexion with the predicative verb and denote the person

interested in or affected by its action. This is the Dativus^

Cg^Mi&di or Incommodi. Thus while dexopal nvos means to

Dative.
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receive from some one, Qefxia-Ti deKvo dewas means to receive

as a favour at the hands of. Under this head may come the

dative of the agent which is used with verbal adjectives, and

with passive participles, e.g. ra froX Trenpayneva, formidatus

Othom, where the act is looked on as a possession or advantage

belonging to the person in the dative. In Latin this dative is

usually found with verbals and past participles only, e. g. nobis

factenda, thingsy^r us to do, nobis facta^ things we have got

done. Under the Dativus Commodi come the Ethic Dative,

e. g. Ti l\io\ Ka\ <TOL
;
and the Dative of Relation, e. g. oppidum

primum venientibus ab Epiro, avveXoun elnelv, etc.

(2) The dative in a locatival sense denotes the place of an 2. Loca-

action, and is commoner in Homer than in later Greek. In
^^^^[^^

Sanskrit there is a special locative case, while in Latin place

where is with few exceptions expressed by the ablative.

Instances in Greek are aWepi valcov of place, and dpinpenea

Tpoieaaiv of persons.

The dative is found after verbs of motion, e. g. nedico nea-e,

it clamor caelo, where it answers the question Quo ? and

shews that quo is not a meaning confined to the accusative

alone.

(3) The instrumental use of the dative, like the Latin 3. Ingtru-

ablative, expresses the accompaniments or the means of an
^^^^.^

action. Thus in the sense of the accompaniments of an

action, whether persons or things, we have the dative used with

tTTo/Ltai, opiXeco, and such nouns as koivos, aKoXovOos. To this sense

belongs the idiomatic use of the dative with avros, e. g. avroU

av8pdaip {men and all), the addition of the pronoun marking
that the dative is to be taken in this sense. Of datives^

which express the attendant circumstances of an action w^
may instance ^m, 0-17^7, xpoi'M. Sometimes it is used in a way7
which resembles the use of an adverbial accusative, e.g.

cuScii; vTrfO), </)o/3a) Seio-ay.

From the sense of accompaniment the instrumental dative

passes to the sense of means, in such instances as hovp\i^
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TVTTcUj and in its use with the passive also expresses the

agent, e. g. UrjXetavi Bafieis, a use confined to the perf. pass, in

classical Greek.

Cases in The Case forms with -cpi are used in the sense of the
'^'*

Instrumental, Locative, and Ablative cases, and very rarely

in the sense of the true Geititive and Dative. These forms

have been mentioned, p. 108. Of the instrumental sense ^177(^1

is an instance, of the ablatival vav(f)iv d(f)opfxr}6eUv, of the loca-

tival, which is more rare, opeacpiv. These forms are to be

found in Homer and his imitators, but even in Homer they

occur in archaic phrases.

Adjectives. Of adjectives we have already spoken. No sharp line of

division can be drawn between substantives and adjectives.

Thus an adjective can be used as a substantive, e. g. 17 Se^ta,

the right hand, and substantives can be used as adjectives, e. g.

ai/^p aTpaTT}y6s. In declension, apart from differences of stem-

suffixes, adjectives are distinguished by marking the gender.

Sometimes they are of three, sometimes only of two gen-

ders, and sometimes Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin agree in

this respect, e.g. fvy€vr]s, degener. Many Greek adjec-

tives in -oj have no special form for the feminine, the

explanation apparently being that they were originally sub-

stantives, which on becoming adjectives have marked the

neuter by a separate ending, but have not added a special

ending for the feminine, e. g. ^fj^epos, eKr/Xor, rjavxos.

The Verb. The Verb has been already distinguished into its various

parts (p. 120). We may assume that the original Indo-Euro-

pean verb had four tense-stems. Present, Perfect, Aoflstw^nd

Future, and four moods. Indicative, Subjunctive, Optative,

Imperative. The person-endings were nine, three for each

number.

'fhe There were originally two Voices, Active and JMiddle .

Voices.
distinguished by differences of inflexion; and this distinc-
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tion remains in Sanskrit and Greek. In Latin the pas-

sive in -r is comparatively rarely used in a middle sense ;

but a large number of the deponents formed with the same

suffix are undoubtedly middle in origin {iitor, vescor, potior,

etc.).
— ~" "

Not all verbs in Greek and Sanskrit appear in both voices,

(i) Some roots appear only or mainly in the active, e.g.

Vas dfii, VdJiu (fyvco, Vgd ^alvco. (2) Others appear only in

the middle, e. g. Vds ^fxai, Vfi Kelfiai. (3) Others again, of

which there are many in Sanskrit, have both an active

and a middle voice, e. g. tlOtjiii, tpepo), etc. In some verbs,

e, g. Oeo), Oeva-ofiai, the active is appropriate to one tense-stem,

the middle to another.

Active verbs are either (i) Transiiive, i.e. they require, The Active

to complete the sense, the addition of an object, a noun other

than the subject, upon which the subject is represented as

acting ;
or (2) Intraiisitive, when they do not require an object,

e. g. rp^x'^, I run. Sometimes an active verb can have both

transitive and intransitive meanings, e.g. eXavj/w with an

object is transitive and means drive, while without an object

it is intransitive and means march
;
and so in Latin with

ruo. We might then, instead of distinguishing transitive

and intransitive verbs, speak only of the transitive and in-

transitive uses of verbs, though from the meaning of their

roots some verbs are naturally transitive and others intransi-

tive, and were so in the original language.

In the case of IXavvta it would seem that the object is suppressed
rather than tliat the verb is, strictly speaking, ever intransitive. The
Latin duco is used in the same w^ay, and both usages seem to belong to

the language of the camp, and thence have passed into the language of

writers who dealt with military matters.

In the Middle Voice the subject is represented as The
Midc
Voice.acting for himself or up07i himself We can distinguish
Mi"^ai^

the following uses as common to Sanskrit, Greek, and, in

some degree, to Latin, (i) The reflexive sense, where the
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Middle.

*

,*36bject is the direct object of the action of the verb, e. g.

\ovofjLai, lavor, I wash myself^ a sense which is rare. (2)

Where the subject is less directly the object of the verbal

action, e. g. fieTanefiTrofiai I send (for some one) to come to me,

purgor btlem, I get rid of my bile. (3) The intransitive

use, where the reflexive meaning is faint, e. g. epxofiai, I

come, olo\iaL, I think, morior, I die. (4) The reciprocal use,

e. g. d^ci^ofxevos taking his turn, which has no representative

in Latin. (5) The passive use, e. g. <^iXcirai, amatur, he is

loved.

Distinction No distinction can be made between active and middle on

and
^^^^^

^^^ ground that the active forms are transitive, the middle in-

transitive. Many active verbs are intransitive, and many
middle verbs transitive, e. g. povXofxai tovto, admiror te. Many
verbs again have some tenses active and others middle in

form without any difference of meaning, e. g. dXia-KOfiai, eaXwfca,

audeo, ausus sum, or the numerous verbs in Greek with an

active present and middle future, e. g. aSa> acromial, (^euyw </)€u-

^o\xai, etc., while in the poets we sometimes find active or

middle forms used indifferently without change of meaning,
e. g. tSeli/, IhiaBai in Homer. In Sanskrit as well as in Greek

and Latin the different tense-stems of the same verb are at

times of different voices, and all this goes to shew that the

line of distinction between the active and middle voices is not

always clearly defined.

The Passive sense was originally one of the uses of the

middle voice. In Sanskrit a special form of present stem,

consisting of the root and suffix -yd, is used in a passive

sense with middle inflexions. Thus from ^/han, smite, comes

the passive present han-yd-te, he is smitten. In other tenses,

e. g. aorist and perfect, the ordinary middle forms can be used

in a passive sense.

In Greek the so-called passive voice consists in great part

of tenses of the middle. The present, imperfect, perfect, and

sometimes the future middle are used in a passive sense, e. g.

The
Passive

Voice.
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abiKr](Toiiai, I shall be wronged. We have already discussed

the origin of the passive aorists in -y\v and -Br\v (p. 131). The
| _ fr

person endings of these aorists are^ctive in form, and the \\
'

passive sense has grown out of the intransitive meaning of

the stems. Thus in Homer many of the aorists in -r\v are >

intransitive in meaning, e. g. t'xap'?, he rejoiced, pvrjvm to flow.

If the cause of the action is to be expressed, this is done by
the addition of an instrumental case, e. g. YLrps.daivi dafieU^ he

collapsed al the hands of the son of Peleus, where tlie dative)

expresses the circumstance which attended and caused the

action. This easily passes into the passive subdued by the son

of Peleus. How closely the intransitive and passive meanings \

are related we can illustrate by comparing e/coVT/ vu avrov *

with aiToBaveiv vn avrov, where the aorist, active in form, is used
|

as the passive of anoKTdvoi, and similarly in Latin poetry we f

have such phrases as ab hoste cadere. As further instances |

of verbs active in form and intransitive in meaning used in a
|

passive _sense, 'we may" qiiote tKmnTa>, <^evy<o, pereo, veneo. I

Special instances of verbs middle in form habitually used in
;

a passive sense are Keladai as passive of riStjixi and ylyvea-Oai as

passive of ttoiw.

In Latin as in Greek the passive was developed from the The

middle voice, but in Latin the passive has supplanted the ^ tr^^
^"

middle, and passive forms in a middle sense are comparatively

rare and mostly poetic, e.g.mdm'tur cornua, he puts on horns.

Deponent verbs have in Latin a passive form but Deponents,

middle or active meaning, and are to be found at all

periods of the language. In the early Latin there existed

in many cases active forms with the same meaning, e.g.

imito beside imitor : in other cases there are traces of active

forms with a transitive meaning, corresponding to the later

deponents with a middle meaning. Thus compotire, to make

master of answers to the middle potior. Even in classical

Latin the past participles of deponents are sometimes used

in a passive sense, and the gerundives universally. The fact
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that deponents have present and future participles of an

active formation must be due to the existence of an earlier

active form. We see then that in the Latin deponents the

passive and the middle have been combined while the corres-

ponding active voice has gone.

The As the Infinitive was in its origin an oblique case of a

noun (p. 146), it does not properly admit of distinctions of

voice. In Sanskrit it has no such distinctions, while in

Latin there is a special form in the passive only for the

present stem. In Greek fresh infinitives have been formed

from the different tense-stems in both active and middle, and

so instead of a single infinitive form, e. g. bovvai,forgiving, we
have hcoaciv, dldoaOai, ^eboadai, 8o6^vai, etc. Still, in such an

» lUnstance as Qefiio-TOKXrjs a^ios r)v Bavfido-ai (Thuc), 7vas worthy

||/"^r admiring, the infinitive has its original abstract nominal

l^force.

Tenses. The different tense-stems denote the time of an action.

In some sentences the time is absolute and has no reference to

any definite point of time, as in such an instance as A centaur

is a fiction of the poets, which applies to past, present, and

future alike. Further, an event may be present, past or future

with reference to die time of speaking, viz. is happening, has

happened, will happen. Again an event may be present, past

or future with reference to some point in the past; viz. was

happening, had happened, was to happen, or to some point in

the future, viz. will be happening, will have happened, will be

Relative U;^6»z>/^ to happen. Where the time denoted by the verb is not
ime.

!;|
relative to the time of speaking, it is relative to the time of

>|some
other verb in the sentence. For instance in eefxiaroKlrjs

^rJKfi the time of fJKei is relative to the moment of speaking, but

I in iXeyev on Gf/iioTOAfX^y ^k€i it is relative to the time of fXeyev,

an event in the past. In Sanskrit, Greek and Latin we have

different tenses to express present, past and future in re-
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lation to the moment of speaking, but not to express all

the relations of present, past, and future to the time

of other verbs in the sentence. For instance the imper-

fect denotes an event contemporaneous with something in the

past, the pluperfect an event prior to a point in the past, the

future perfect an event prior to a point in the future, but

other relations of time have to be expressed by periphrases

or gathered from the context.

Besides the time of an event the tense-stems signify a Kinds of

difference in the character of the action. As in Greek and "^^^^°"'

Sanskrit the augment is the sign of past time, differences of

time are appropriate to the Indicative alone, and in the other

moods a difference of tense-stem has another significance than

difference of time. Thus the present denotes an action now

going on, the perfect an action which is completed, and the

aorist 2j^mornentar^ action, and these are distinctions which

can be expressed by these tense-stems in whatever mood they

appear. Not all verbal roots admit of the formation of all

the different tense-stems. Some have only one, e.g. pres.

opao) but aor. dhov, pres. ^eco but aor. %hpa\xov, ^v&z./erio, aor.

percusst, and this is true of Sanskrit as well as Greek and

Latin. We can now take the different tense-stems in detail.

The present has no distinguishing mark of time like the Present,

augment of the past tenses or the sufRx of the future, and is

therefore nearest to a timeless tense, as in such a sentence as

Man is mortal. It can also denote an action as going
on at the time of spea,king, e.g. ypdcfico, I am writing.

Besides this, which is its proper meaning, the present can

be used of past events in the idiom of the Historic pre-

sent, which is common in Latin and Greek (though not in

Homer
^).

It can also be used of future time in prophecies.

In the use of the historic present the speaker transports him-

'^ In the Homeric irapos ye pXv ov n Qan'i^ns the pres. is used of past

time, but the adverb vapo^ serves as a sort of augment.
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Different

Present

Stems.

self into the past and dramatically represents the past as

present ;
in the use of the present as future the coming event

is represented as already happening, e. g. aTroXXv/Ltat, pereo, I
shall perish. Sometimes the present is used in the sense of

the perfect, e. g. ^<a), / am come^ o'ixoixai, I am gone^ or with an

adverbial addition, Kdvov Ixvevo) ndXai, jamdudum loquor.

As there are many ways of forming the present stem, it

becomes a question whether all these different formations

originally had the same meaning. Thus in Sanskrit from

^bhr^ bear, we have the presents bhartt, bharatt, bibharti,

which seems a needless luxuriance. It may be that originally

different present stems denoted different kinds of action, and

that one present stem meant to be going continuously, while

another meant to go of a single act, as in the / go, Sir, but

went not of the Gospels. Although as a matter of fact in the

case of some present stems, e.g. fj^da-Ko), puerasco, I grow

young, there is a special meaning connected with the form of

the stem, yet in the case of others we find no difference of

Imperfect. From the present stem is formed the imperfect, which

represents an action as going on in past time. In Sanskrit

it is the tense of narration, but in Greek its place as a tense

of narration is often taken by the aorist.

Aorist. As with the present, so with the aorist there are different

tense-stems. Thus in the active we have the root-aorists

and the sigmatic aorists, but there is no general difference of

meaning to be discerned, even supposing that originally the

different formations had a different meaning.

\ The aorist denotes the simple occurrence of an event in

|the past without specifying how near or how distant it is in

1^
reference to the time of speaking, e.g.

6 Kvpoy fVfXfi^r>;o-gt/. In

Latin the aorist and perfect have combined in a single tense.

tin Greek the aorist has become the tense of the narration of

Jast events, a province which in Sanskrit belongs to the im-
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perfect. Sometimes the two tenses are combined, as for

instance in the common legal formula 'iho^^ rfj ^ovXfj, KeKporrU

eirpvTdveve k.t.X., where the main fact is put in the aorist and

the accompanying minor details in the imperfect. This is

also the normal usage in Latin, the main fact being expressed

by the aorist perfect, the accessory circumstances being put

in the imperfect or pluperfect. The aorist in similes and

proverbs has a timeless use, e. g. cos re Xecav ex'^prj, a usage~aTso

found in ICatiiTpoetryT'^'^hen employed in subordinate sen-

tences the time denoted by the aorist is relative to that of the I

*
. ! f

principal verb , as for instance in irpdnovTo odev avqydyovTo, eo\ \ "--

postquam Caesar pervenit, arma poposcit, we translate the )

subordinate aorists by pluperfects. Such meanings do not \

belong to the aorist itself, but are due to its conjunction with \

the rest of the sentence.

As to the character of the action denoted by the aorist-

stem in all the different moods, it is momentary as opposed

to what is continuous, e.g. edaKpva-e, he hurst into tears, and

denotes the result as opposed to the process, e.g. eireiae,

persuasit, he convinced. When an artist wished to lay stress

on the simple fact that he was the author of a work of art, he

inscribed eTroirjae : when he wished to imply that he had spent /

labour orntTpfoduction, he wrote iiroUL. It is possible that

the different shades of meaninj'denoted by the aorist may
once have belonged to its different stems. The sigmatic >y^

aorist, for instance, may have denoted the moment of entering \

upon an action or condition, e.g. i^aalXeva-e, he began to reign, \

while the thematic aorist may have denoted the result, e.g. /

Treo-fii', tofall. But of this there is no proof.

A use of the aorist which we must regard as inherited

from the original language is its use, especially in Homer and

tragedy, to denote an event which has just taken place, e.g.

iiTr}v€<T epyov Koi irpovoiav, I must approve, ctc, and this use is to

be found in Sanskrit.

The moods of the aorist denote past time only when they \
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occur in subordinate clauses and represent the corresponding

tense of the indicative in a principal sentence. Otherwise

they have no temporal sense but merely denote the character

of the action, for, unlike the indicative, they are without the

augment which in Sanskrit and Greek is the sign of past

time. The use of the optative to express past time in

reported speech is peculiar to Greek, though there is a

more or less corresponding use of the subjunctive in Latin

(p. 2H).

Perfect. The perfect in Sanskrit is used as a tense to (lenote

sustained and energetic action. The sense of completed

action which belongs to the perfect may have been developed

rfrom the sense of sustained energy, e.g. ^e^XrjKe, makes his

hit^ after doing his best. In Sanskrit the perfect appears as

a present of completed action like the Greek Kpareo), I am

victorious, and, like the aorist, it is sometimes used in place of

the imperfect as the tense of narration. In Greek we find

the perfect in Homer used to denote a permanent state, e.g.

tufiope, hasfor his share, or an attitude or temper, e. g. dedeynai,

am in waiting, tokna, hope, and it is rarely used in the

sense of the English perfect with have to denote an action

that is completed, a use which is common in later Greek and

in Latin. In Homer the aorist is used in this sense, e. g.

vvv hk KUKriv drrdrrjv /SovXevo-aro, he has devised. The Homeric

sense of the perfect remains in later Greek in the use of

fi€fiv^a6at, o28a, reOvrjKa, Latin memini, novi; but as a rule the

perfect comes to express completed action. In Latin the fact

that the forms of the aorist and perfect have been confused

has led inevitably to a confusion of meanings, and so the

Latin perfect answers to both the perfect and aorist in Greek.

Periphrases in Greek and Latin, like oipavbs y€yovb)s eari,

pecunias collocatas haheo, are not to be regarded as equivalents

of the perfect, but contain a double predication, e.g. have

been invested, and I have them.
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As the imperfect is an augmented present tense, so the Pluperfect,

pluperfect is an augmented perfect. In Greek the tense is

used more frequently than in Sanskrit and either has an

intensive meaning or, as in Latin, denotes an action fulfilled

in the past, corresponding to the two meanings of the perfect

stem. ^

The future denotes that an action, whether continuous or Future,

momentary, will take place in time to come. It is a question

whether the time of the future refers to the subject expressed

in the person-ending or to the speaker. In the case of the

first person there is of course no doubt, for both speaker and

subject are the same. But in the case of Trpa^et, was the

original meaning he will act at a time future to the stand-

point of the speaker, or it is now his intention to act} Upon
the answer to this question depends the relation in which the

future is to stand to the subjunctive mood. According to

one view the oldest use of the future is its use to denote the

purpose of the subject, a meaning which is best seen in the use

of the future participle, e. g. enedpafie revx^a (rv\r)(Ta)v. In course I

of time the sense of purpose, expectation or fear, called forth
\

by contemplated action, was transferred from the subject to

the speaker, and the future came to express what the speaker

thinks is likely to happen. Another view derives the sense of

purpose which is found in the uses of the future from the I y
temporal sense it has in denoting consequence, while the

sense of purpose will belong more properly to the subjunc-

tive mood. The future then, as having other than temporal

meanings and involving the mental attitude of the subject or

speaker, is almost a mood rather than a tense and must be

considered in close connexion with the subjunctive mood.
(

We may note that Sanskrit has a future subjunctive though

Greek has none.

Differences of Mood signify differences in the mental atti- Moods in

o

A
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indepen- tude (yjrvxiKr] didOeais) of the speaker, and these differences

tences.

"

^^^ expressed by differences of formation. All inquiry into

the meaning of the moods must start with independent sen-

tences. How old some forms of subordinate sentence are,

we cannot say ;
but the simple independent sentence must be

the oldest, and from the combinations of simple sentences

have arisen the complex constructions of later syntax. If we

find in Homer the combination nrj tl peCu in the sense of /

year he will do somethings we must not explain the use of fir;

by saying that fif/So) is omitted, for this is to explain an

earlier idiom by a later usage, and to turn a simple sentence

into a complex one. It is not to be supposed that there

is one meaning for the moods in independent, and another

in dependent sentences. Each mood had its own proper
I sense, but in course of time there grew up different uses of

I
the moods as they were employed in the expression of new

shades of meaning. The indicative, for instance, is the mood
of simple assertion, but in Greek we find it used in con-

ditional sentences, in final sentences and in wishes.

In Greek we shall take our instances mainly from Homer,
for it is there that we find the freest use of the subjunctive and

optative in independent sentences, a use which in later Greek

became more restricted. In Latin there is unfortunately

nothing which corresponds to the syntax of Homer. Our

knowledge of the earlier stages of the language is very small,

nor are we able to follow its later development without inter-

ruption. The interval between Terence and Cicero, which we
know must have been important in the history of the language,

is hardly represented at all in the surviving literature.

{d) Sub- The fundamental meaning of the Subjunctive Mood is to

^W'lf
^^ °^

express the will of the speaker, what he intends for his part

to do.
'***«*«»^'««--<

Affirma- I. With the first pers. sing., e.g. dvao/xai ds 'Au^ao Kai iv

^^^'
v€KV€(rai c}>a€iv(o (Homer), where the sun threatens, that after

i

P^
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setting as he is bound to (fut. indie.) in the course of nature,

he will shine among the dead. This meaning is appropriate

to the first pers. alone. In the first pers. plur. we have the

hortatory use of the mood, e. g. (f>€vycofx€v, let us fly, which is

equivalent to an imperative. In Latin the usage with the

first sing, is unknown, though it is possible that the passage

of some forms of the subjunctive (like regam, audiani) to the

future indie, may be due to this usage. With the first plur. it

is common.

In the 2nd and 3rd pers. the subjunctive still expresses

the will of the speaker, but as addressed to someone else, it

implies that that person is to perform it, i.e. it becomes a

command, e.g. ^ep', h reKVOV, vvv Kol TO TTJs vr)(Tov fidOrjs (Soph.),

or as in an Elean inscription r6
ylrcKfyLaiJLa

dvaTeda eV r6 tapoVf

both of which are quite rare idioms in affirmative sentences

in Greek as compared with Sanskrit and Latin, e.g,/actal^^^
let him do. Latin even by a peculiar idiom extends the usage

to the past tenses of the subjunctive, which then become a \

command with reference to a past event, i.e. according to /

our idiom a statement of what it was desirable should be

done, e.g. imitatus esses ipsum Voconium, you should have

followed the example of V. This is called the Jussive use.

2. With [xf)
in prohibitive sentences, e.g. ^117

a-e kix^lco (Homer), Prohibi-

see that I do not find you, /xj) Id^rri^, do not allow (never with
^^^'

the present in classical Greek) and /aj)
roOro

-ye
i/eiKo? yivrirai

(Homer), / do not wish this to be a quarrel.

The Latin usage does not differ, except that .classical

Latin in prohibitions addressed to a definite person uses the

perfect subjunctive. This tense etymologically seems to be

optative (p. 157), but nevertheless nefeceris was felt as a com-

mand not a wish.

Greek by scarcely ever using the 2nd and 3rd pers. subj. in an impera-

tive sense in affirmative sentences preserved a distinction between the

subjunctive and imperative. In prohibitions the subjunctive was used ;

for, as we have seen (p. 144), the imperative was not originally the

mood so employed.

O 2
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So far the subjunctive has been shewn to signify the

speaker's will, which as directed to other persons becomes

a command. The subjunctive then has been used in

imperatival senses. We now come to the uses in which

the subjunctive approximates to the uses of the future indi-

cative and expresses what is bound to happen. Both these

senses of the subjunctive are found in Sanskrit as well as in

Homeric Greek, and both must be attributed to the sub-

junctive of the original language, nor are we in a position to

pronounce that the one is older than the other.

{b) Sub. I. In negative statements with ou, e.g. ov yap iro) toIovs l^ov

Fut^ure^

^^
«^*P«^ o^^^ tSco^ai (Homer), no nor shall I see

;
in the 3rd pers.

-"""^t*^ 01) yap Tis
/Lie dirjrai (Homer), 770 one shall chase me.

2. In interrogative sentences, e.g. t/ ttoiw
;
what am I to

do? This use is called the Deliberative Subjunctive, and

might be classed as imperatival, for the negative is ^j?, e.g.

Tt Xeyo) Ti hk pr} ;
but on the other hand we find the future

indicative employed in a similar sense, e.g. /x^rep ^ cpo-

vcvo-opsv ;
In Latin, non is the negative which goes with the

Deliberative Subjunctive, but it is difficult to class this use

of the mood here, owing to the fact that there are no sure

traces in Latin of the subjunctive in a future sense.

{-\

Of the above uses of the subjunctive in Greek we must note that they

are mainly Epic. The only uses of the subj. in independent sentences in

classical Greek are the
UsiXlSiSHj^.S^l^SB^''^^^^^^'^^^^'^^^^^^'^^

^* *^

the Epic uses w^hich correspondtouieSanskrit and which represent the

original language.

Optative. The fundamental meaning of the optative mood is wish.

As in the subjunctive we found sometimes the sense of wi'll,

and sometimes a sense of the necessity of the future, so in

the optative we find sometimes a sense of wish, and at

other times merely an admission of possibility. The optative

is a milder mood than the subjunctive in meaning, for wish

only implies a desire to realise what you may not succeed in
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obtaining, while will implies the intention to obtain what is

within your power.

The optative can signify: (i) Wish, e.g. Tedvairjv, mortar, (a) Wish.

may I die, in all persons. In Latin it is in this use indistin-
^

guishable from the subjunctive. As a kind of mild impera-

tive especially in the 2nd pers. we have 1716016 /Aot (Homer). A
negative wish is expressed by the addition of /x?}, Latin ne, e.g. ^17

yevoiTo. (2) In a milder sense of acquiescence or concession

we have the optative in avns 'Apyeir/j/ 'EXevrjv MeveXaos ayoiro

(Homer), Menelaus may take Helen back. Ne sint in seneclute

vires, it may be that old age is feeble. Here also may be set

the clauses with quamvis and licet, which are properly clauses

signifying,
' as much asyou please^

'

it is conceded!

All the above uses may be regarded as belonging to the

wish meaning of the optative, in which it inclines to the sense
_

of a mild imperative. Only the first is to be found in Attic

Greek, where the pure optative in indepi^ndent sentences is

only used to express wish, either with or without ei'^e, ei yap.

Similarly in Latin si, ufinam, may be used or not, at will.

The optative has a second set of meanings, in which it {b) Poten-

expresses merely willingness to admit consequences, and "^

approximates to the meaning of a mild future, when it does

not differ much from the sense of concession. This is the

potential use, found in Attic in combination with av and in

Homer with tiv or KeV.

The use of av or k€v, which is a Greek, not I.-E. usage, implies that J I I i

the speaker is thinking of particular circumstances and not making a <L •! "^"I'
general statement. This distinction is most clearly seen in Homer.

The potential optative appears in the apodosis of con-

ditional sentences which state a supposed future case less

vividly than the future indicative and subjunctive. In nega-

tive sentences ov is employed with the potential uses of the

mood, even where it is used in questions, and has the sense

of a polite imperative, e.g. ovk av 8rj fielveias, will you not stay ?

i. e. Stay I This use of ov shews that the potential use of the
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optative is akin to the future indicative rather than the

imperative.

The potential uses of the subjunctive in Latin, e.g. Idvelim

mihi ignoscas, I could wish ; Jam mallem Cerberum metueres,

I could have prefej'red ; dixerim, etc., are not different to those

of Greek except in the absence of a qualifying particle. The

mood which we call the subjunctive in Latin is really both

in form and meaning a compound mood. It contains some

tenses that etymologically are optative, e.g. si7n, fuerim,

others that are apparently etymologically subjunctive, e.g.

moneam, and it combines in one system of tenses the

meanings of both moods, any form being capable of being

used either as optative or conjunctive.

Imperative. Of the origin of the Imperative we have already spoken.
It is a mood made up of forms of different origin (p. 144).

In Sanskrit it is almost confined to the present tense. In

the earliest Sanskrit prohibitions are expressed by md, not

with the imperative proper but with certain so-called injunc-

tive forms (p. 145). The different tenses of the imperative in

Greek as well as the use of the mood to express prohibition

Vbelong to the special history of that language. Thus the

I

idiomatic tirj KXeyj/Tjs represents the earlier form of prohibition,

Iwhile nfj AcXeVrc represents an extension of the imperative

from its use in commands to a use in prohibitions. The use

of the imperative in Latin calls for no special remark,

beyond the fact that there is an increasing tendency in the

language to substitute a subjunctive or a periphrasis for the

negative with the imperative. In classical times ne saevi is

confined to poetry, nefacito to the legal style.

Indicative. The Indicative is primarily the mood of simple assertion.

From this it is extended to negative and interrogative sen-

tences. Further the indicative is used in Sanskrit, Greek,

and Latin, and other languages to express supposition, e.g.
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€t %(TTL^ si est, etc. These are the most general uses of the

mood. But as language developes, its functions seem to be

extended. This can be illustrated by a comparison of

Homeric and Attic syntax, when we find that in Attic the

uses of the subjunctive and optative have become Hmited,

while that of the indicative has been extended. For instance,

in Homer, the optative with av can be used of a past condition,

e.g. Kai vv Kev ev6' arroXotro ava^ dvbpcov 'Ayaixe/xvcov, WOuld have

perished ; in Attic only the imperf. or aor. indie, could be so

used. We find the use of the indicative extended so as not

only to denote facts, but also to imply the non-fulfilment of

a condition, e. g. /caXois av elx^v, it would have been well.

In sentences expressive of wish the use of the indicative

implies that the wish was unfulfilled in the past, e.g. d&

(y(V€To, would it had happened. Properly perhaps the optative

was the mood of unfulfilled condition, but the mood which

possessed the augment and could denote the past was|

employed to shew that the imaginary event was referred to

the past. This is borne out by the fact already noticed that

the optative could be used in this sense, and that Latin uses

the historic tenses of the subjunctive.

Of the future indicative we have already spoken. It stands

apart from the rest of the mood, for in meaning it goes

closely with some of the uses of the subjunctive. In Homer

we have the future used with Kkv, e.g. 6 hk k€v KexoXtoaerai, he

will be angry, and often it is hard to say whether a form is

aorist subj. or fut. indie. The future is also used in final

clauses like the subjunctive. In Latin the similarity and

indeed partial identity of form between the pres. subj. and

fut. indie, and perf. subj. and fut. perf. has been already

noticed (p. 157). Latin, however, does not go so far as

Greek and substitute the fut. indie, for the subj. in final

clauses. The two moods on the contrary, though formally

much more akin than the corresponding forms of Greek, are

syntactically kept distinct.
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Infinitive. We have already spoken of the substantival origin of the

Infinitive. Its sense as the dative of an abstract noun

remains in Greek, especially in Homer, e.g. XeiTre ^opjjvai, left

^or carrying, and in the so-called epexegetic infinitives. In

the Latin poets we sometimes find the primitive use, e.g. Ibai

el hirsutas ilk videreferas (Propert.). From being a word of

limitation attached to the main verb the infinitive came to be

in sense the subject of a sentence. In impersonal sentences

the subject was vague and the infinitive took its place, e.g. ov

fji€v yap TL KUKov ^aaiKevffxev (Homer), if IS no bad thing to reign,

passing into to reign is no bad thing. In later Greek, by the

addition of the article, e.g. to ^aa-Ckcveiv, the infinitive passes

into a substantive employed in all the cases. The infinitive

can also serve as the object of the sentence and out of this

was developed, as we shall see, the idiom of the Accusative

and the Infinitive.

Concord in Now that we have spoken of the use of the Moods in

predica-
simple sentences we will deal with the Syntax of Concord.

Concord in
'^^^ agreement of a predicative word, in gender, number,

gender. case or person with the subject of the sentence arose first in

sentences in which the predicate was identical and felt to be

convertible with the subject. Subject and predicate were

therefore assimilated to one another, and this agreement was

extended by analogy to other cases where the relation be-

tween subject and predicate was different. If, for instance,

we say, 'This is thejustice of the gods,' there can be no doubt

that
'

this,^ indicating something which is only made intelli-

gible by the addition of the predicate, will naturally stand in

the neuter, singular or plural. Nevertheless, as early as

Homer, we find avT-q roi dUrj ean 6cS)v, where the predicate

has been made conformable to the subject, because in this

type of sentence subject and predicate are coextensive.

Concord in The concord of person must have originated in those

person.
expressions where the subject, originally existing in most
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cases in the person-ending, was for the sake of emphasis

repeated over again. In some languages not of the Indo-

European family the 3rd pers. sing, has no personal termina-

tion, and in this case the nominative is related to the verb

in the same kind of way as the personal pronoun in Indo-

European languages. The third person sing, in Indo-

European languages may be represented in its primitive

form hy go-he {=he goes)', in other languages it may be of

the ty\>efather go {^father goes). On this shewing npoaecf)!]

KopvBaioXos "EKTcop is strictly, Hector, he spake, a form of expres-

sion common in our own ballad poetry. It is true that the

personal termination has disappeared in npoo-e'cpr], but it re-

presents an earlier 7rpoae<pr]-T, so that at one stage of the

language the subject was repeated twice over.

Inflexional languages have only partly abandoned this

type. In di'a't the personal termination is still the subject of

the verb
;

in pater dicit the feeling for the personal termina-

tion has to a great extent disappeared and we say that the

verb agrees in person with its subject. In modern languages

for the most part it is the last usage which alone survives.

The concord of gender and number similarly originated Concord of

in the pronoun, e.g. i-mus, go-we, more emphatically nos imus,
gender and

and starting with agreement in natural gender was extended with verbs.

to grammatical gender as well. There is not always strict

grammatical concord, for sometimes the construction follows

the sense of the passage, e. g. Capita conjurationis virgis caesi

(the heads of the conspiracy were men, etc.), (ptXraT Alyla--

60V ^la. Such constructions are called Kara avvea-iv, according

to sense, by the grammarians, but that is no proof that they

are not earlier than constructions more strictly grammatical.

In the case of number the concord is not always strict but

the meaning is allowed to influence the construction. Singular

collective nouns sometimes go with a plural verb, e.g. as

(j)dcrav fj ttXtjOvs, Pars saxa jactant. Similarly in English the

word people is habitually combined with a plural verb. In
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Greek a singular verb is used with a neuter plural subject

and this in Attic Greek is the rule. In Homer, however, we

find that if the plural can be regarded as a whole or unity, it

is generally constructed with the singular, whereas if its

separation into parts is emphasised, it is constructed with the

plural. Thus of the timbers of a ship as a whole we have

bovpa cria-Tjne, but of a number of separate spears dovpara paKpa

Tji^av. This represents probably the idiom of the original

language. As to the dual we may remark that as it fell

into disuse the rules of strict concord were neglected.

The grammars will give instances of other types where,

e.g. the subject being in the singular and the predicate in the

plural, the verb agrees sometimes with the first, sometimes

with the second, a good deal depending on its proximity to

one or the other; or where the verb agrees not with the

subject but with something in apposition to it or to which

\ the subject is compared (oaoi SxTrrep fjpels CTn^uvXevopeda). In

every case the principle is the same; the verb originally

agreed with the subject, but concordance has been extended in

the development of language to cases to which it does not

strictly apply.

Concord in Concord in case is due to apposition, though here again
^^^'

there is no absolute necessity for using the case sign twice.

In such an expression as
' Lord Bacon's works

' we are con-

tent to use it only once. The fact is that in ^Lord Bacon
'

the two words were originally in apposition and, both per-

forming the same function in the sentence, would naturally

both be in the same case. But in modern English the con-

nexion between the two words has come by usage to be very

close. At an earher stage of the language we should have a

form corresponding to the German des Herrn Carlyles, which

was still in use at a recent date, though even in German

we should now say des Herrn Carlyle,

Develop- So far we have dealt with the simple sentence. It now

<
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remains for us to consider how the simple sentence is de- ment of

veloped into the compound sentence.
Sentence

Apart from the merely interjectional sentences like
^ Fire I

'

'
Thieves !' which are mentioned above (p. 164), the simplest

type of a fully developed sentence consists in the connexion

of a single predicate with a single subject, e.g. Cicero est

consul
\
or as a more primitive type still, with predication by

mere juxtaposition, aya^os 6 avr]p. In more complex sen-

tences subject and predicate can consist of different parts.

A further step, still within the domain of the simple sen- Passage of

tence, is taken when the predicate is weakened into a mere
dicate^to

attribute of the subject. In such a case as 'He begged me c?«the attri-

his knees'^ it is not easy to say whether ' on his knees
'

goes
^ ^^^'

more closely with the subject or the predicate. In cases of

this kind, where we have two predicates attached to one sub-

ject, but one is the main predicate, the other less emphatically

so, we are able to see the process by which what was

originally predicate comes to be merely an attribute of the

subject.

A second method of amplification of the simple sentence is Develop-

that by which a combination of subject and predicate is itself
J?^"^°^

presented as subject or predicate to a further member of the pound

sentence. Thus in reddo te heatum, memini me audire, heatum ^^"t^"*^^-

and audire were originally predicates of te and me respectively;

but in the development of the language
* me audire

'

and *

te

beattan
'

have come to be merely amplifications of the main

verbs reddo, memini. Here we are on the borders of the

compound sentence, and indeed the first instance would pro-

bably be classified as a simple, the second as a compound
sentence. But it is clear that no sharp line of distinction is

to be drawn between them.

As indicating other lines of development of the compound
sentence we may notice the use of nouns in apposition to

sentences and sentences in apposition to nouns, e.g. hoc reli-

quomstf si infitias ibit, testis mecum est anulus—'eXcVj/i/ KTavafifv
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Mei/eX66) Xvirriv iriKpav
—Pars subtere fereiro, triste ministerium.

In the former case we may remark that the developed lan-

guage adopts in such phrases a more elaborate form of

expression, indicating the subsidiary character of the clause

in apposition by introducing it with ut or quod. As it stands

the instance given corresponds to a possible Memini ; ego

audivi, where the last clause, though logically, is not gram-

matically subordinate. Grammatical subordination is a later

development and expressed by the accusative and infinitive.

Parataxis and Hypoiaxis.

Parataxis That coordination or parataxis of clauses precedes subor-

uxis

"

^^^^^^i^^'^ <^^ hypotaxis has become a common-place. We
cannot, however, suppose that hypotaxis is of recent origin in

language; for as far as we can go back in the history of

human speech, we find the degradation of sentences to a

completely subordinate position fully established. Nor, again,

is it true to say that the hypotactic constructions differ in

nothing from the paratactic except that two sentences origin-

ally distinct have been fused into one. It may be the fact

that the earliest forms of hypotaxis are not grammatically
distinct from those of parataxis, licet', venial becomes licet

venial with no further change except that whereas orig-

inally we had two sentences, now we have merely one.

But from the logical point of view in an aggregate of sen-

tences or clauses some one or more must contain the main

facts, to which the statements in the other clauses are

variously related as cause, result, condition, etc. In narra-

tive the accessory character of some clauses is often indi-

cated by the use of the relative tenses, the imperfect or

pluperfect, contrasting with the present or aorist in the

principal clause, e.g. :
—

ESo^€ r% ^ov\^ KOI Tw drjfjM' KcKpoms eTrpvTdveve, MvT]<ri6eos

iypafiixdreve, EvrreiOrjs eTreoraTet, KaXXias fine.
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So

Stridebat deformis hiems praedamque recentem

Servabat : tamen hie properat.

Here we have real logical subordination, which is also

indicated grammatically by the tenses employed, though all

clauses alike would ordinarily be classed as principal. The
same distinction is observed even when the logically main

clause is syntactically subordinate, e. g.

Talia iactabam et furiata mente ferebar
Cum mihi se . . . obtulit . . . alma parens.

Moreover, looking at the question simply from the gram-
matical point of view, in a phrase like 'Rogat me quid

faciam^ representing in oratio recta ^

quid/ado ?' it is plain

that we have something more than two originally coordinate

clauses welded into one, and that we must look to something
else than mere parataxis to explain the construction.

Not merely sentences of statement, but also those of inter-

rogation and command are capable of standing in logical

subordination. Often they act as clauses giving the condition

of the action of the principal clause, and may be paraphrased

by hypothetical clauses, e. g. Sint Maecenates, non deerunt

Marones, 4>paC^ fa* Trerrpa^eTai, Seek and ye shall find, Is any

merry ? let him sing psalms.

Classification 0/ Dependent Clauses.

Dependent Clauses fall into two great groups, which may Classifica-

be named respectively the Final and the Conditional. We
^^° °ndent

must, however, interpret these terms in a very wide sense. Clauses.

I. Final Clauses are those whose characteristic it is that

normally they are placed after the main clauses,
—a fact which

indicates that to the grammatical conscience of a primitive

people their action was conceived of as posterior to that of

the main clause. Syntactically they are distinguished by the

fact that the time from which they are regarded is fixed by
the main verb. They will include not merely clauses of
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Purpose (Final clauses strictly so called), but also clauses of

Consequence and Object-clauses of the type Seidie fxfj Xat/xov

dnoTfirjcrcie, etc.

2. Conditional Clauses are normally placed before the

main clause and their action was therefore conceived of as

prior to that of the main clause. Syntactically they are

distinguished by the fact that they are regarded from the

point of view of the time of the speaker. They will include

all clauses of condition, hypothesis, circumstance, and the

like.

These two groups of clauses are not always introduced by

special particles. For example, the relative clauses both in

Greek and Latin belong to both groups, according to their

meaning in the particular sentence in which they occur.

Similarly u/ in its final and consecutive uses belongs to the

first head, in its temporal and concessive usages to the

second
; iva, in order that^ is final, ha^ where, is conditional.

Final |
The subjunctive in final clauses is evidently the subjunctive

Clauses, f Qf ^j]|^ ^jj^ ^j^^ optative in Greek in similar clauses is the

V)ptative of wish or expectation. The only remarkable thing

^n the usage is, that whereas the clause is strictly only appro-

priate after a first person or an imperative (which is still the

most common type in Homer), it comes to be used of the

purpose of a third person, even where the speaker has no

influence in the question.

Thus from

it is an easy step to

ttatTai ij pa Kal olos imdTrjTai iroXeixi^Hv,

where the subjunctive is analogous to the subjunctive in indirect

questions in Latin. Where the purpose is that of another

or the event is past, the feeling of will or assurance is out of

place, but an expression of expectation is less inappropriate.

Accordingly we get the optative in such cases as :
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5i^€ yap ri€ fidxoiTO, k.t.K. 5vv^ "'Ai'Sos Kvvlrjv, firj fxiv iSoi 60pifAos

"ApT^s.

A word is due to consecutive clauses. In Greek

constructed with the indie, or the infin., and the question

the moods does not come in. The subj. in consecutive

clauses in T.atin is rcinarkal)le, but is perhaps""to "Be" placed

with the Greek opt. as expressing a possible or an expected

rather than an actual state of things. Non talis sum qui hoc

faciam means / am not the man who would (in a conceivable

case) do this. As far as the ^/-clauses, however, are con-

cerned, it is possible that the analogy of the final clauses

may have been operative. An expected result is not to be

sharply distinguished from a purposed result, and as in

Greek the c6ot€ clauses with the infin. approximate to the

meaning of the final infinitive, so in Latin ut non and ut ne are

often almost interchangeable. The question how a clause

expressing the expectation of a possible result came to be

used to express a real result belongs to the special syntax of

Latin.

Under the head of Final Clauses in Greek may be put the

final clauses after im, o)s, on-cos, o^pa, fif],
the relative clauses

expressing purpose (in the Homeric usage with the subj.,

which is replaced in Attic for the most part by the fut.
indic.),^

and the temporal clauses with €o>s
(civ), etc., in the sense o(

until.

In Latin we have the final clauses proper (whether with ut,

ne, or a relative), the consecutive clauses, and the clauses with

dum, etc., so far as they take a subjunctive.

The Conditional Clauses include all those clauses which Condition-

express the pre-existing conditions which determine or

modify the action of the main clause. Thus they include :
—

(i).
Causal Clauses, whether with the relative or with a

particle (ort, oZv^Ka, ©y, quod, quia, quoniam, etc.). These,

however, may be ignored for our purpose, as the mood in

Greek is universally indie, and to a great extent in Latin.
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The use of the subj. in causal cu?}i and relative clauses in

Latin belongs to the special syntax of that language.

(ii).
Clauses which limit the action of words of saying

and thinking by giving the object of the verb. Here again

the syntax of the two languages separates. The most

important class are the indirect questions, which in Latin

universally have the subj. In Homeric Greek the subj. is

found in double questions with. *]

—
?, and in such cases as

7r€ipr](r€Tai ai k€ Berjcn, but in these cases the subjunctive is

deliberative (p. 196) and the clause is to be classed as final.

Here again, therefore, we must look for an explanation of

the construction in Latin alone for the most part.

(iii).
Clauses of condition and limitation, with oy, a relative

adv. of time, place, or manner (wy, ore, ottttoOi)^
and ft. The

subj. only appears in classical Greek in combination with

av. The typical case in Greek is the el clause, with subj.

and opt., though the opt. with an adverb in an indefinite

sense is of some importance. In Latin, with some excep-

tions (such as the cum clause of circumstance and other

adverbs in analogous senses, which seem to take the subj. by
a purely Latin idiom), the si clauses are the most important.

Concessive clauses fall under the same head, but of these

quanquam has the indie, while quamvis takes the subj. only in

virtue of the original paratactic construction, quamvis taceas

properly meaning
*

you may be as silent as you like.'

Putting aside the combination of adverbs with av or Ki as a

purely Greek idiom, not falling within the domain of com-

parative syntax, it is plain that for Greek the d clauses are

the most important for the determination of the original

meaning of the opt. and subj. in these constructions. In

these clauses it can hardly be doubted that the subj. and

opt. are the subj. and opt. of will and wish. The negative is

regularly /117, the negative not of statements, but of com-
*

mands; and ei was perhaps originally of an interjectional

character, as in ei 8' aye, introducing expressions of wish or
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supposition, to which an assertion of the consequence of the

wish was appended as an apodosis. d with the subj. and

opt. therefore respectively means
' / would have you suppose^ \-^

and ' I would wishyou to suppose!

With Latin the case is different. Si and d can hardly be

connected etymologically, in view of the Oscan svai, and

against the connexion is the further fact that the negative in

Latin is non^ not ne. Thd^l^ood in Latin, therefore, is the

subj. or opt. in the sense of a more or less vivid future, and

in favour of this is the fact that a si clause with the pres.

subj. is always of future time. The subj. is therefore the

potential subj. expressing what might happen under a given

set of circumstances, modified by the fact that the subj. in

Latin has acquired the power of expressing temporal rela-

tions, which is denied to the corresponding moods in Greek.

But though the use of the pres. subj. in such clauses for

future conditions requires no comment, the very remarkable

usage by which the imperf. subj. is used of unreal conditions

in present time yet awaits explanation.

Change of Person and Mood in Dependent Clauses.

Two things are specially noticeable in the subordinate Change of

sentence in Greek and Latin—the change of person and the ^^^^
^"
in

change of mood. Dependent

The change of person admits of easy explanation. The

first and second personal pronouns are appropriated respec-

tively to the speaker and the person spoken to. Any one

not a party to the conversation is referred to by the third

personal pronoun. If A asks B,
' What are you doing .?

' B

reporting this to C, says,
' A asked me what I was doing,' as

the preservation of the second person would lead to

ambiguities. Take this a step further and let D repeat to C
the conversation between A and B

;
he will say,

' A asked B

what he was doing,' neither A nor B being any longer

parties to the conversation. It is true that an ambiguity

p
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still remains in English and in Greek, as the pronoun he may
equally refer to A or B. Greek and English are content for

the most part to leave the solution of the difficulty to the in-

telligence of the listener
;
Latin alone provides an expedient

by means of the pronoun se^ which ceases to be employed as

the ordinary third personal pronoun and becomes a reflexive,

referring in the majority of cases to the person whose words

are reported. It is interesting that Sanskrit preserves in

such cases the exact words of the original speaker, only

appending to them the particle iii^ to indicate that an exact

quotation is being made.

The change of mood is more difficult. In Greek the

rule is that after primary tenses, where the dependent clauses

all have a relation to the time of the speaker, the original

moods are kept ;
after secondary tenses, where the depen-

dent clauses have a relation to some event in the past, the

optative is for the most part employed. We might have

expected that in final clauses, for example, to which by the

nature of the case the subjunctive of will is appropriate, to

find after primary tenses in the main clause primary tenses of

the subjunctive, after secondary tenses secondary tenses of

the subjunctive. There is, however, no reason to suppose

that either in the subjunctive or in the optative any distinction

of time exists between the primary and secondary tenses

(p. 189). If this is so, the secondary tenses are obviously

inappropriate to express the required relation, and the opta-

tive is therefore employed, not as conveying precisely the

meaning required, but as approximating to it in being

analogous in meaning to the subjunctive, and less vivid.

The expression of will is inappropriate to past events
;
the

expression of expectation is at least less inappropriate. By a

somewhat similar shift Greek uses the past tenses of the in-

dicative in such cases as—
Tt

\ii oh Xa^ujv

fKT€ivas fv6vs, ws fdei^a firjirore

ffiavTov dvOpcunoiffiv (v6ev ^v ycyws,
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not but what the indicative in a final clause is strictly

speaking an absurdity, but ihe expression of past time is

essential to the sentence, and past time can only be expressed
in the indicative.

With regard to Latin the question is at present probably
insoluble. We can see that the subjunctive is used in oratio

obliqua, because by the nature of the case the statement is

distinctly made not as a fact, and therefore the indicative is

inappropriate. But until some satisfactory result is arrived

at as to the origin of the so-called subjunctive in Latin, till

we can say confidently whether the imperfect, the most im-

portant tense, is in origin a subj. or an opt. (or, what is

perhaps possible, a form corresponding neither in origin nor

in meaning precisely to either mood as we know them in

other languages) the question of the precise meaning con-

veyed by the employment of the mood is best left in

abeyance.

However, the use of the subj. in oratio obliqua in Latin

and of the optative in Greek is only the expression in those

particular languages of a principle that is common to other

Indo-European languages. The machinery employed is no

doubt different in the several cases. Greek uses the opta-

tive after on and «? in historic sequence, but also avails

itself to a large extent of the infinitival constructions, and in

primary sequence with ort or Ids simply quotes the words of

the original speaker, merely adapting the person to the new

circumstances. Latin restricts the subj. to dependent clauses,

elsewhere using the inf., which it even extends to some types

of reported question. Modern German, with some limita-

tions, uses the subjunctive in clauses not introduced by the

narrative dasz. In every case the feeling which leads to the

use of the mood is plainly that the assertion is not made

with sufficient confidence to warrant the indie. The state-

ment is not vouched for as true, but only put as probably or

possibly true. The subj. and opt. may therefore be classed

p 2
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as potential ;
and it is natural to compare such usages as the

French conditional,
'

il aurait a pen prh double' {it should

have doubled=it is said to have), and the German ^ Es soil

wahr sein!

It may be further noticed that in all three languages the

l/^mood thus used gradually ceased to be employed in main

clauses in a potential sense. In classical Greek the potential

optative is practically only found with av : the '

pure
'

potential subj. is very limited in its use in Latin and unknown

in German. In this way it would easily come to pass that

the subj. (opt.) came to be regarded simply as the mood

appropriate to dependent clauses in such cases.

As to the construction in oblique narrative we can trace

a distinct development even in the Greek and Latin litera-

ture that has come down to us.

As regards Greek we may say that the optative is found in

Homer representing a dubitative subj. after a past tense,

as in—
hl^t 7A/J i\\ /jL&xoiTo . . ^ \aovs . . . dfioKX-^aeifv,

and in indirect questions, such as—
vTjfifprh kviaiTfs ct ircos . . . vrreKirpo<l>vyoifii,

but is unknown in oblique statement after on
(o), etc., though

cases like Zevs . . ol8e . . « kc fxiv dyyeCKaiixi Idoou . . afford

the model (apart from the opt. after a primary tense),

which may have originated the later construction with on.

Similarly in Latin we can trace a development between

Plautus and Cicero in the treatment of indirect questions,

Plautus often preferring to employ the words of the original

question, and not fully subordinating it as a dependent clause.

So aspice venturo laetantur ut omnia saeclo (Virg.). But for

oblique statement the construction with the infin. has estab-

lished itself for the most part from the first.

The Development of the Relative Clause.

The De- An important step is taken in the development of the
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compound sentence when the demonstrative pronoun (Gk. velopmcnt

o?), which properly is deictic, and refers to some object in
Relafive

the external world present either actually or mentally to the Clause,

speaker, comes to be used as an anaphoric pronoun,

referring to something previously mentioned in the sentence.

This is the history of the Greek oy, the German der, the

English that. Thus these pronouns come to be used merely 1 _ .

as a formula for introducing a logically dependent clause,

and a clause logically dependent comes in time to be

regarded as syntactically dependent.

For example
—

Koi all ^yefiov' haOXov oiraaaov

OS Ki fic Keicr' dydyri,

no doubt originally meant * Gwe me a guide ; he shall {is

to) lead me
'

;
but the latter clause, always logically subor-

dinate, develops into a clause syntactically subordinate, and

we translate * Give me a guide who may lead me.'

The interrogative pronoun in Greek and Latin is also the

indefinite
(r/y, ns, quis, qui), a fact which is made intelligible

if we consider the similarity of meaning between Who will

do this .^ Tiff TovTo TToiTjcrei ; quis hoc faciei ? on the one hand, y

and Will any one do this ? tovto Troirjaei ns ;
hoc faciei quis ?

on the other. Out of the interrogative use Latin has de-

veloped the anaphoric or relative use. The Latin relative

clauses are cases of simple parataxis, the relative being

originally interrogative:
—Quem librum haheo ? eum librum

do, becomes quem lihrum habeo eum librum do, a form of ex-

pression common in legal Latin ; and then by economy of

language quem librum habeo do, eum librum quem habeo do,

and even librum quem habeo do. After the pronoun has

come to be merely relative, there is no difficulty in the varia-

tion of the order of clauses. The same thing has happened

in the o? clauses in Greek, which ought strictly to follow,

but frequently precede the main clause. In a similar way,

the modern English who is both interrogative and relative,
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but the relative use has been developed out of the interroga-

tive. The corresponding Anglo-Saxon hwd has only the

latter meaning.
It is to be noticed that the possession of pronouns and

adverbs from the stem io- forms one of the most characteristic

points of Sanskrit and Greek as opposed to Latin, and

necessitates a different explanation of the dependent relative

clauses in the two groups of languages. Without going into

the question at greater length, we may notice that there are

three other important points common to Sanskrit and Greek,

but not found in Latin,
—distinct forms for the passive as

opposed to the middle voice, the prohibitive negative Sk.

md, Gk.
\x.r], and the particle /eeV, Sk. kam. These facts taken

together seem to widen the gulf between Greek and Latin,

which the morphology of the languages has already proved
to exist.

Accusative with Infinitive.

Accusative The construction of the accus. with the inf. is charac-

Iii?itive
^^"Stic in a remarkable degree of Greek and Latin. The
name is confessedly a misnomer. In origin the accus.

could only have been constructed after the main verb.

Thus in \aovi 8' 'Arpeidrjs dnoXvfiaiveaSaL avcoye, \aovs is the

direct object of avaye, and the infin. is purely epexegetic

{gave an order to the peoplefor purifying themselves). But in

«/covo-6 TeipeaBai Tpwas the accus. by itself cannot be

regarded as the object of aKova-e—rather the object is the

state or action indicated by the infinitive, and the person in

the state or performing the action is indicated by the accusa-

tive. But inasmuch as reipeadai Tpcoas implies the statement

ereipovTo TpStesy reipecrdai is practically predicated of Tpaas, and

this construction accordingly becomes the type whenever a

clause containing subject and predicate is subordinated to a

verb ^

sentiendi et dicendi,' even though these verbs for the

most part cannot of themselves take a direct accusative.
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The accus. thus comes to be combined with an infin. in a

purely mechanical way, and so we find the usage extended

to constructions with impersonal and neuter verbs
;
e. g.

<i/i<^ftj 7a/) iriirpaiTai S/xoirjv yalav (pcvffai, laetus sum laudari me
abs te.

From this point a further development takes place. With

verbs taking a double accus. an infin. may be substituted for

one accus. Doceo te lafine loqui does not differ from doceo ie

latinas litteras, but it can hardly be said that the first sen-

tence implies the statement loqueris latine, especially as the

first accus. may be omitted. But as the latter construction

gives birth to doceris latinas litteras, where the verb is in the

passive and the original object has become the subject of the

verb, so audio Balbum esse in Syria produces the construc-

tion of the nom. c. inf
,
as audiehatur Balbus esse in Syria.
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Ablative, form of, in Latin, i8t.

remains of, in Greek, 104.
uses of, in Latin, no, in.

Ablaut or Vowel gradation, irregu-
larities of, 81.

meaning of, 75.
six series of, 78.

Accent, accompanies full root, 77.

expiratory and musical, 83.
free in Sanskrit, 86.

Greek law of three niorae, 85.
in Latin, 90.
in sentences, 84.

Accusative, cognate, 177.
double, 178.
forms of, in Greek, 102, 107.
forms of, in Latin, 109.
internal and external, 176.
with participles in Latin, 178.

Adjectives, 184.

Aeolic, change to v, 41.

dialect, 9.

doubling of consonants, 68.

optative, 142.

Albanian, 10.

Alphabets, Greek, 24.

Indo-European, 28.

Phoenician, 24.

practical not scientific, 23.

Roman, 26.

Sanskrit, 27,

"Av, meaning of, 197.

Analogy, working of, 5.

Anastrophe, 89.

Aorist, aorist-presents, 133.
confused with perfect in Latin,

157, 192.

passive aorists, 131.

sigmatic aorist, 140.
stems of strong aorist, 128.

time denoted by stem, 191.
uses of, 191.

Armenian, 9.

Aryan, 8.

Aspiration in Latin, 64.

Assiviilation, 70, 73.

Attic, 77 for d, 32.
new and old, 9.

reduplication, 133, 137.

Augment, origin of, 127.

temporal and syllabic, 127, 128.

Balancingpower of /, 38.
Baltic and Slavonic^ 11.

Cases, fusion of, 173.

general meaning and use of, 171.
local and grammatical, 172.
local theory of origin, 172.
number of, in Sanskrit, Greek,

Latin, 103.
Causative verbs, 1 34.
Celtic languages, 11.

Comparison of Adjectives, in Greek,
lOI.

in Latin, 102.

Compensatory lengthening in Attic

and Ionic, 68.

Compoutids, descriptive, determina-

tive, possessive, 93.

Concord, syntax of, 200.

Conditional clauses, meaning and
classification of, 207.

Cojijunctive or Subjunctive Mood,
formation of, in Greek, 142.
formation of, in Latin, 159.

imperatival and future senses of,

195-
in oratio obliqua in Latin, 210.

Consonants, classification of, 20.

combinations of, in Greek, 70.
combinations of, in Latin, 72.
nature of, 18.
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Contraction of vowels in Greek, 66,

of vowels in Latin, 67.

Dative, terminations in Greek, 105.
terminations in Latin, 109.

uses and meaning of, 183.

Dead Languages, 23.

Denominative Verbs, 133.

irregular formations of, 134.

Dentals, 21.

for labialised gutturals, 49.

Dependent clauses, changes of mood
and person in, 209.

classification of, 205.

Deponents, 187.

Derivatives, 93,

Dialects, in Greek, 9.
in original language, 13.

KoiVT) SiaXcKTOi, 10.

none in Latin, 10.

Digamma Aeolicum, 61.

Diphthongs, proper and improper,
31-

secondary, ^^.

Dissimilation, in Greek, 72.
in Latin, 74.

Doric, dialect, 9.

future, 141.

lengthening of vowels, 68.

Dual, cases of, in Greek, 105.
concord of, 201.

relics of, in Latin, no.
use of, 170.

Enclisis, in Sanskrit, 87.
rules of, 87.

Epenthesis, 71.

Final Clauses, definition of, 205.
kinds of, 206, 207.

Final Sounds in Latin, 74.
Fricative Sounds, 21.

Future, formations of, in Greek, 141.
in -bo in Latin, 159.

meaning of, relation to subjunc-

tive, 193.

Gender, grammatical and natural,

169.

Genitive, ablatival in Greek, 180.

terminations of, in Greek, 102,

107.

Genitive, terminations of, in Latin,

109, III.

uses of, 178.

Glides, 22.

Grammar, Greek and Sanskrit, 2,

relation of, to Logic, 164.
Grimm^s Law, 83.

modified and extended by Verner,

84.

Gutturals, velar and palatal, 20, 48.

ambiguity of terms used, 29.

labialised in Greek and Latin, 49.
two sets in Sanskrit, 28.

Hiatus, inadmissible in original lan-

guage, 65.
Historic Present, 189.

Imperative, forms of, in Greek, 144.
forms of, in Latin, 160.

idioms of, 198.

Imperfect, formed from present stem,
in Greek, 128.

in Latin in -bam, 159.

meaning of, 191.
tense of narration in Sanskrit, 190.

Indeterminate Vowel, 37, 38.

Indian and Iranian languages, 8.

Indicative, extension of usage, 199.
mood of past time, 189.
mood of simple assertion, 198.

Indo-European oxIndo- Germanic, 8.

divisions of, 8-12.

mutual relations of families of, 12.

Inflexions, meaning of term, 92.

strong and weak system of, 94.

Inflnitive, nominal origin of, 146.

distinctions of voice improper to,

188.

endings of, in Greek, 146.

endings of, in Latin, 160.

passive inf. in Latin, 161.

with accusative, 214.

Instrumental, endings in Greek, 105,
108.

endings in Latin, no.
use of ablative in Latin, 181.

use of dative in Greek, 183.

Interjectional A^ominative, 165, 175.

Ionic, dialect, 9.

77
for d, 32.

Koppa, 25, 52.
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Labials, 21.

for labialised gutturals, 49.

Language, study of, i.

Languages, agglutinative, 16.

classifications of, genealogical, 12.

classifications of, morphological,
15-

inflexional, 15.

radical, 16.

'Wave,' theory of, 13.

Liquids, as consonants, 58.
as sonants, 44.
dissimilation of, 74.

semivowels, 22, 43.

'Mediae,^ meaning of term, 2 1 .

Metathesis, 67.

Moods, changes of, in dependent
clauses, 209.

inflexions of, in Greek. 1 41-147.
inflexions of, in Latin, 160-162.

meaning of, in dependent and in-

dependent clauses, 194.

meaning of term, 120.

uses of, 194-200.
Mutes, correspondence of, in Greek

and Latin, 48.
nature of, 21.

Nasals, as consonants, 58,
as sonants, 45.

semivowels, 22, 43.
Aomina Agentis, inflexion of, 97.

Nominative, inflexions of, in Greek,

103, 106.

inflexions of, in Latin, 108, no.
uses of, 175.

Nouns of relationship, inflexion of,

97-
. .

Nouns, substantive and adjective,
168.

Ntimerals, 1 16- 1 19 .

Optative, how supplied in Latin, 211.

inflexions of, in Greek, 142.
in oratio obliqua, 210.

of wish, 97.

potential, 97.
relics of, in Latin, 157.

Palatals', see Gutturals.

palatal vowels, 29.

Parataxis, 204.

Participle, how far verbal, 147.
sufiixes of, in Greek, 147.
suffixes of, in Latin, i6i.

Parts ofSpeech, classification of, 166.

names of, 167.

Perfect, intnisivea of, 138,
characteristics of, in Greek, 136.
characteristics of, in Latin, 155.
confusion of perfect and aorist

stems, 157.
in -Ka, 139.

xxv-si, 157.
in -vi {-ut), 158.

meaning and uses of, 192.

reduplicated, 155.
variation of stem, 137.
with long vowel, 156.

Person-endings, express subject of

sentence, 166, 175.
in Greek, 1 21-126.
in Latin, 148, 149.

origin uncertain, 121.

Phonetic Laws, extent of, 4.

nature of, 3.

Pluperfect, formation of, 139.

meaning of, 193.

Predicate, definition of, 165.
how expressed, 166, 175.
in Grammar and Logic, 164.
relations to subject, 200.

Present-stems, classification ofGreek,

129.
classification of Latin, 149.

meaning and uses of, 189.

Pronouns, inflexions of, in-116.

Prothesis, 71.

Rhotacism, 13, 60.

Roots, classification of, 76.

distinguished from stems, 92.
root class of present stems, 129.

theory of, 75.

Sanskrit, divisions of, 8.

gutturals in, 28, 49.

importance of, 2.

vowels of, 28.

Semivowels, in combination with

mutes, 71.
in combination with vowels, 68.

nature of, 22, 41.
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Sentences, classification of depen-
dent, 205.

compound, 203.

incomplete, 165.

simple, 163.

Sounds, changes of, 3.

classification of, 18.

nature of, 17.
number of, 18.

relation of, to alphabets, 23.

Speech, organs of, 17.

Spirants, 59.

Spiritus Asper and Lenis, alterna-

tions of, 63.
in Greek, 62.

in Latin, 63.
Stems or Themes, A- and 0-, 95.

comparative, 101.

I- and U-, 96.

liquid, 97.

mute, 99.

nasal, 98.

S-stems, 100.

Subject, expressed in person-ending,
1 76 J ^76 j

see Predicate.

Stiffixes,ioxmzX\.\e and inflexional,93.
nature of, 94.

primary and secondary, 94.

Syntax, relation of, to inflexion, 163.

Tense-stejns, kinds of action denoted

by, 189.

Tense-stems, number of, 128.

time denoted by, 188.

'Temies,' meaning of term, 21.

Teutonic Languages, 11.

Thematic Vowel, 121, 132, 152.

Velar; see Guttural.

Verb, answers to predicate, 167.
finite and infinite, 120.

forms sentences by itself, 166,

Vocative, accent of, 103.
forms of, in Greek, 103.
forms of, in Latin, 108.

not a case, 103.
uses of, 174.

Voices, active, middle, 185.

original number of, 184.

passive, 186.

Vowels, classification of, 19.
combinations of, 66, 67.

correspondence in Greek and

Latin, 31, 39.

gradations of, 75 ; see Ablaut.

j

number of original, 28.

shortening of long, 66, 67.
variation of, in Greek dialects,

I

40-

j

Yod-sound, 41.

j

Yod-class of present-stems, 133,

I

154-

Zend, 8.
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ayios, 42.

dyvvaai, 130.

dfi, 100.

ala>, 100.

dWos, 44.

dfia, 105, 116.

dfxfi€-, 112.

-avvvfii, 131.

ditoepari, 43.

d^i'os, 98.

dffaa, arra, 1 1 5.

-arat, -aro, 1 26.

avipvaav, 43.

au/axos, 43.

av^dvoj, 43.

avTov, 113.

ayros, 1 14.

^am, 54.

fidcTds, 106.

PaffiXeas, ic6.

fiacriXivffi, 107.

^acfiKrjs, 106,

fi€0r]Ka, 6.

/Sm, 54.

^tos, 54.

fSovKoXos, 52.

yeydfcetv, 6.

yivrj, 105.

Saii/Cro, 37.

-Sf, 114.

d^KTO, 140.

Sep?/, 33-

Seurepo?, 1 1 8.

StSodcrt, 124.

SoT^pos, 93.

SoTOS, 80.

8/)ui'-, 37.

«, 113-

-60, -77, 139.

eavTov, 113.

eyvooKa, 136.

17a), 112.

edei^av, 140,

eSet^e, 123.

k^o)}X€Vos, 70.

(iOr]Ka, 139.

€0os, 62.

fiSdrjv, 143.

eiSofi€V, 142.

erer, 124, 143.

eiKoai, 118.

6?^t, 131.

etftt', 6.

-etj/, 147.

ei^aai, 124.

kKSvfjiev, 37.

Itftrj'os, 114.

kKvpos, 62.

kXOiTcbs, 144.

kXvaw, 125.

evaros, 117.

-evvvfii, 131.

€^, 59-

€£a;, 63.

kTTecffai, 108.

iTreffof, J 40.

kcTfiev, 6.

kaTaXrjv, 45.

-6i;a), 134.

exea, 130.

Ixty, 63.

C(\\fiv, 54.

Cecu, 42.

Z^i/o, 104.

^a, 122.

TifSj;, 140.

i75v?, 59.

i7Ai€rs, 63.

^i/, ^s, 127.

-T]v,-ei]v, 131.

^TTOTOJ, 98.

^pws, 97.

^(TTOt, 63.

OidoDV, 107.

-^ei', -^t, -0a, 115.

0«To?, 78.

BrfOfXiv^ 142.

0toy, 41.

'lAtou, 104.

f£oJ', 140.

Ittttoi, 106.

ITCItOlO, 104.

tTTiros, 40.

tirvora, 95, 103.

rTTTTCW, 104.

rtraat, 124,

ifffifv, 70.

«d;K, 41.

Kapdia, 44.

Ktarai, 6.

Keiarai, 6.

KcpSaivcu, 134.

-/ft, 115.
KoniraTias, 25.

«o^'7. 33.

-Kovra, 118.

-Koaioi, 118.

Kpeiaaojv, 72.

/fui't, 105,

«va;j', 98.

Xd7<w, 103.

\v6rjTi, 63.
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Xvaoa, 71.

fjLfi^ovs, 10 1.

/Mulo), lOI.

fieiCojv, 72.

-fiey,
-fiis, 123.

ixvaojxai, 54.

-vox, -evai, 146.

v€Kvi, 37.

v€<p€\r]y€peTa, 95, 103.

j/o/«X<w> 134-

ycy-, 112.

6, 57, T<5, 114.

6^€\6s, 54.

o?8a, 137.

ot/co(, 105.

01T0-, 115.

ovrojs, 104.

OS, 114.

iravSrj/xei, 105.

TTavTox^, 105.

7ra(rx<w, 82.

Trenvfffiai, 70, 1 38.

mofjiai, 142.
TTt'i/o;, 80.

mavpes, 117.

ttAt^^w, 37.

TTO-, 115.

1TOl/X(V0JV, 93.

iroifJ.r]V, 98.

7roA.€cyi/, 1 07.

TroAccus, 104.

TToAts, 96.

TTokOS, 51.

iTo\vppr]V, 98.

irpeiyevravs, 106.

irp6(ppaaoa, 98.

rr/WTOS, 118.

cra\€i5cu, 59.

aap.(p6pas, 25.

-crai', 124.

aePopai, 59.

(76i5cy, 59.

-(T^a, 122.

-o-^at, 146.

-a^c, 126.

-at, 107.

o"i(5s, 41.

CKflTTO/MLl, 72.

(TO(pU>T(pOS, 102.

av, 112.

<^vi'', 37*

(Tvj/eaj/, 143.

<r</)e-, 113.

^oj/cpaTT], -V, 6.

'XoiKpOLTOV, 104.

-TttTO-, 102.

Taros, 46.

Tacuj', 114.

-repo, 102.

TiKKw, 51.

TiOcaai, 124.

TIKTCJ, 72.

TtS, 115.

-TOS, 104.

TOffOS, 115.

Tovro, 1 1 4.

Tpv(pd\eia, 1 1 7-

Ta)5e, 104.

y/ic-, 113.

-^(, 108.

0tA€t'j;j/, 134, T43.

<^Aucy, 57.

(ppeai, 107.

Xa/xaj, 105.

Xap'i^craa, 99.

Xeccrojxou, 47, 81.*

Xt'Atot, 118.

-o;, 104.

-CW, -6IS, -€«, 12 2.
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abiegnus, 40.

abnuo, 35.

absens, 100.

acerbus, 69.

advenat, 154.

Aeguptus, 27.

Aesculapius, 38.

ager, 69.

agi, 161.

agier, 161.

aidilis, 33.

alapa, 39.

alumnus, 99.

amare, 160.

ambo, 108.

amem, 159.

Anienis, 99.

anser, 64.
arbor (s), 60.

arcesso, 11.

arefacio, 159.

arfuerunt, ii.

audeire, 35.
audibam, 155.

audibo, 155.

aurora, 99.

baculum, 159.

baetere, 153.
-bam (^imperf,), 159.

bibi, 155.

bibo, 57.

bibulus, 39.

bini, 119.
-bo (fut.), 159^

Bruges, 57.

Burrus, 57.

calamitas, 38.

calare, 155.

calefacio, 159.

capio, 154.

caro, 98,

caussa, 60.

Cererus, 109.

certus, 69.

ceu, 35.

civis, 100.

codex, 34.

coepi, 156,

comu, 108.

cotes, 34.

custodio, 155.

daturus, 36.

datus, 80.

decreivit, 35.

decus, 99.

denuo, 35, 91.

dignus, 69.

Diespiter, 42.

discipulina, 38.

dracuma, 38.

duim, 151, 160.

duo, 108.

ecfociont, 27.

edi, 156.

egi, 156.

emi, 156.

-endus, 161.

eo, 150.

equus, 52.

eram, 151.

ero, 151.

-ero-, 102.

es, 151.

esse, 160.

euntis, 161.

eximius, 147.

fateor, 152.

faxim, 160.

feci, 156.

ferat, 159.
fervere, 152.

fidus, 36.

fill, 110.

flexuntes, 100.

frustra, 34.

10.

fulgere, 152.

fur, 36.

genu, 108.

genui, 158.

gigno, 154.

-ginta, 118.

Gnaivod, 33,

gnascor, 154.

gnatus, 154.

gnosco, 154.

gremium, 54.

harena, 64.

hedera, 64.

heicce, 35.

hemonis, 98.

heri, 35.

homo, 98.

honos, 99.

hue, 36.

humilis, 39.

lens, 99.

igitur, 91.

ignarus, 154.

ignis, 69.

illico, 91.

impeirium, 35.

imus, 150.

inde, 32, 110.

-ingenti, 118.

inquam, 148.
insilio (insulio), 32

intus, no.

janitrices, 97.

jeci, 156.

Jovis, 42.

jus, 42.

kalendae, 155.

lavare, 155.

leciones, 27.
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Leucesie, 35.

levi, 158.

lubet, 39.

magis, loi.

magnus, 69.

majestas, loi.

malo, 152.

melior, 60.

memento, 147.
mensis, 33.

-mentum, 162.

mille, 118.

mina, 38.

-mini, 162.

minus, 102.

miser, 60.

-mo-, 102.

mollitiem, 32.

momcrdi, 155.

-monium, 162.

monui, 35.

mortuus, 162.

ftequeo, 151.

neu, 35.

nimio, loi.

nolim, 160.

nolo, 152.

nomenculator, 38.

nonus, 119.

novi, 158.

nurus, 60.

-nus, 161.

occupo, 32.

oinvorsei, 36.

ovis, 36.

paricidas, 95, 108.

Parilia, 74.

pari, 158.

pejor, 35.

pendulus, 39.

peregre, 109.

perendie, 116.

peto, 154.

plenus, 147.

populoi, 109.

possum, 152.

potior, 152, 154.

potus, 57.

praestigiae, 74.

primus, 118.

priscus, 10 1,

profecto, 91,

pucnandod, 27.

punio, 155.

quairatis, 33,

quater, 119.

quatuor, 117.

queo, 151.

qui, no.

ratis, 69.

relicus, 150.
-re (inf.), 160.

reget, 159.

ruo, 35.

saevio, 155.

salvus, 69.

secundus, 118.

sed, 113.

sedes, 100.

sedi, 156.

semel, 116.

senatuis, 109.

septingenti, 118.

septuaginta, 118.

sequere, 35,

serenus, 100.

serimus, 150.

sero, 150.

seu, 35.
-si (perf.), 157.

siem, 151.

sim, 151, 159.
similis, 39.

simul, 116.

simus, 160.

-simus, 119.

sistimus, 150.

sisto, 155.

sona, 27.

sono, 99, 152, 161.

sorer, 97.

SOVO-, 113,

spopondi, 155.

sternimus, 150.

sternuo, 150.

steti, 155.

sum, 151.

-sumo-, 102.

sumus, 39.

-sus, 73, 162.

tarpessita, 27.

-ta-ti-, 96.

Tecumessa, 38.

tempestas, 100,

ter, 119.
-tero-, 102.

terreo, 69.

-timus, 119.

tingo, 69.

-ti-on-, 96.

-tr-, -ter-, 97.

triens, 119.

-tumo-, 102.

-turus 161.

-tus, 73, 162.

ubi, 116.

-ui (perf.), 158
-um (supine), 161.

uncus, 35, 69.

unde, no.
-undus, i6i.

unguis, 69.

unus, 116.

umbilicus, 35.

-urio, 161.

uter, 116.

vas (vadis), 69,

velim, 160.

venio, 159.

veru, 54.
-vi (perf.), 158.

victrix, 99.
vicus, 36.

vidi, 156.

viderim, 158.

videro, 156, 159.

viginti, 118.

vinum, 36.

violens, 155.

virus, 60.

vis (volo), 152.

viso, 152.

THE END.
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